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akelle scout 
Once again Lafayette presents a Spring Parade of special values. 
Radio receivers, combinations, phono players, parts and cameras 
and photographic supplies—all priced to help you SAVE Quanti-

ties in most cases, however, are extremely limited. It will pay you 
to fill your requirements NOW, while stocks are available. 

LOOKS LIKE A CAMERA 

SOUNDS LIKE A BIG SET 

$995 COMPLETE 
WITH 

SATTERIES 

...take& "MINI-RADIO" PORTABLE 
Make this unique 1941 Lafayette " Personal" radio your constant com-
panion. It's especially designed for Americans on the move, for it's " at 

- 
home" anywhere—at the beach, at ball games, at the summer resort, in 
canoes or on boat trips—and anywhere else you might go. The entire 
asserrbly, housed in a compact " personal" case that looks like a camera 
and weighs only 31/2 pounds with batteries, comprises the very latest type 
super-let receiver u:ilizing a I A7GT, IN5GT, I H5GT and a 305GT. An 
efficient built-in loop aerial eliminates the need for any outside connections 
—just push the switch and tune. All domestic broadcasts are received, from 
540 to 1500 kc. Controls include "on-off" switch, calibrated tuning con-

trol and volume control. A powerful automatic volume control circuit 
minimizes fading. Case is covered in attractive, durable "Hyde Tex" 
(simulated leather). Size: 4-1/4x51/4 x9". Batteries used: two 11/2 volt flash-
light cells cncl one 671/2  volt " B". 

MODEL EB-164—Lafayette "Mini- Radio" complete with batteries and 
tubes. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 
YOUR COST COMPLETE  $9-95 
11(20111111—Extra Kit of Batteries  $1.75 

Jake 5 TUBE A. C. - D. C. SUPER 
Neat styling, excellent tone quality and 
EXTRA VALUE—that's the story of this popu-
lar type 1941 Lafayette superheterodyne. It 
brings you all the wealth of entertainment 
afforded on the standard American broad-
cast range—with volume ond clarity of tone 
that will delight you. Just look over the extra-
value features outlined—tben take advantage 
of the unusually low price we are now 
quoting. Here's what you get: 

MAGIC ANTENNAIRE: Lafayette's famous 
built-in oop aerial that eliminates the need 
for any outside connections other than for 
electric 3ower. Just turn -on- and tune. 

SEAM POWER OUTPUT provides clear, 
distortion-free reception with 2 wafts of 
power. The tube complement includes a 
I2SA7GT, 12X7GT, 12SC/7GT, 50L6GT 
"beam- output and 35Z5GT rectifier. Tuning 
range f•om 535 to 1720 kc ( includes some 
police c3Ils and high fidelity stations). 

FULL-TONE PM SPEAKER. incorporat.ng 
powerful magnet, provides fine quality of 
tonal reproduction. 
FULL-VISION DIAL is calibrated in both 
kilocycles and meters. Double edged pcinter 
covers the scales. Dial is illuminated. Other 
features include: automatic volume control 
circuit to minimize fading; operation on either 
a.c. or d.c. 1110 volts); gleaming plastic case 
that's durable and washable ( choice of wal-
nut or ivory). The ideal auxiliary rodio. 
MODEL JS-166: Lafayette 5-Tube AC.-D.C. 
super complete with tubes in Wobble plastic 
case 91/4- x 6" x 6-. For 110 volts a.c. or d.c. 
Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 
YOUR 
COST 
EACH   
MODEL JS-167: Same as above, but in Ivary 
plastic case. 
YOUR COST 
EACH $7•98  

$698 

« 

Jake& 6 TUBE A. C. - D. C. SUPERHET 
A world of entertainment is yours when you 
own model EB- I 13—and the price is far 
below what you would ordinarily have to pay 
for so fine o table model superhet. Our 
stocks, however, are extremely limited—so 
get your order in NOW and SAVE! Here's 
what this fine receiver features: 

ANTENNAIRE: a built-in loop antenna 
that eliminates the need for any outside 
aerial or ground connections. 

"BEAM POWER" output stage to insure 
high powered, distortionless reception. 
Tubes used are: 6A7 converter; 6D6 i.f. 
amp.; 76 diode detector, a.v.c.; 75 driver; 
25L6G "beam power" output; 25Z5 rectifier 
and an L498 ballast tube. 

EXTENDED RANGE covers from 1720 to 
538 kilocycles; includes popular police calls. 

MATCHED SPEAKER, full electro-dynamic 
type, reproduces all tones naturally and 

clearly; covers the entire audible range. 
Other circuit features include: a vernier 
drive Slide- Rule dial calibrated in both kilo-
cyc es and meters and well illuminated; 
powerful automatic volume control circuit to 
minimize fading and to prevent inter-station 
"blasting"; double tuned i.f. coils; power 
output of 2.2 watts; operation from any 110 
volt electric outlet, either A.C. or D.C. 

WALNUT CABINET; rubbed and polished 
striped walnut with rare zebra wood inlays. 
Beautifully styled to go well with practically 
any room of furniture. 

MODEL EB-113: Lafayette 6-Tube A.C.-
D.C. Superhet complete with tubes in cab-
inet. Built-in Antennaire. Size: 141/2" wide, 
8" high, 81/4" deep. Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 
List $22.95. 

YOUR 

COMPLETE OPLETE  *1095 

LAFAYETTE RADIO 
NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA 
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6—TUBE 
STANDARD 
SUPERHET 

Twice as much for your money with these new Laioyettes! Greater 
power. More fectorees. Higher quality. Lower cost. I. .10d—double 
value! It pays to look to Lafayette first. 
Outstanding among this year's auto radios is this new Lafayette 
Model 8110. With such unusual features as -(lat- AVC ano 
-permeoblity `unec - inductances it is years ahead in desian ano 

performance. It is compact and equipped with o universal tyn,' 
of remote control so that it can be custom-fitted to you- car 
means of -customized - control plates that match che design of 
your dashboard exactly. These and the followina feature, del 
initely mark this the yecr's best buy. 
LICENSED SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT— employs the foi 
lowing tubes: 6SK7 RF amplifier. 6SA7 1st detector-oscillator 
6SK7 IF amplifier, 6S07 2nd detector—AVG, 6K6Glf output am 
peer and a 6X5GT power rectifier. Tuning renge: 540 to 1600 1/4 .. 

PERMEABILITY CIRCUITS—instead of the usua variable cor 
denser tuning a three circuit permeability system is used. This 
assures greatly improved signal to noise ratio and ttabilitv. 
FLAT AVC—is a special application of automatic volume control 
which results ri perfect AVC action. 
MOBILE DYNAMIC SPEAKER— the 6- eiectro-dynomic speake. 
is a-ranged to be mounted behind the instrument panel 
in those cars eauipped wah a suitable panel grille or may be used 
in a separate housing arid mounted in the most convenient loco 
tion on the fire wall. A kit of accessories ircluding the speaker 
housing con be supplied { see below right). 
COMPACT SIZE—the set ( without the speaker( is housed in o 
compact rounded corner cabinet measuring only x x 7' . 
POWER OUTPUT— is 5.0 watts maximum and 3.0 wattsi3undis-
torted. Carrent consumption is 8.2 amperes at 6.6 uolts ( no signal). 
OTHER FEATURES—include a non-synchronous plug-in vibrator, 
four tuned IF circuits. improved noise- filtering ci-cuit, etc. 
MODEL B-110—Lafayette 6-Tube Standard Superhet Car Radio 
complete with tubes, distributor suppressor, generator condenser. 
speaker. Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL   $19.95 
“Custornzeci" Control Pate to match your car. . . ....  95c 

(Specify make, model, and year of cod 

jakelle 
7- Tube 6- Volt 

3- Band Superhet 
*Power Line Performance — Battery Operation 

One of the best selling battery receivers we hove ever offered. 
in order to maire room for new models that we corremplate 
manufacturing this summer, we are offering our remaining stock 
nt o discount of over 33 1/4 % from our former low neling pr-cd! 
Naturally the quantity is limited--so order now! 
Designed especinily for the rural dweller, this receiver provides 
excellent reception over a wide tuning range. It is powe-ed from 
o SINGLE 6-volt storage battery that can be kept charged eco-
romicaly by means of a wind-driven charger ( write far informa-
tion'. At the low puce creed, you'll find that model CC- 1 is. a 
good investment' 

THREE RANDS cc-ver from 13.3 to 51.8 meters for foreign shod-
wave stations; 48 to 136 meters for intermediate shoo-waves and 
amateur calls: 174 to 552 meters ( 543-1720 kc) for standard domes-
tic stations. A fulLview slide- rule dial, fully co!ibroted, 

stet :on odiustments. 

TUNING "EYE" permits accurate VISUAL station odiustments; 
it s easy to operate. 

SUPERHET CIRCUIT uses 6K7 if, amp., '6K8 osc.-rniscw, 6S7G 
i.r. amp., 6T7G aet., a.y.c. and first audio, 6L56 driver. 627G 
output and 045 "eye- tube. 
Other features: high efficiency 6" PM speaker; automotic volume 
control, full -ronge TONE CONTROL; beautiful Wo'nut veneer 
table model cab net. 

MODEL CC- -Laf-ayette 7- Tube 3-Band Superhet for -6-Volt stor-
age buttery ope.ation. With tubes. Size: MS" wiae. 113,/y" 
high, 8,4" deco. 5hpg. wt. 26 lbs. 
Code GMNOF. 
Was S2995 
NOW ONLY ( Less Storage lottery) 

95 
With 
Tubes 

Jahelie 
CUSTOM CAR 
RADIOS 

SPEAKER HOUSING AND MOokItiING IT 
If your car does not have a grille/installed on the 
dashboard, or if you desire to mount thu speakee 
elsewhere in the car, you will reAuire this kit which 
incl ides a specially designed !notching housing for 
the speaker and all necessary hardwcre fo: mcunting. 

YOUR  $1050 
COST 

jfkelle 5- Tube Single Unit 
Push- Button Auto Radio 

A triple plus value) r1 powerful 5-tube superheterodyne auto rodi.,:s---plus 
single-unit construction for easy installation—plus push-button tuning for 
eye-on-the-road operation—plus a smashing reduction in price for easy-
on-the- pocketbook buying! Where else could you get so much value for 
so little money? It takes Lafayette's tremendous buying power to make 
possible money-saving values like this! Check the following features:— 
DELIGHTFUL TONE QUALITY—a scientifically designed audio system 
plus o carefully matched dynamic speaker results in tone quality that is 
fully the equal of many home type radio receivers. 
PUSH-BUTTON TUNING—maximum driving safety requires you to keep 
your eye on the road at all times and to keep your hands on the steering 
wheel. This is easy with the Lafayette Model FE- 32 because of the four 
convenient push buttons. You can set these buttons for any station you 
choose quickly and easily. Thereafter four buttons provide o choice of 
four stations that you can tune-in instantly and accurately at the touch 
of a finger. In addition, of course, there is also a standard type of dial 
with the scale conveniently located on the front panel in full view. 
SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT—more thon ample volume and excellent 
selectieity. The circuit employs 5 tubes including: 6SA7 converter. 6SK7e 
i.f. amplifier, 6S07 detector, A.V..C. ( automatic volume control) and ¡ st 
audio, 6K6G power output amplifier and a 6X5G power rectifier. The tun-
ing range covers the complete broadcast band from 530 kc to 1550 k. 
EASY TO INSTALL—You need drill only two holes in the dashboard and 
attach the mounting strap in the rear to mount the set securely. Then a 
simple ammeter connection and another to the aerial complete the instal-
lation. Condensers and a distributor suppressor are supplied 
MODEL FE-32—complete with all tubes, accessories and instructions. 
Size: 57/8- high, 6- wide. 12- deep. Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. $ 
Code HAKIM. List $25.00. YOUR COST SPECIAL i4 95 
NOTE: IN ADDITION TO THE CAR RADIOS LISTED WE CAN FURNISH 
CUSTOM MODELS TO MATCH 1941 CARS, WRITE, MENTIONING 
MAKE OF CAR YOU OWN AND YEAR, FOR COMPLETE DETAILS. 

6—TUBE 
DELUXE 

SUPERHET 
Setting o new high ql performance and value! This new • aye 
DeLuxe Model 11-I I is unquestionably one of the finest auto radio 
receivers ever aeveloped. With tse amazingly high undistorted 
power output of B watts it is one of the most powerful available. 
Just compare the following features with any other set. 
TUBE COMPLEMENT—includes tiSK7 RF amp ifier, 65A7 1st de-
tector-oscillator, 6SK7 IF amplifier, 6S07 2nd detector—AVC, 
6K6GT driver ano o 6N7G dual output audio amplifier. Note that 
no rectifier is included in this tube lineup. A self- rectifying ( syn-
chronous) vibrator eliminates the need for this tube thus keeping 
the current consumption low-8.2 amperes at 6 6 volts. 
PERMEABILITY CIRCUITS--instead of the usual capacity ( con-
denses) tuning a three circuit permeability system is used. This 
assures greatly improved signal to noise ratio and stability. 
FLAT AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL— this is o special 
application of automatic volume control whereby the action 
obtained is so perfect that all stations of approximately equal 
modulation, whether distant or local, are reproduced with equal 
volume provided only`they are above normal noise levels. 
TONE CONTROL—is also include3 providing for gradual grada-
tion {rpm brilliant futi ronge to low bass reproduction. 
MOBILE DYNAMIC SPEAKER—the special 6- oversize electro 
dynamic speaker is o-ranged to be mounted behind the instrument 
panel in those ca-s equipped with o suitable panel grille or may 
be mounted in a teparote housing ( see listing at left) on the fire 
wall. The receive.. it equipped with a 40- speaker cable. 
MINIMUM INTERFERENCE PICKUP — an improved circuit 
assures the elimination of practicolly all interference. Normally, 
spark plug suppressois are entirely unnecessary, the only suppres-
sion items required to eliminate antenna pickup being the dis-
tributor suppressor and generator by-pass condenser, which ore 
supplied with the receiver. Dimensions of the case are: 9-x8" x7-. 
MODEL B-Ill—Lafayette 6-Tube De Luxe Superhet with tubes, 
distributor suppressor, generator ccndenser and speaker. 
Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL 

-Customized - Cort-ol Plate to match your car  t5C 
(Specify make, model and year a your car when ordering) 

 $25.95. 

.1-dye& 
5- Tube 2- Way 

Push- Button Superhet 
aperes From 6V. Storage Battery or 110V. AC 

Looking for a radio vo can use in your camp or bungalow as 
well os your home! Then here's the job for you old at o be-
mendous saving! We have cut the price of this one to the bone! 
But we must wars you that we have only a very limited quantity 
on hone at this puce and it is first come—first se-ved! 
Actually TWO receivers in one! Model FE-35 operates perfectly 
from any commercial 110 volt a.c. lure or from a single 6-volt 
storage battery. Reception, with either type of power, is clear, 
crisp, and has ample volume—and you get the added conven-
ience of automat •c station selection too. It's an ideal set roi 
those living in rural districts, where the " high line- has not as 
yet been installed. 

AUTOMATIC SIX STATION TUNING: Six buttons on the fiant 
panel permit instart selection of any one of your six favorite 
stations. Buttons can oc set in a few minutes, and settings can 
be changed at 'nil.. There's a manual tuning knclo, too, for 
getting all the other domestic stations.. Tuning range is from 
535 tc 1735 kilocycles. 

DUAL DUTY TUSES used in the superhet circu•t account for 
the fire tone quality and power. Tubes used: 6D8G mod.-osc., 6K7 
if, amplifier, 6T7G ser_ond detector, a v.c, and first audio, 6G6G 
output and 62Y5C- rectifier. Operation is from any 6-volt storage 
battery which cor be charged from o "Wincharger- ( write for 
information) or from ; 10 volts a.c. Housed in a handsome Wal-
nut veneer cabinet with illuminated slide-rule dial. 

MODEL FE-3 5--La1ayette 5-Tube Superhet for 6-volt storage bat-
tery cr- 110 volt a.c. operation. With tubes. Size: I7'' wide, 934-
high, 81/2" deer:, 
Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. Code HEDGE. 
Was $22.95 
NOW ONLY ( less storage battery) $16,vui92 



+ft &e weriv 41" 

(dike& 3- IN- 1 " PERSONAL 
This deluxe little Lafayette Personcl radio, dainty as milady's handbag, 
makes a delightful pal. As beautiul as the finest piece of luggage you 
ever sow—and it performs just like its " big brothers". Take one with 
you on your vacation trip, no matter where you go. You can get fine 
p-erformarsce from the built-in battery powe , supply or you can plug it 
into the reared electric outlet, either A.C. or D.C. It's economical to 
operate and it's very easy to own at the low price quoted. 
Five tubes are used in the sensitive superheterodyne circuit: IRS con-
verter; 174 i.f. amplifier; 155 detector, a.v.c. and first audio amplifier; 
3S4 power stage and 35Z5 rectifier ( on electric operation). All these 
hrbes are special low drain types to insure long battery life. A matched 
permanent m3gnet dynamic speaker provides unusually good tone 
quality. Tuning range covers the domestic broadcast band from 540 to 
1650 kc. Design features include: "Auteuil°Ire" loop antenna 
fo eliminate all outside connections; battery switch that automatically 
sluts off current when door is closed; vernier drive full-vision dial; auto-
matic volume control. The petite case is covered with durable simulated 
'e-other. Size: 9' high, 6" wide aid 3% - deep. Shea. wt. 7 lbs. 
MODEL JS-1151111: Brown and Ivory. 
MODEL JS-115111: All Brown. 
With Barteries ( 1-671/2-volt 
"II" and 3 Flashlight cells). 
Let $27.50. YOUR COST COMPLETE 
WITH GENUINE COWHIDE CASE: Like above, but with genuine top 
grain cowhide case with amine "sun tan" finish. Custom made. 

S32.50. 
MODEL JS-115L: YOUR COST, With batteries $17.95 

FOR BATTERY OPERATION ONLY 
Liire above models, but operates on buat-in batteries only. Uses four 
tubes ( IRS, 174, 154, 155). SimActed leather case. Size: 8- high, 43/4" 
w de, 41/4" ceep. Uses 1-67l/s-Nrolt " B" and 3-flashlight cells. All other 
features like models above. Shag. wt. 7 lbs. 
MODEL JS-'i 1481: Brown and Ivory. 
MODEL JS- 11411R: All Brown. 
List $22 50. ) OUR COST, With lotteries 
WITH GENUINE COWHIDE CASE: Like above but with genuine top 
grain cowhide case with aniline "sun tan" finish, 
List SM.00. 
MODEL JS-1141: YOUR COST, With lotteries 

«lake 1 TUBE 3- IN-1 SUPER 
iet thiS fine new Lafayette portable accompany you on all your trove.. It will 
provide you with superb radio reception— equivalent to the better model table 
radios for the home—and you need never worry about -current" proble-ns. The 
net is designed to operate from its own self-contained batteries ( no outside 
connections of any kind) or from any 110 volt outlet, either alternating or direct 
current. The entire assembly is housed in beautifully styled portable case with 
LOCKING TYPE drop front—you carry it a ound lust like any other piece of small 
luggage. And the price is less than you'd ordinarily be asked to pay—as shown 
by these features: 
R. F. AMPLIFIER stage to insure extra .electivity and sensitivity to tie extra-
power circuit that employs seven instead or the usual five or six tubes. Tubes used: 
INS R.F. amplifier; 1A7 oscillator-conver:er; two 1N5's as if. amplifiers; IHS 
diode detector, a.v.c. and audio amplifier; 305 power output stage; 352.5 recti-
fier ( ior electric operation). 
EXTENDED RANGE brings you all the domestic stations from 520 to i620 kilo-
cycles ( includes high fidelity stations and some police calls). 
EFFICIENT PM SPEAKER with oversized 5-ounce magnet insures fine tone quality 
over the entire reproductive frequency range. 
LOW DRAIN, due to the use of special type low drain tubes, insures longer 
battery life. Batteries required: 2-45-volt "8", I-6-volt "A" and 1-41/2.volt 
"A". Switch on front panel changes from battery to electric operation. 
DELUXE CASE is provided with handle, drop front and lock and key. Outside 
covering of durable " Beaver" fabric ( like leatherette). 
Size: 10/4" long, Oh" deep, 10- high. Strag. wt. 18 lbs. ( with batteries). 
MODEL C-160-8E: All Brown. 

MODEL C- 160-MODEL C-160-8L: Blue and White. $19•95 11W: Brown and White. 

YOUR COST EACH, With lotteries  
K20195—Extra kit of batteries. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs $2.71 

jahyde 7 TUBE 
3- ira- 1 3 BAND SUPER 

Amazingly versatile, this deluxe 1941 Lafayette portable 
brings you reception on THREE bands initead of the usual 
one—and the quality of reception afforded is far above 
the average because it uses SEVEN multi-function tubes 
instead of the usual five or six. Take one with you wherever 
you go--get fine reception using the built-in batteries or 
plug into any 110 volt electric line, either a.c, or d.c. 
INCLUDES POPULAR 60 METER BAND: In addition to 
bringing in all the domestic broadcast stations, you can 
tune police calls, amateur stations, Ship-ite-Shere signals, 
hve-vrey Aviofiesi signals, foreign short wave stations and 
many other interesting services. [ Ire THREE tuning bands 
ore: 16.2 to 51 meters ( for foreign short-wave); 4/ to 133 
meters ( for amateurs, aviation and ship-to-shore, police 
calls, etc.); 174 to 556 meters ( for cbmestic broadcast 
programs). 
MAGIC "ANTENNAIRE": Special lopp antennas built 
into the set eliminate the need for external aerial and 
ground connections. Terminals for extenal aerial ore in-
cluded, however, for use where desired. 
HEADPHONE JACK permits listening by an individual 
without disturbing others. When phones are plugged in, 
speaker is automatically cut off. 
MULTI-FUNCTION TUPES. low drain type, afford excellent 
quality. Tubes used: 1A7GT converter; two INSGTS if. 
amplifiers; IHSGT det., a.v.c. and audio; 305GT and 
50L6GT " beam power" output; 35ZSGT rectifier ( for elec-
tric). Matched 5" PM speaker is emplcyed. 
Case is covered in durable " Pig Tez" fabric and has 
drop front, lock and key. liy," u 111/4" u 7%" deep. 
MODEL C-125: Complete with tubes aad batteries. Ready 
to operate. Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 
List $45.00. 
YOUR COST, With lotteries  
K20163—Extra -kit of batteries (2-45-volt "13- and 2-
4./2-volt "A"). Shpg. wt. 7 lbs $2.75 

$26.95 

orldpik "POOR" 
3- iii- 1 2 BAND SUPER 

A deluxe portable especially designed for use by aviators, 
pilots and all those interested in the -eception of airways 
signals and weather reports. It provides safety and peace 
of mind at a price well within the means of any flier. 
Compact and easily portable, it can be used in any ship— 
privately owned or rented. Its performcnce and construction 
characteristics ore exceptionally good, as shown by the 
features outlined herewith: 
THREE-WAY OPERATION: the receiver operates from self-
contained dry batteries, or from any 110-120 volt commer-
cial light line, either A.C. or D.C. 
MULTI-FUNCTION TIMES, six in al , furnish 8.tube per-
formance. Circuit uses: two 1P5G-'s, IA7GT, 11-15GT, 
3O5GT and a 50Z7GT rectifier ( on electric operation). 
R. F. AMPLIFIER stage, on each band, insures fine sen-
sitivity and selectivity. A three-gang condenser, found only 
in fine sets, is utilized. 
SPECIAL TUNING RANGE: in addition to tuning the 
entire domestic broadcast band from 530 to 1520 kc, you 
can bring in aircraft beacon signals and weather reports 
on the 140 to 410 kc band ( 732 to 2143 meters). A special 
SEPARATION FILTER enables the separation of the 
beacon signals from the weather reports at the flip of 
a switch. 
DIRECTIONAL "ANTENNAIRE", a built-in matched loop, 
eliminates the need for any externci antenna or ground 
connections. 
HEADPHONE JACK is provided fc, headphone reception. 
Necessary for use n an open cockpit plane or where noise 
level is nigh. Insertion at headphone plug automatically 
cuts oft the set speaker. 
SLIDE-RULE DIAL, with each band individually calibrated, 
is easily legible. 
THERMAL RELAY built- into the ci cuit to conserve bat-
tery current ( batteries required are two 4i/,.volt "A- and 
two 45-volt " 8"). 
Other features include: powerful autDmatic volume control 
circuit to minimize fading; conven ent knob placing so 
that tuning is simple even when glo.es are worn; ruggedly 
built chassis and components. The compact case measures 
only 11" ir 13" x 7- deep, and is covered with durable 
fabrikoid. Sturdy carrying handle is provided. 
MODEL E-113: Lafayette "Aviator" Portable complete 
with tubes and batteries, less 

YOUR COST COMPLETE $ 29050 
headphones. Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. 

K3014—Extra kit of batteries. Wt. 7 lbs $2.75 

geik 5 TUBE 
3- IN-1 PORTABLE 

Let this fine superhet portable accompany you wherever 
you go. It will provide you with gocd quality entertainment 
at all times, and because of the .elf-contained batteries 
and built-in Antennaire, there are no eshomeefiees Pe maim. 
When at home, you merely plug in the line cord ( concealed 
in the case when not in use) into any 110 volt outlet, KC. 
or D.C. The handsomely styled compact cases, available 
in several popular colors, have erclosed type fronts and 
ore furnished complete with lock old key. 
LOW DRAIN TUBES used in the sensitive superhet circuit 
insure long battery life. Tubes used are: IA7GT converter; 
INSGT if, amp.; IHSGT detector, o.v.c, and first audio; 
305GT " BEAM POWER" output; 35ZSGT rectifier ( on elec-
tric). The tuning range covers the American broadcast 
band from 540 to 1650 kc. 
MATCHED PM SPEAKER reproduces voice and music with 
good fidelity. Batteries required: two 41/2  vOlt "A" and 
two 45-volt " B". Switch on panel permits instant change-
over from batteries to electric curent. 
"ANTENNAIRE": built-in loop antenna makes outside 
aerial or ground unnecessary. 
Dimensions: 13Y4" x 9" x 57/s" deep. Shpg. wt. 19 lbs. 
MODEL C-121-11W—Brown and White. 
MODEL C-121-11L-- Blue and White. si5 
MODEL C-121 -811t—Solid Brown. 
YOUR COST EACH, With lotteries.... 
0(20196—Extra kit of batteries. Wt. 7 lbs..... ...... $1.75 

.95 

o 
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,,Édielle 6- TUBE 2- BAND PHONO- RADIO 

jahietk FM-AM PHONO- RADIO 
Here's a high quality phono-radio combination 
that is bound to receive an overwhelml^g wel-
come because of its excellent features, its hand-
some appearance its superb performance and 
its traditienaRy 'can't- be- beaten' Lafayette 
low price. it is a well known fact that there can 
be no compromise with quality in FreanienaY 
Modulation receivers—which makes this ensem-
ble rrore remorkable because it not only fea-
tures a fine FM receiver, but a FOUR BAND 
A.M. receiver and a fine quality automatic 
recaro changer :n a beautiful furniture piece 

this ,s amozirg price. It ls truly one of the 
greatest Lafayette values ever offered. Here 
are some of its feature highlights: 

R.F. STAGE ON ALL RANDS, a feature found 
only in quality receivers. Assures greater sensi-
tivity and selectivity on all stations. 

FIVE COMPLETE TUNING RANGES inclAing: 
1) F.M. band from 41.5 to 50.5 megac-yi:les; 
2) Standard A.M. or broadcast band from 540 
to 1604 kc and three short-wave spread bands 
covering: 3) 31 meter band fions 9.42 to 9.8 ma; 
4) 25 meter band from 11.38-12.1 mc and 
S) 19 meter band ficom 14.44 to 16.1 mc. These 
bonds have wide spread tuning for greater se-
lectivity and dialing ease. 
MAGIC ANTENNAIRE. Lafayette's exclusive 
loop eliminates need for antenna on A.M. 
broadcast band. For fine F.M. and short wove 
reception terminals for a good antenna are 
provided. 
14 HIGH GAIN TUBES include: 6A117 if.; 
65A7 converter 3-6SK7 if, amplifiers; 6517 F M. 
limiter; 61-16 F.M. detector; 6507 2nd dei., 
AVC, 1st o.f.; 6507 tone control amp.; 62.5GT 
phase inverter; 2-6V6GT push-pull "beam-
power" outpnt; ErY5 tuning " eye" and a 5U4G 
rectifier tube. 

„inky& F- M Rd 
For the many owners of fine broadcast receivers wh 
would like to enjoy the advantages of Frequency Mod-
ulation reception, Lafayette now offers this fine little 
F-M Receiver and Converter. Nc bigger than the ordi-
nary table model m;dget set it nevertheless is both 
a complete receiver, housing its own amplifier and 
speaker AND a converter for usirg the audio section 
and speaker of your present set. Change-over is made 
by a simple toggle switch or the back of the FM unit. 
It hardly pays to deprive yourself of the undoubted 
superiority of FM transrnission.when you cari pick up 
this fine unit at so low a price. 
SUPERIOR F.M. CIRCUIT incorporating the latest re-
finements in F.M. ut-lizes seven tubes, including: 
6SA7 converter; 65K7 st i.f.; 6510 2nd i.f.; 688 limiter, 
freq. detector; 2-25L6GT push-pull " beam-power" out-
put and 25Z6GT rectifier. Operates on 110 volts A.C. 
or D. C. 

10 WATTS UNDISTORTED OUTPUT assures 
excellest fidelity of tone ce FM, AM and 
phono. 
SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS 
pruvide any desired degree orf acoustic control 
you wish — a "must" for fine reproduction. 
Gives you any desired degree of bass without 
loss of treble, and vice versa- Not to be ma-
taken for ordinary tone controls. 
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER will provide 
you with almost cm hour of undisturbed musical 
"luxury listening". Gentle action mechanism 
will ploy ten I2-inch records or twelve 10-inch 
records automatically. 
LATEST TYPE CRYSTAL PICK-UP in tangent 
tone arm for maximum frequency response, in-
creased record life, minimum scratch. 
12-INCH DYNAMIC SPEAKER fully capable of 
handling entire audio output with all the vo -
urne and fidelity desired. 
HANDSOME MAHOGANY CONSOLE fittingly 
houses this superb instrument. Tone chamber 
matched to both the amplifie- and speaker for 
finest results. Overall measurements: 37" high, 
24s/4" wide, 18" deep. Beautiful hand rubbed 
satin finish. 
MODEL FE-198 — Lafayette FM-AM Phono-
Radio Combination, with Automatic Record 
Changer, in Mahogany Console as described 
above, complete w"th all tubes. For operation 
on 110 volts, 60 cyc:es a.c. 
Shpg. wt 125 lbs. 
List Price $225.00. 
YOUR COST ..... e l 218•50 
MODEL FE-199—Sa-ne as above., but with spe-
cial dual speaker system consisting of one 12" 
woofer and one 6" tweeter speaker. in place of 

YOUR COST  

the single speaker. $13 
List Price $240.00. 8.50 

IVER & CONVERTER 
FIDELITY SPEAKER for use whet unit a used os straight 
F.M. receiver. Sw.tch cuts out l'us specfcer wirer, set is 
used in conjunction with your radio. 
COVERS 42 TO 50 MEGACYCLES inctuclina the entire 
F M. bond. Tunes as simply as your broadcast set. 
STATIC FREE HIGH FIDELITY RECEPTION. 'assured 
because of the inherent qualities of Finquency Modu-
lotion, will assoie you. Your program.; come through 
unscathed tgrougli the heaviest summer storms. 
CHARMING WALNUT CABINET only 9 inches high, 
14 inchei wide and 6,14 inches deep, beautifully fin-
isnrird to foins a welcome addition to your present set.. 
MODEL FE-1 58-- Lafayette 7-tube A.C..D.C, Frequency 
Modulation Receiver and Camie-ter, complete with all 
tubes. 
List Price $50.00. 
Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. $29.50 
YOUR COST  

STYLE 

If you've been waiting for a really De Luxe table 
model phono radio combination at true economy 
prices this new Lafayette Model 1543 is for you. In 
all our years of turning out fine combinations at un-
believably low prices we've hardly ever matched this 
combination for excellence of reproduction, beauty of 
cabinet and amazingly few price. But quality has 
not been slighted. You'll find all the many fine fea-
tures so necessary for really fine radio and phono-
graph reproduction. Just check this list and compare: 
BUILT-IN ANTENNAIRE, Exclusive Lafayette loop 
permitting you to operate this unit anywhere without 
using an aerial or ground for broadcasts. Antenna 
terminals provided for S.W. reception. 
TWO TUNING BANDS covering domestic broadcasts 
iron, 540 to 1700 kc ( 556 to 176 meters) which includes 
all the new allocations. Foreign S.W. stations are 
heard from 4.8 to 16 mc ( 62.5 to 18.7 meters). Large, 
easy-to- recd dial makes for pleasurable tuning, easy 
logging. 
BEAM POWER OUTPUT provides both excellent tone 
and ample volume on both radio and phono. Tube 
complement includes: 6SA7GT 1st det-osc., 6SK7GT 
if.: 6.15GT 2nd det. AVG; 6507GT 1st of.; 6V6GT 
beam-power output; 80 rectifier. 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL provides the acoustics 
most pleasing to you. 

e 

OVERSIZE FIDELITY SPEAKER capable of handling 
full audio output with excellent frequency response 
and tonal quality. 
TANGENT ARM CRYSTAL PICKUP of the latest 
type supplies the most from your records, minimizes 
needle scratch, extends record life. 
CONSTANT SPEED MOTOR. self starting, highly 
dependable with 10 inch flocked turntable. For-
10-inch and I2- inch records, played with lid of cabi-
net completely closed. 
ATTRACTIVE GRAIN WALNUT CABINET thot will 
grace any room it is placed in. Two toned with con-
trasting graining and custom satin-finish. Size: 12' 
high, 18- wide and 131/2 " deep. 
MODEL JS-43—Lofoyette 6-tube, 2- bond AC Phono-
Radio combination in table model walnut cabinet, 
complete with tubes. For operation on 110 volts. 60 
cycles A.C. only. List Price 1-45.00. 

YOUR COST $2705 
Shpg. wt. 28 lbs. 0 

For 220 volt operation odd $3.00 
V-TUIE AC.-D.C. MODEL 

MODEL JS-43-DC—Similar to above, but for opera-
tior on 110 volts AC or DC, complete with tubes. 

 $37.50 List Price $62.50. 

YOUR COST 

,Idyelie 5- TUBE AC PHONO-RADIO 
It may seem unbelievable that a good quality 
,zhono-radio combination can be produced to 
sell for this low price, but Lafayette has been 
offering " buys" of this nature for so long that 
the dollar-wise radio public looks upon them 
as the usual thing for us. And well they may, 
for once again we scoop the low- price phono-
radio combination with this unusual table 
model. It is ideal for a den, dormitory, child's 
room, small apartment and any other place 
where space is at a premium, yet quality can-
not be overlooked. Check these features: 

MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE, Lafayette's exclusive 
built-in loop which eliminates the necessity 'for 
any aerial or grdund and permits placement 
anywhere near a 110-volt outlet, A.C. only. 

HIGH GAIN TUBES proeide  performance 
equal in many ways to that of a seven tube 
receiver. Tube complement: I - I2SO7GT, 
I - 12SK7GT, 1-12SA7GT, I -50L6GT " Beam-
Power" output tube ard I -35Z5GT rectifier 
tube. Plenty of power and exceptional quality 
is assured. 

TANGENT ARM CRYSTAL PICKUP of the 
latest type will reproduce your favorite records 
with excellent fidelity. 
CONSTANT SPEED MOTOR, 78 r.p.m., of the 
self-starting type, s rubber cushioned, a qual-
ity feature rare at this vice. Plays 10" and 
12" records with lid closed. 
COMPLETE BROADCAST COVERAGE from 
550 to 1700 kc ( 545 to 176 meters) includes 
all the new allocated frequencies. 
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL minimizes 
fading on weak or distant stations. 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER amply handles all the 
volume you want for good reproduction. 
GRAINED WALNUT CABINET measures 15" 
wide, 10'4" high, 11 1/4" deep. Needle cup in 
motor board, pick-up arm rest. 
MODEL EB-163—Lcrfayette 5-tube High Gain 
AC Radio-Phono combination in table model 
Walnut cabinet, complete with tubes. For oper-
ation on 110 volts 60 cycles A.C. only. 
Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 

$1[4.95 
List Price $25.00. 
YOUR COST  
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Your entertainment prob'ems ore solved, when you 
select this deluxe compact console model to provide 
with complete radio and recorded programs. And 
you'll find that the cost of this enjoyment reaches 
an ci time low, at the sub-standard price we're 
quotirg specially for this spring sole! 
Unicruely designed so that the entire automatic 
teca c changer is conceoled in a sliding comport' 
men', this superlative performer deserves a "top 
spot ' in your home. 
DUAL "ANTENNAIRE": A special " High Q" loop 
with tuned primary is used for broadcast band 
reception and a self-contained counterpoise type 
antenna for reception on the shorf-wave band. NO 
OUTSIDE CONNEZTIONS ARE REQUIRED. 
GET EUROPE DIRECT: In oddit,on to tuning the 
entire domestic broadcast band from 528 to 1600 kc, 
you can bring in European short-wave stations on 
the 16.4 to 52.2 meter -pond 
MODERN CONTROL PANEL: a 61/2 " illuminated 
slide rule dial and four ,:noos govern all operations. 
Corrt-ols include: volume and " on-off"; tone; man-
ual tuning; band change and phono-radio. 

VARIARLE TONE CONTROL: frill range control, 
with- variable bass boost. As control is turned to 
mid- position, bass reproduction is accentuated with-
out appreciably affecting the highs. 

REAM POWER OUTPUT insures high powered, clec 
reception. Tubes used are: 65.17 first dot-: 6Je"-. 
oscillator; two 651(7's i f. amplifiers; 6507 sec. 
a.v.c, and first audio; 6Y6GT " beam" output 
rectifier; 6U5 '' eye'. 
VISUAL TUNING is provided by the cote , 
tuning -eye'', critical tuning is simple. 
12" CONCERT SPEAKER of latest design furnishes 
wicie-range frequency response. All voice and music 
faithfully reproduced 
AUTOMATIC CHANGER plays twelve 10" or ten 
12" records automatically, in sequence. 
"LIFE-TIME" NEEDLE is supplied for the fire 
crystal pick-up. This needle is good for several 
thousand plays without change. Response is in -
usually tine. 
DELUXE WALNUT CONSOLE: Constructed with 
fine walnut veneers. Has attractive light top strip 
and sloping panel. Automatic changer compartment 
on ball bearing sliders becomes an integral part 
of the speaker grille. Overall size: 371/2" high, 
26%" wide, 16" deep. 
MODEL II-112: Complete with all tubes and with 
semi-permanent needle for the pick-up. For 110 
volts, 60 cycles oc. 
Shpg. wt. 84 tbs. 
YOUR COST 
EACH ..... 

JAN& DeLuxe 5 TUBE COMBINATION 
for those whose home turn shings reflect the gracious 
charm of the eighteenth century, Lafayette heartily recom-
mends this delightful period style compact phono-radio. 
Designed ond built by master furniture craftsmen, this 
mocel is bound to meet with your instant approval. 
And the quality of radio and recorded reproduction 
afforded is fully equa to the beauty of the cabinet. 
Take advantage, now, of the " below par" price we're 
quoting. A resume of its fectures will convince you. 

MAGIC "ANTENNAIRE": built-in matched loop-antenna 
makes it unnecessary to connect any external aerial or 
grownd wires. Terminals for outside creaals are included, 
however, for use where desired. 

AIRPLANE DIAL, fully illuminated, is legibly calibrated 
in ,ndct o zero tc numbers). 

POWERFUL SUPERHET uses five multi-purpose tubes to 
provide seven- tube performance. Tube complement: 
12SA7, 129(7, 12507, 50L6GT " BEAM POWER" tube for 
distortionless output and 3525GT rectifier. A matched 
5" PM speaker provides fine tone. 
SELF STARTING MOTOR, constant speed type, has 
a 10- padded turntable. All standard 10" and 12" 
records can be played with the lid closed. 
CRYSTAL PICKUP, latest type lightweight tangent arm 
type, furnishes faithful reproduction over the entire 
audible range. 
MODEL FE-151: Complete with all tubes, in deluxe 
walnut cabinet 153/4 " x 103,8" x 121/2" deep. For 110-120 
volts, 60 cycles a.c. 
Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 
YOUR COST, EACH. 

..lakeiie TABLE MODEL SUPER WIT 

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANG 
Sets a new high n versatility and value! That s 
what you'll soy when you find that this fine 
Automatic combination is being offered at a 
price you'd expect to pay for a good table 
model radio alone! You'll enjoy the fine quality 
of radio reception it provides—and you'll be 
thrilled by the luxury afforded by the gentle 
action RCA record changer that permits you 
to build your own programs of recorded music. 
Both radio and automatic record changer are 
housed in a beautifully styled walnut cabinet 
that's just trie thing for the smail apartment. 
Here's what you get: 

MAGIC "ANTENNAIRE" built-in loop aerial 
to eliminate outside connections; terminals for 
external antenna included. 

EXTENDED RANGE from 540 to 1730 kc; 
brings you all domestic broadcast stations. 

MULTI-FUNCTION nuns cive you extra 
sensitivity and selectivity with more than ample 
volume. Circuit uses a I2SA7 12SK7, I2S07, 
50L6GT "BEAM POWER" tube and a 35Z5GT 
rectifier. 

RCA AUTOMATIC CHANGER plays seven 
1 2" or eight 10" records automatically, in se-
quence. You can enjoy over a half-hour of 
recorded entertainrhent without interruption. 
Changer has "gentle action". 
CRYSTAL PICK-UP, latest lightweight type, 
provides wide range response. 
WALNUT CABINET: Styled to go well with 
practically any room of furniture. Size: 141/4" x 

MODEL E-114: Complete with tubes. For 110 
volts. 60 cycles a.c. 
Shpg. wt. 34 lbs. $32.45 
YOUR COST  

G,bikelle 4 IN ONE PORTABLE"Pader" 
The most complete entertainment instrdment ever 
devised! Here. in one compact portable case, are 
FOUR GREAT INSTRUMENTS! It comprises a 
fine superhet radio receiver; a high quality record 
player; an improved home recording mechanism; 
a good Public Address system. Now you can make 
permanent recoras of the voices of your family and 
friends—and ploy them back whenever you desire. 
Or you can make speeches—amplified so that 
large gatherings can hear you—through the„audio 
system of the radio. Never before has Lafayette 
been able to offer so much in one instrument at 
such a low cost! It features: 
7-TUBE SUPERHET of superb quality, tuning the 
broadcast band from 530 to 1700 kc ( including 
high fidelity stations and police calls). 
MAGIC "ANTENNAIRE," a built-in loop aerial, 
eliminates the need for outside antenna or ground 
wires ( terminals for external aerial). 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL that operates on 
radio and phono alike, permitting tone quality that 
you find most enjoyable. 
FIDELITY RECORD PLAYER, incorporating a 
fine self-starting motor and a modern tangent arm 
Crystal Pick-Up. It plays all standard Kr' ar 

11 - commercial records. 

FINE HOME RECORDER permits cutting blanks 
up to 10' diameter. It's amazingly simple to recor. 
any broadcast program, singing, talking, etc, 
and you can ploy the recordings back immediate 
CRYSTAL CUTTER cuts blanks "outside-in" so 
that they can be played on any record player. 
It provides wide- range response and has pre-set 
:lead for correct depth cf cut. 
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE of the latest type a 
supplied, with long cable and connector. 
PUBLIC ADDRESS UNIT utilizes the audio s 
tion of the receiver and the crystal mike. 
CHANGEOVER SWITCH, on front panel, re 

plainly marked for all applications. 
MULTI-PURPOSE TUBES: 65A7. 65K7, two 6SOI's 
6K6GT. 6U5 eye' and 6X5GT rectifier. 
FREE ACCESSORIES: We supply six 0" record-
ing discs, two steel recording needles and a pa 
age of playback needles. 
MODEL S-162: Complete with tubes, microphon 
and FREE accessories. In leatherette covered 
portable case 12'et17 1/4 -,14 deep. For 110 volts, 
60 cycles a.c. 

50 
Shpg. wt. 41 lbs. 

YOUR COST COMPLETE . 4711 
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ECHOPHONE COMMERCIAL MODEL EC-2 ECHOPHONE COMMERCIAL EC-3 
This is truly one of the most amazing values eve , 
offered in LI communications receiver. Offering 
preselection on all bands, calibrated bandspreod 
and automatic noise limiter in addition to o host 
of other valuable feotures. it is the answer to 
many a ham and SWL's prayer at this price. Just 
check these features: 

TUNED RF S7AGE on all bands 

110 VOLT AC OR DC OPERATION. 

AUTOMATIC NOISE LIMITER operated by the 
mere flip of o switce. 

RIGHT TUBES (including ballast) are: 6SD7GT 
r.f.; 6K8 converter: 6SK7 if.; 6SC7 of. and BFO 
25L6GT power output; 6H6 1st det. and auto-
matic noise limiter tube; 25Z6GT rectifier and a 
K35 ballast tube. 

THREE BAND COVERAGE includes: 545 to 2100 
kc on Bond I; 2.1 to 8.1 mc on Band 2. and 7.9 to 
30.5 mc on Bond 3. 
CALIBRATED BAND SPREAD SCALE on 80 
40. 20 and 10 meter ham band: 

Economy All-Electric 
Complete Record Player 

"Mystery" Wireless Player 
With One Ounce Pickup 

COMPLETE PORTABLE RECORDER 

Here is a really complete home record player 

that has its own high efficiency amplifier and PM 

dynamic speaker all built into a compact yet 

highly practical table model cabinet that will not 

look out of place anywhere. Has a powerful am-

plifier using o 501.6 -beam-power output tube 

for an undistorted power output of two watts 

35Z5 rectifier. operates on 110 volts o.c. 60 

cycles only. Heavy duty self-startina constant 

speed induction motor. Lotest type offset head 

crystal pick-up. Combines real performance with 

eye appeal in its beautifully grained walnut 

cabinet measuring 12 3/8" x 11 3/8- x 43/4 " high. 

Motor board has needle well, on-off switch and 

volume control. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 

K22315— 

YOUR COST $10-44 

"SUPER-VALUE" CHANGER 
1-0z. Pickup - Lifetime Needle 

RUSSELL Recording Unit GARRARD One Ounce Pick-Up 
With Permanent Sapphire Stylus 

The changer buy of the year! One of our great-
est values. this Super-Volue automatic record 
changer brings you the lotest type low-pressure 
(1 ounce) tangent tone arm with improved crys-

tal pick-up and a life- time needle good fo:-
many thousand plays without change—and on 
for only $ 15.75! Automatically ploys up to four-
teen 10-inch records or ten I2- inch records at one 
loading. Selector blades handle your precious 
records gently. The new tone arm and needle 
assure excellent frequency response and areotl 
increased record life. Powerful, constant speed 
motor, precision machined throughout. Finishea 
in attractive brown wrinkle. Size: 14" x'14 - x 3' 
deep. For- 110 volts 60 cycles a.c. Shag. wt. 24 it), 

K223411—YOUR COST $15.75 

PM DYNAMIC SPEAKER mounted in tap of cob 

ELECTRICAL BAND SPREAD available at all 
frequencies is. the teeing range. 
CONTROLS include-. Main tuning; bend spread 
tuning; AF gain control; Bond Switch: AVC-BFO 
on- off switch. ANL on-off switch; Receive- Stand-
by switch; Soeclker-ohones switch. In addition 
phone tip- jacks ore provided for on rear panel as 
well as doublet type antenna posts. 
SEPARATE UFO OSCILLATOR for CW -eception 
and for assistance in logging weak foreign SW. Fre-
quency coverage imcludes the entire broadcast 
bond and extends through the 10 meter band. 
Short-wove broadcast bands, hare bonos. police 
and aviation bands ore all indicated on main 
tuning scale. In bled crackle finish steel cabinet 
151/2" long. high. 95/8" deep. With chrome 
center band. Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. 
K21335—Echr.phone Commercial EC -2 to.mple.te 
with tubes and built-in speaker. 
YOUR COST... $29.95 

An exceptional value in the latest type of m.• 
tery -Wireless - record player, this unit features 
on improved ONE OUNCE crystal pick-up fro 
greater record life, less needle scratch end 
higher fidelity. Ploys through your radio with no 
interconnection w ies. Me-ely plug into one . 10 
volt 60 cycle a.c, outlet end hear your reco-ds 
reproduced beauUtully through your radio. Feat 
ures include: dependable constant speed rim -
drive motor with 9- flocked turntable, ploys ell 
10'• and 12" records. Automatic record stop is an 
extra added convenience. A microphone lack tor 
use with a toy microphone permits you to 
-broadcast - through your radio—loads of fun 
Volume control and on- off switch mounted Dri 

motor board os is the needle-well. In streamlined 
walnut cabinet. 1344 - x 121/2" x 41/2" hilt). Shtah 

'es 

K22383— 
YOUR COST $10.66 

An excellent home recording mechanism for in-
stallation in your present radio. etc. Sturdy 
construction and ease of operation assure excel-
lent results. High quality magnetic cutting heoc: 
adjustable for depth of cut. arre height one 
needle ongle. Cuts 110 lin to the inch. outside 
in. The powerful seli-startieg rim drive moto' 
(76 r.p.m.) hos positive weer) and drive gear ice 
driving the cutting head. Heavy weighted. turn-
table. Latest type crvstol p:ck-up. exceilent /c-
all records, acetate ono cominerciai Will plas 
bock up to 12" commercial records: records up 
to 10" discs. Cut-tiro head will operate • • 
watts from any 6-F: ohm voice coil c 
13 - x 12 1/4- x 21/-2' high above board, 41/4' den: 
For operation on 110 volts 60 cycles oh- See 
wt. 15 lbs. 

K223116—YOUR COST $16.76 

Never before hou a voter, os outstanding as this 
been offered in the communications field at any-
thing like this o-nazingly low price. Think of it o 
nine-tube sors reunications ieceiver with crystal 
filter circuit. automatic noise lirMter, preselection 
on all bonds 2-stage i.f. amplifier, separate 
speaker ord many more features — FOR LESS 
THAN $5000! :1 over these fine features'. 

TUNED R F. STAGE on all bands. 

CRYSTAL FaTER CIRCUIT; four position for 
variable se lehtieity. Crystal phasing condenser 
enables operator to eliminate objectionable heter-
odynes and get single signal CW reception. 
Brood crystal position allows phone reception with 
ability to balance out •• oeferina heterodyres. 

FOUR POSITION SELECTIVITY SWITCH: 
,norp crystei brood crys. -. harp IF and broad IF 

SEPARATE BFO OSCILLATOR for CW recep 
fion with yoriable oitch centre 

OPERATES ON 110 VOLTS A.C. OR D.C. 

- Luxe All- Electric 
1.,`.1plete Record Player 

•••,, stria I apartment, dooeito; s den. 
children s room or &meet any place convenient. 
Proauces tone quality and volume that will 
amaze you. Ploys both ten inch and twelve inch 
records with lid closed. Features a heavy duty. 
constant speed indection motor ( 78 r.p.m.) with 
brown flocked turrtoble. Has a high efficiency 
three tube amplifier utilizing o 12SO7. a 50L6G1 

-beam-power- output tube and a 35Z5GT recti-
fier. Operates on i 10 v-alts 60 cycles a.c. only. 

Oversize dynamic speaker handles full output 
faithfully. Handsome wood cutout speaker grille. 
Front panel has on-of volume switch and jew-

eled pilot light. Two position bass-treole switch 
permits control to suit your own toste. Latest 
type tangent arm Astetic crystal p-ck-up pro. 
vidie excellent response. Two toned walnut case 

"s 15 ' Shoe wt. 19 lbs. 
R22364— 
YOUR COST $14.95 

i '1 I!, worna-larried 

producing the finest in record playing equipment. 
is entirely worthy of the f•ne name it carries. A 
low-pressure of only ore ounce at the needle 
point assures far (treater life for you- precious 
records and provides areater enjoyment for you. 
The stylus itse u cf the permanent sapphire 
type good for years of record playing, without 
lh constant nether of clanging need es. Fre-
auenre response coeers the remarkebly wide 
ranoe of 30 to 8500 The arm has the new 
fret .sw,naina ieweied movement and s of cor. 
-ect tongentio' shape fcr optimum tracking 
Counter baionced to assure correct needle ores-
. r. Complete mountinc ; nstructions furnished 
• , cable provided. Shpq. wt. 3 lbs. 

1<13405--YOUR COST S9.70 

NINE TUBES (including ballast) are: 65D7GT I st 
r.f.; 6K8 „inverter: 65K7 1st if.: 6SK7 2nd if.: 
6H6 2nd det, and automatic noise limiter; 6SC7 
1st o.f and IWO; 25L6GT beam- power output: 
25Z6GT rectifier and K29D ballast. 

THREE BAND COVERAGE: overlapping, covers 
on Bond I-545 to 2100 kc: Band 2-2.I to 8.1 
mc; Band 3--7.9 to 30.5 mc. 

CALIBRATED BAND SPREAD 4 ham bonds. 

SEPARATE EXTERNAL SPEAKER IN MATCH-
ING CABINET. MONITOR CIRCUIT for listen-
ing to your own CW transmission. Complete con 
trols include: Main Tuning; Bond Spread Tuning: 
RF Gain; AF Gain; Crystal Phasing; BFO Pitch 
Control; Bondswitch; Selectivity Contro:: AVC 
BFO on-off switch; ANL on-off switch; Speaker. 
Phones Switch: Monitor- Receive-Standby Switch, 

K21334—Echophone Commercial EC- 3. complete 
with tubes and speaker in separate cabinet. Shpg. 
wt. 34 lbs 
YOUR COST 49-95 

Here's value that IS value! For the price of one instrument 
you get 1)A fine home recorder; 2) A fine record ployer; 
3) A fiee low-powe- public address system. Features 
include: 
HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER: will provide 4 watts undistorted 
output. Accessible controls atop motor panel for gain and 
variable tone. 
CUTTING HEAD: quality crystal type with factory ad-
justed needle angle and pressure for cutting record disc, 
up to 10- diameter. 
CRYSTAL PLAY-BACK PICKUP: wide range type with 
longent orrnr For 10- and 12" records. 
FOOLPROOF DRIVE MECHANISM—can't go wrong. 
HEAVY DUTY MOTOR: constant speed. for I 10 volts 60 
cycles a.c. only. Weighted turntable, no "wows-. 78 r.p.m. 
6" PM SPEAKER for fine tonal quality over audio ron 
for all playback:, 

CRYSTAL MIKE: on desk stand with 12' cable. Housed irs 
attractive leatherette covered portable case: 18 - x 16- x 
high. With sturdy carrying handle. Shpg. wt. 35 lbs 
K223112—Portable Recorder as described with tubes and 
61/2- record discs and steel recording needle. $32.25 

YOUR COST SPECIAL 

eit' 

• 

Automatic Changer in Walnut Case 
An ideal de luxe unit to convert your present rodio into 
a modern phono-radio combination. Compact enough to 
be placed otop your rodio cabinet if need be. handsome 
enouan to stand by itself in any home, this new economy 
priced unit is an exceptionally good buy. Check these 
splendid features: 
G. I. CHANGER ploys ten 12 - or twelve 10- recards 
automatically. providing 45 minutes of undisturbed listen-
ing pleasure Any record con be rejected at will. Lost 
record repeats until motor is turned off 
CRYSTAL PICKUP, lightweight for needle life and fidelity 
CONSTANT SPEED MOTOR (78 r.p.m.), powerful, de-
pendable, for 110 volts 60 cycles a.c 

BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET with hinged top lid 
that closes Over 12 records. Contrasting light striping 
Size: 16y,,.. 81/8" high. With full instructionï 
Shag. wt. 24 lbs 
K22375—YOUR COST $19 
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Undoubtedly the finest AM-FM receiver ever 
developed by Meissner, one of the pioneers in 
the design of Frequency Modulated receivers. 
Within a compact handsome table model cabi-
net. measuring only 12 1/4" high by 22 3/4- wide 
and 11" deep, is housed a perfectly engineered 
I7-tube radio incorporating all of the latest 
features. 
17-TURE DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE CIR-
CUIT— employs the following tube lineup: 
6AC7-FM RF amplifier, 6SA7-FM Mixer-Oscil-
lator, 3-6SK7 FM IF Amplifiers, 6SAC7-Limiter, 
6H6-Disc.riminator, 65K7-AM RF Amplifier, 
6K8-AM Mixer-Oscillator, 6SK7-AM IF Ampli-
fier, 6H6-AM Detector, 6507-Pst Audio Am-
plifier, oF6G-Power Amplifier, 6AD7G-Power 
Amplifier—Phase Inverter, 65C7- FM Intersta-
tion-Silencer, 5U5G-Rectifier and a 6E5-Tuning 
Eye. AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL on all 
bands tci minimize fading. 

iL 

THREE RANDS — Broadcast Band 540 to 
1660kc, International Short Wove 5.9 to 18.8mc 
and FM Band 42 to 50 mc. 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER-8" diameter with 
extra heavy 21 1/2  oz. magnet. 
OTHER FEATURES—include push-pull audio 
61/2 watts power output, FM interstotion 
silencer, wide band 1F's on AM, 3 gang con-
denser, flat audio response ( FM- 30 to 15,000: 
AM- 30 to 6.500 cycles), continuously variable 
tone control, excellent signal to noise ratie, 
cathode-ray tuning eye. etc. 
WALNUT CARINET—two-toned hand rubbed 
finish. Attractive modern design. Overall di-
mensions: 12 1/4 - high, 22 3/4- wide and 11 -
deep. Matching plastic control knobs. 
MEISSNER FM-AM RECEIVER. 17-tubes in 

table model cabinet. Complete with tubes and 

instructions. Shpg. wt. 40 lbs.$6 9 
K21070—EACH 

Steonenvt. Ltan,Q9tv«ezt 
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4ow's your opportunity to modernize your present 
radio by adding this efficient Frequency Modu a-
tion Converter—get the new stoticless reception 
that everyone is talking about. This adapter can 
easily be connected to your standard home radio 
by ony serviceman—you can do it yourself if your set 
has phonograph or television terminals. 

It-TUSE CIRCUIT: :he FM converter employs 8 tubes 
in the well engineered superhet circuit. 125K7 R F. 
amplifier; 12SA7 converter; two 12SK7 I.F. ampli-
fiers; 12517 limiter; 7A6 detector; 6A85 tuning eye: 
35Z5GT rectifier. The tuning eye permits accurate 
visual station sett.ng. Only two knobs to govern all 
FM operations. 

Other features include glass, edge illuminated dial; 
3-qatsq ceramic condenser; molded bakelite R.F. 
coil forms: doublet or ordinary antenna connections: 
A.C. "opera/low. 'ire entire assembly is contained 
in a compact cabinet built of fine walnut veneers. 
It can be placed on top of your present radio or 

on any handy table. Overall dimensions ore: 1234" 
wide, 7" high, 6%•' deep. Full instructions are in-
cluded with each unit. Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 

K21064--Meissner Frequency Modulation Converter 
complete with tubes, in cabinet. For operaticn ce 
110 volts ac. 60 cycles only. 
LIST $3995 
YOUR COST EACH $23.49 

.1-akee& 2-BAND 5-TUBE AC-DC SUPER 
A grand buy! Good to look at—performs wonder-
fully well—yet is exceptionally low in price. A great 
deal of radio for very little money. It is not o mid-
get—either in appearance or performance. It stands 
full 7-1/4" high, II" long and 614" deep. The beauti-
fully proportioned molded plastic cabinet is cream-
ivory in color with brocade speaker grille and illumin-
ated full vision dial in complementary dull gold. 
Just the rodio for your den, bedroom or living roan. 
Makes an impressive gift that is sure to be appre•:.-
iated. 
FIVE TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT— emplois 
the following tubes: I-6K8GT converter, I-6K7GT iF 
amplifier, I-6507G1 detector- 1st audio amplifier, 
I-25L6GT " beam power" amplifier and o 25Z5G 
power rectifier. 
MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE—Lafayette's improved type 
of built-in loop antenna eliminates the need for on 
external antenna on the broadcast band. A standcpd 
type of outdoor antenna should be used for best 
reception on the short wave bond. A lead for con-
necting such an antenna is provided. No ground con-
nection is required. 
FIVE-INCH PM DYNAMIC SPEAKER—this speaker is 
accurately matched to the output of the oud o system 
assuring excellent tcne quality' at all volume settings. 

TWO-SAND OPERATION—provides for reception of 
both the regular domestic broadcast band from 550 
to 1500 kc ( 200 to 550 meters) and the international 
short wove band from 6.5 to 22 mc. ( 13 to 49 meters). 
The important snort wave channels ore clearly identi-
fied on the tuning dio, with the name of each country 
opposite its ows particular channels. 
BEAM POWER AMPLIFIER—a super efficient method 
of amplification assures the maximum power output 
with minimum current consumption. Distinctly a large 
set feature. 
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL— is incorporated 
to keep the output volume at o constant level crid to 
minimize fading and eliminate blasting. 
VOLTAGE CONTROL—a plug-in ballast 'tube can-
:oafs the voltage appred to the tubes ana eliminates 
:he usual " hot" powe- cord. 
SIMPLE OPERATION—only three knobs control all 
functions of the set. The first is the volume control 
and power switch. The second is the band selector 
and the third the tuning knob. 
MODEL A11-135—Lafayette 2- Band 5-Tube AC-DC 
Supethet complete w•th tubes ana instructions. For 
110 volts DC or 60 cycles AC operation. 
Shpg. wt. II lbs. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL 



Magnetic Pickup 
No greater buy in a quality magnetic pick-up has ever 
been offered! A brand new 10,000 ohm high impedance 
magnetic pick-up for new unit or replacement use. Stream-
lined in the modern manner. The sturdy metal tone arm 
is finished in attractive statuary bronze. Entire arm lifts 
easily on a swivel for easy replacement of needles. For 10-
and 12- records. Complete with mounting nut: standard 
wire leads. Shag. wt. 2 lbs 
K13432- S 

YOUR COST, SPECIAL EACH • I  49 
• 

De Luxe Magnetic 
Pick-up With Offset Head 

"r? For Use With Any Radio 
Here's a new fidenr, ,ype magnetic pickuip that can be at-
tached to any rodio. The modern tangent arm minimizes 
tracking error, results in increased record life and greater fidel 
ity. Tone arm constructed of newly developed alloys for improvea 
efficiency. Entire arm mounted on swivel; raises for easy needle 
insertion. Single hole mounting type; free lateral motion. For 
both 10- inch and I2-inch records. Tone arm is 9 inches long 

103428- $ 1•69 
Made by Webster. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

SALE PRICE, SPECIAL  

teeeeeeo 
Oldsmobile 1937-
1938 Aerial Kit 

Absolutely the lowest price ever 
asked for this aerial. This genu-
ine DELCO aerial kit is anode 
especially for use with 1937 and 
1938 model Oldsmobile. It con-
verts the running board of these 
models into highly efficient 
aerials, completely hidden out 
of sight. Easy to install. Our 
price is ¡ ust a fraction of list. 
Quantity limited. With instruc-
tions Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .1E9e 
1(16252-SALE PRICE.. al 

Cutler- Hammer 

S.P.S.T. 
Toggle Switch 

A new design, fast ac-
tion single pole single 
throw toggle switch by 
Cutler- Hammer. For ap-
pliances, sets, etc. Rated 
3 amps., 125 volts A.C. 
3/4 " bushing. Solder 
lugs. Underwriter's Lab 
Approved. 
1(12837-
SPECIAL EACH I 
10 For   93c 

Oc 

.11111b. 
Volume Control 

Complete with Switch 
Here's on opportunity for serv-
icemen, radio set builders, 
hams, etc. A good quality 250,-
000 ohm linear type volume con-
trol complete with 110 volt AC 
switch at less than half what 
you'd expect to pay for the 
switch itself. 1/4 " shaft, 7/8" in 
length. Mounts in 34- hole ( nu , 
not supplied). Not many in 
stock. Order NOW! 
1(8114-
YOUR COST SPECIAL 
5 For 

12e 
 53c 

?MI aiet6 
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25 Tubular By-Pass Condenser Kit 
Ali standard capacity and working voltages. Assort-

ea capacities tic"  .0°°25 to . 1 mfd' Shpg. wt... .2,..lbs,.. 
25 in each Kit. 
1(3360-SALE PRICE SPECIAL 51Ns- 

1 

10 Popular Dry Electrolytics 
Ten dry electrolytic units. Included are carton, tub', 
lar and aluminum can types, etc. Single and multi- ' 
pie section . electrolytics in each kit. Bypass and 
filter types. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 88e 
1(3868-SALE PRICE SPECIAL  

1 100 1/2 Watt 
100 assorted f/2 watt 
of good quality. Each 
about 10 useful values. 

I 1(3849-SALE PRICE SPECIAL  
i 

.- : 

-- 
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Carbon Resistor Kit 
RMA coded carbon resistors 

kit contains 100 resistors in 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . 59 

'1000 Ft. 
Wire Kit 

Contains coils of • 
Hook-up Push-back, i 
Lead-in, etc., wire ' 
with rubber, waxed 1 
and lacquered 

braid insulation. Coils seldom less thon 50 feet 
in length. Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 
K16382-SALE PRICE SPECIAL 4 1.75 

500 Ft. Wire Kit 
Same as above, but coils total 500 feet Shpg. wt. 
7 lbs. 
1(16383-SALF PRICE SPECIAL 98° 

1
 (7-

t 
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1 Bakelite Knob Kit 
10 assorted spring type push on molded knobs for 
midget set use. A phenomenal buy in a really use- 
ful item. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

1 9607- Kit of 10 Knobs 9 C 

I 
"direl due., 
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Auto Control Knob Kit 
10 assorted molaed plastic crops for auto radio 
controls. Types fo, the most popular sets. Shag. 

1(9408--Kit Kit of 10 knobs 25C 

.4111is• 
61/2 -Inch 2 Band 
Slide Rule Dial 

Here's a really amazing buy in 
a full size 1:0/2 inch slide rule 
dial for two band sets. Covers 
550 to 1700 kc for the broad-
cast band and 2.2 to 7 mega 
cycles for the short wave band 
Takes I/4-inch shaft, counter 
clockwise condensers. Has hand 
some antique gold escutcheon 
with unbreakable window. Shag. 
WI, 2 lbs. 
1(9905-
YOUR COST C 
SPECIAL 59 

C-H Rotary Audio Xformer Audio or 
S.P.S.T. Switch Ratio 3:1 Plate Choke 
Genuine value in a 
Cutler-Hammer Bakelite 
encased rotary S.P.S.T. 
switch. Rated at 3 amps, 
125 volts. Uses regular 
volume control knob 
(not supplied). Has 13/4 " 
shaft, 3/8" bushing. 
C-H switches are Under-
writer's Lab approved. 
1(12838-
SPECIAL EACH.. 
10 For   75c 

Molded Mica 
Condensers 

High quality mica dielectric 
condensers that -can take it". 
Bakelite housing; pigtail leads. 
Color codings not official RMA. 
111035-.00015 mid. (A) 
K1007-.00325 mid. (A) Orange, 
Orange, Orange 
K1008-.0003 mfd. ( A) Blue, 
While, White 
K1036-.000075 mid. ( A) 
1(1038 -.0005 mid. ( A) 
Any Above Type, EACH. 

25 ( Any Assortment) For 

2` 
39c 

Wire Bundles Appliance Cords NEW LOW PRICE! 
Heavy Gauge Lead-In 

t •' ',. ivy- duty No. 14 gauge 
leadqn wire. Has four tinned 
center strands of extra high cor-
bon steel for greater tensile 
strength. Will withstand a pull 
of 250,000 lbs. per square inch. 
3 outer strands of tinned cop-
per Overall covering of weather 
proof 3/4 " rubbe,. Quantities 
extremely limited! 
K16330- 100-ft. coil. C 
PER COIL  24 
K16331-250-ft. toll ...... 55c 
106332-500- ft. coil.. S1.00 

S c 

An exceptionally low 
price for a full sized 
quality audio transform-
er. Can be used in al-
most any set or ampli-
fier. Unshielded strop 
mounting. Ratio 3:1. 
Size: 23/01 1/2 x2" Mourt-
ing centers 27/8" apart. 
Long colored leads. 
Shpg wt. 2 lbs. 
K2337-
SPECIAL   29 SPECIAL 

High impedence choke 
for use as audio choke' 
filter in "C" bias sup 
plies, screen grid coup-
ler, etc. D.C. resistance 
3200 ohms; inductance 
80 henrys ( zero current) 
at 4 ma. Size: 3x2x23/4 ". 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Quan-
tities limited! 
1(1415-

YOUR COST 9c 

Affillexiinfilialdifielonscasaniemi6ânix 

Grille Cloth Tacker BALLAST TUBES 
A quick, handy tockei that is 
exceptionally convenient for 
tacking on grille cloth, attach-
ing light wire or spaghetti, 
labels, etc. In addition to its 
use as a tacker it con also be 
used as a regular office or 
home stapling machine for clip-
ping papers, receipts, checks, 
etc. Precision built, durable, 
handsome bronze finish. 100 
staples furnished. 
1(15280- 59c 
YOUR COST SPECIAL.. 
K15281- Box of 1000 Stoples 25e 

Every serviceman and set build-
er will welcome this handy and 
money- saving wire bundle. 
Every size usable length neces-
sary for wiring. Lengths from 
two inches up to one foot all 
with tinned ends. All standard 
push-back r-c hook-up, lac-
quered cotton braia etc. sizes 
for every use. 
1(16049-1 lb. bundle. 
SPECIAL  

K16048-2 lb. bundle 27e 
K16047-3 lb. bundle 39c 
K16046-5 lb. bundle 63e 

All clean fresh stock of well 
known make. Popular gloss and 
metal type ballasts. Lowest 
prices ever. Quantity extremely l 
limited. 
Stock Type Stock 
No. No. No. 

K7027 M5Sh K7025 M49HG 
K7028 03G K7026 115.53. 
1(7032 K42C K7023 L498 

ANY ABOVE TUBE, 
YOUR COST, 
SPECIAL  
10 ( Any Assortment) For...55c 

fe ea. 

Al these deep cur prices it pays 
you tc keep a few extra appli-
ance cords on hand. Both a De 
Luxe and an economy type are 
offered. 
Type A. Rayon-cotton caverna 
and asbestos insulated first 
Quality 10 000 cycle heater cord 
with nouldea plugs. Mode by 

an 
G.E. Shpg. wt. 2 los. 4, 9. 
1(25485-YOUR COST..  
Lots of 6 Each  25e 
Type B. all -rubber covered 5-ft. 
replacement cord for radio sets 
etc. S^DC1. wt. I lb. 
K13280-EACH 

Sc 

RIDER'S MANUAL 
VOL. XII-Ready April 25th 

the book every profit 
wise serviceman has 
been awaiting. Will be 
published April 25th. 
1652 pages of every late 
set on the market. Or-
ders will be filled in 
order of their receipt. 
Be wise. Send yours 
NOW! 
K19784 - Shipped Post-
paid 

YOUR S9.80 COST 

RIDER'S Newest Book 
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter 

Covers thoroughly the 
theory and practice of the 
vacuum tube voltmeter-
how it is used under dif-

lets ferent conditions, where it 
ts\egui •••séoful foot,» you. 

• is 
i• 

r manner. 
noise, in the 

, 1,-.›,?,id Post-
. 

• 
(M96,-. • 
--..YOUR COST. ge m-lir *dne 

Wiring Diagram Manual 
Chock lull of wiring dia-
grams of over 80% of the 

  sets you service day in 
and day out in this one 
big handy manual. Im-
portant hint-giving trouble 
shooting circuits to make 
your servicing ¡ob easier 
and more profitable. 
Make faster, better re-
pairs. Circuits date from 
1926 to date in a well 
printea easy to under-
stand handbook compiled 

  by M. N. Beitmon, radio 
teacher and author. Contains 427 diagrams 
and illustrations. Shipped Postpaid. 
K19710-
SPECIAL ........ . 

YAM., 

 t'M 

$1.95 

Meissner I.F. Xformer 
Replacement 

Manual 

Ti 01103111 

REPLACEMENT 
MANUAL 

,  

A highly usable little 
book of essential dato on 
I. F. transformers to as-
sist every serviceman in 
making replacements in 
a satislociory, profitable 
manner. Covers all sets 
on the market. Includes 
important chapter on in-
stallation and alignment. 
254 pp. 7I/454". Wt. I lb. 

K19781- 
Tg e YOUR COST   25e 

Ohm's Law Calculator 

35:47e2e,-, - 
z  

A simple, handy mathematical calculator 
for the serviceman, experimenter, engi-
neer and student. One slide setting solves 
every Ohm's Law problem. Scales on both 
sides Shpg. wt. 8 or. Size 41/4 x9" 

1(19711- 110C 
EACH   

RCA Receiving Tubes 
Characteristics Chart 

An indispensable book-
let classifying RCA 
tubes according to cath-
ode voltages and func-
tions. Gives complete 
characteristics and 
socker con-ections of 
every 'yac. Highly prac-
tice' for every radio 
mon. 8l/2x11". Shipped 
Postpaid. 
1(19984-
YOUR COST. bc 

Ford-Majestic 
"B" Power Supply 

Excellent for insulating 
condensers, resistors, 
etc. Half inch in diam-
eter it is formed of 
black cambric tubing 
30 inches in length. 1000 
volts insulation making 
it ideal for all receivers 
and amplifiers. Quan-
tity limited. 
K15969-Per Length r 
YOUR COST  
5 Lengths For  32e 

No. 
10932 
10905 
1(933 
K935 
K934 
K729 

Wet Electrolytics 
qa4 

NOTE: Rising market conditions 
make on offer like this one im-
possible to repeat. Our quan- ea. 
tities are limited. Order NOW. 
Popular sized wet electrolytics in inverted 
and upright mounts. Inverted type supplied rfr 
with polnut; upright type less clamp. Shpg 

A wt. I lb. 

Upright Type ( A) I Inverted Type ( 111 
Mid. Vita, Size Each ! No. Mid. VIte Size Each 
8 300 lYxx4° lic I K891 8 250 z454. Ilc 
12 150 1?-8x4Y'e 12e 1 1(795 8 450 x44" 12e 
18 300 13/81r44' 7c : 1(917 16 4513 147'8' 13e 
25 151) 1 x4' Ilt ! K7I0 16 320 .),,,x4'," 9( 
30 300 13sx4" 13e I K796 20 175 x434'• 11c 
40 ISO 11434' 9c 1(920 24 450 z4V2" 14r 

rt-
1.119=iir Tubular Electrolytics 

At Bargain Prices 

8 Mfd-550 V. Peak 
The Utility 8 mid. 550 volts 
peak, tubular cardboard elec-
trolytic. 21/.03/4 " dicer. 
1(802-EACH  IOC 
10 For   95c 

Prong Base 
Midgets 

Over 80% off on 
these popular prong 
base midget elec-
trolytics, used in 
practically every 
late model net. 
Mounting ears bend 
back under chassis. 

K684-10 mfd/400 V: 10 mfd/ 
350 V; 10 mfd/25 V. 2tAnt'. 
K685-20 mfd/350 V: 10 mfd/ 
350 V: S mfd/350 V: 15 mfd/ 
25 V. 20%". 
EITHER TYPE, EACH. 2.m11 

-QC) 
Giant Tubing 
(Spaghetti) 

Twin Bayonet 
Pilot Sockets 

A servicemen's neces 
sity. Thus new type twin 
bayonet pilot light dual 
socket • s used on many 
modern sets having 
large dials The sockets 
are of molaed construc-
tion and can be spaced 
up to 9 itches apart. 
19" leads 
1(6412--
SALE PRICE 
10 For 

Sc 
  69c 

20 Mfd-250 Volts 
A 20 rnfd., 25 volts wkg • 
lar cardboard electroly,,-
x1/2 "• 
1(803-EACH 
10 For   65e 

Paper Tubulars 
At All-Time Lows 

mime 4 
  / 

These buys will probably be 
the last of their kind. Order 
NOW! All voltages working. 
10022-.003 mfd. 400 V. 
1(1020-.03 mid. 400 V. 
K1017-.05 rnfd. 200 V 
K1046-.1 mid. 200 V 
ANY TYPE ABOVE, 2e 
SPECIAL, EACH  
100 ( Asetd)  $1.45 

àà A 

_ 
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Xmitting Cond. Fully Shielded 
Oil-Filled Vol. Control 

Oil Treated With Switch 

(A) Oil treated, ail fill-
ed unit. 3 . 1 mfd. 400 V. 
sections. I 3/4 x7/8x7/8". 
K800-(10 for 75c) C 
SPECIAL, EACH,,, 
(8) Oil treated .05 mfd. 
400 V. 13/4 x1" diam. less 
clomp. 
K801-10 for 33e. A c 
SPECIAL, EACH. 
K936-Clamp for K801. 
EACH   2,/xc 

Here's a fully shielded 
volume control with on -
off switch that's a rare 
buy. 250,000 ohm linear 
taper, it can be used 
in many new and old 
sets. has !A- shaft. 3/4 " 
long. Mounts in 3/8'' 
hole. Quantity limited 
-fill your needs NOW. 
1(8186- 16c 
EACH . ... . 

"Ve•31111111111fipe--nrelfill11•1•••••••ewermunmemporawamesawkww-

Genuine Malestic, built for Ford 
model 40.18805 receiver. Con-
tains: transformer, vibrator, fil-
ter condensers and buffer con-
densers. Uses 2-6E7's, 1-6A75, 
I-6C7, I-6Y5 and 1-42. 6-
prong plug connects to chassis. 
Buffer condensers in metal con-
tainer mounted on side of cas-
ing. Rubber cushioned. Shpg. 
wt. 8 lbs. 
105691 -
YOUR COST 4 
SPECIAL   2.95 

Auto "B" Eliminator 
Majestic Model 66 

Offered at an amazingly low 
cost, t•his exceptionally popular 
uni will find a ready welcome. 
An exact duplicate of Ma¡estic 
Model 66. Contains transform-
er, vibrator, filter condenser 
and an 84 rectifier. Complete 
in heavy metal container with 
sponge rubber cover. Shpg. wt. 
8 tbs. 
1(14232-Complete unit, with 
tube. 
YOUR COST 5 
SPECIAL   2.95 

Fibre Tube HANDY Single Gang 
Switch 

10,000 Ohm 
Bleeder Coil Forms Midget Pliers 

Finest quality fibre tub-
ing, especially well suit-
ed for winding all types 
of coils for all types of 
receivers, " ham" units, 
etc. Stock up while our 
supply lasts. 
K10230-2%- high, 11/4 " 
diameter. , 
K10238-31/2" high. 7/e" 
diameter, 
YOUR COST 11(0„,„„ 
SPECIAL «IL ea. 
12 ( Any Aset) .10c 

A hondv li•tle pair of 
pliers that shou'd be in 
every serviceman's tool 
kit. Also highly useful 
for the medionic and 
for home use. Made of 
hardened steel with ad-
justable fawn. Only 4I/2" 
inches overall length-
ideal for those hard to 
get at places. Cadmium 
plated. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
105285-
SPECIAL  

Colored Plastic 
Auto Radio Knobs 

Two-Gang Pulley 
Variable Condenser 

Oil Impregnated Cond. 

1000 Volts-2 MM. 

Here's the greatest buy in a 
heavy duty condenser in years. 
1000 volts, 2 mfd, oil -impreg-
nated metal case condenser 
with porcelain terminals for 
only 79c! Size: 5" high, 2" deep, 
3t/4" wide. Terminals It/4" high. 
Mounting centers 3 13/16" apart. 
Quantity limited. Hams, service-
men, p.a. engineers, etc., get 
your order in now- while our 
limited supply lasts. 
K983-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs 
YOUR COST C 
SPECIAL  79 

Non-Synchronous 
Vibrator 

4-Prong Universal Type 
For general purpose use fitting 
a very large number of popu-
lar auto radio sets, this stand-
ard four- prong base non-syn-
chronous type vibrator is offered 
as on outstanding value. Our 
quantity is extremely limited 
and at this price orders will be 
filled only as long as they lost. 
Size: 3!/8" high, II/2" diem. 
K1086-
YOUR COST - 
SPECIAL 6 9 

An amazingly useful 
switch for hams, experi-
menters, servicemen, 
etc. It is a single-gang 
switch that is actually 
a 4-pole triple throw 
PLUS an additional 
2- pole triple throw. 
Phosphor bronze con-
tacts. Shaft We", IA" 
diem. Mounts in Y-8" 
hole. A swell buy, but 
quantity limited. 4c 
1(21749-EACH 

We've never seen a more at-
ractive set of knobs-at a more 
attractive price. Available in 
three striking colors- pearl gray, 
brown or black. Dress up your 
equipment, replace those miss-
ing knobs - and servicemen, 
take our tip and lay in a stock 
at tl-is price. For standard 1/4" 
shaft s/8" diam., 1" high. 
«9668-Pearl Gray 
1(9669-Brown 
1(9670- Black 
<NY ABOVE, EACH  
25 (Any Ass't) For  40e 

An excellent bleeder re-
sistor that every set. 
builder, serviceman, 
etc., will find extremely 
useful. A remarkable 
buy. In molded bake. 
lite case 4" long with 
mounting centers 4I/2" 
apart. Rated at 20 watts. 
Has solder lugs for 
easy connection. 
1(4995- jg.0 
SPECIAL... lie W4g• 
10 For  49e 

Offered at a remarkably low 
price this fine quality two-gang 
pulley drive variable condenser 
is ideal for the short-wave set 
builder, for midget set replace-
ment, etc. Both sections have 
trimmers: first section mcntimum 
capacity 415 mmfd; second sec-
tion maximum capacity 220 
mmfd. 11/2" diameter pulley 
for remote tuning dial. 1%". 
1W1/4 " deep. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
1(9695-
YOUR COST C 
SPECIAL, EACH.., 1 9 
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Capacity-Operated 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL 

This control works : nstantly, day or night, at the mere 
approach of a person's body or similarly sized object. 
No light whatsoever is used. For this reason it is adaptable 
.0 many application, such as burglar•proofing, door open-
ing, live s•ock counting. window lighting, et In the cose 
of window- lighting, for example, it is employed to turn 
or the lights wheneeer a person approaches the window 
or showcase. Tfis is an effective a teuton getter and also 
saves current since lie window is oily lit for a short period 
at a time. Another daluable application is he protection 
of children or valuables from theft. Due to its unique 
operating principle, protection is easily attained from all 
directions simultaneously. 

The RCA Ccpacity-Operated Eiectronic Control is de-
signed for operation from any I05-:25 volts 53-60 cycles AC 
power line. Current consumption is 30 watts. Load capacity 
is 105-125 volts 50-63 cycles at : amp. ( maximum). Tube 
complement includes: 6SQ7,6F8G. VR 150-3G, and a 6X5. 
Overall dimensions are: I2x4-1/16x61/4" hign. The unit is 
completely housed in an attractive and sturdy metal case 
easily mounted by means of ordinary wcod screws or 
machine screws. The unit is supplied complete with tubes 
aid full instru:tion... Auxiliary ecuipreent such as alarm 
systems, etc.. cre not supplied since each installation will 
require different accessories. The control provides only 
momentary contact ( 10 or 20 seconds depending upon 
adjustment) aid if continuous contact is -equired some 
means of keeping the alarm circe t operating continuously 
must be provided. A simple means would be a manual 
reset relay or yimilcr device. If in doubt as the material 
required, we will be glad fo make recommendations it 

iv will write us. Snag. wt. 734 Its 

K17193-P.CA No. 41903 Electronic Control. sn n5 
YOUR COST SPECIAL  7•7 

FLUORESCENT BED 81 UTILITY LAMP 
Cseates a soft restful light that is ideal for use as a bed. 
la rip but -nay also be used os a general utility light that 
can be clamped anywhere. It employs o s'andord 18" 15 
watt T8 fluorescent lamp bulb-e tFer white or daylight. The 
fixture is finished in beautiful lustrous ivory and has a high 
eFiciency white enameled reflector It is designed for opera-
tion from any 110 volt 60 cycles AC power line. Shipping 
weight 4 lbs. 

YOUR COST SPECIAL, SINGLY $2.56 K25582- Less bulb. Lots of 3, each $2.37. 

FOR PROTECTION 

y FOR SAFETY 

1 FOR CONVENIENCE 

The value sensation of the yearl Lafayette leads again with the most startling offer 
ever made on brand new RCA Electronic Controls! Now you can buy the identical 
control that originally sold at $21.00 for oily $ 1 2,50, and the one which sold at I 
$22.00 for only $9.95! You save $8.50 on one and $ 12.05 on the other! Proof again , 
that Lafayette consistently gives you more-much more-for far less money. It pays 
to buy your needs from Lafayette. QUANTITY LIMITED? Unfortunately, yes! So get 
your order in soon-today .. . and avoid oisappointment. 

FLUORESCENT 

Photo-Electric 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL 

This is the very popular type of control operating on the 
beam-of-light principle. The interruption of o beam of 
light sets the control in operation. This type of control is 
widely used for counting, door opening, burglor•proofing 
and as a safety device in connection with machinery of 
various types. It is used in restaurants to open the doors 
between kitchen and dining room, in homes to open garage 
doors automatically, in the doorways of commercial estalo• 
lishments to count customers. etc. Installation is extremely 
simple. The RCA Light- Operated Electronic Control is de• 
signed for operation from any 105-125 volts 50-60 cycles AC 
power line. Current consumption is 22 watts. Load capacity 
is 105-125 volts 50-60 cycles AC at 1 ampere. Tube com-
plement includes: 925, 65E5, 6SQ7 and 6L6. Overall dimen-
sions: 17x4-1/16x61/4" high. The unit is completely housed 
in an attractive metal case which is easily mounted •o the 
wall or other support by means of small wood or machine 
screws. The unit is supplied complete with tubes but less 
light source ( minimum 2 foot candles-on ordinary 15 watt 
lamp at 3 feet) and accessories. Accessories such as alarm 
bells, etc., are not supplied since this type of equipment 
will be determined by the application. The control provides 
momentary contact with automatic reset. If continuous con-
tact is required the use of a manually or electrically reset 
relay is recommended. If in doubt as to the auxiliary 
equipment required for your particular application write us 
and we will be glad to assist you in the selection of the 
proper equipment. Note that slow variations in licht in-
tensity do not set off the control since automatic compen-
sation for variations of this kind is incorporated in the 
unit. Shpg. wt. 61/1 lbs. 
1(17194- RCA Photo-electric Electronic Control. 

50 
YOUR COST 512 
SPECIAL  . 

'TIMES 

FLUORESCENT SWIVEL ADAPTOR 
Excep'ionally attractive in appearance. May be used any-
where-screws into the lamp socket on your regular fixture 
just Ike an ordinary bulb. One piece steel with a rich 
metallic brown finish. Employs a single standard 18" 15 watt 
fluorescent lamp bulb. Operates from any 110 volt 60 cc-cles 
AC power line. Ideal for use in homes over sinks, benches. 
ping pang tables, etc. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 
K25583__Less bulb. Lots of 3, each 12.37. 

SINGLY  $2.56 YOUR COST SPECIAL, 

eieft Go% 3eiceutoi 
Meissner Television Receiver Kits 

Just a lucky purchase of a very small quantity of these excel-
lent U's enables us to offer them at this ridiculously low price! 
This it your opportunity to build up on exceptionally fine, 
highly ef•zient, television rece ver, for your own use or for 
resale, at c- very small expenditure. Tie kit is complete ( except 
for tubes) ready to wire and instal' in your own cabinet. It 
will receive the standard 441 or 507 line signals. The RF assem-
bly is factory pre- tuned and alignment is extremely simple. 
The tube line up includes: I-6J5, 5-6AC7 ( 1852), 1-oAB7 
(1853), I -6SQ7, I-6V6G, 1-6146, 2-6N7, 2-6F8G, 1-5./4G, 
1-879, ono 1-1802-P4. Even though variable controls are pro-
vided for ease in adjustment actual operation of the receiver 
is extreme:y simple since almost all cf the controls are set once 
and left there. Wiring is very easy and instructions furn shed 
go into great detai;.Shippirg weight 50 lbs. LESS TUBES 
K22402-_ist Value $73.75. 

29•25 
YOUR COST $ 
SPECI.AL.  

0' 

FLUORESCENT KITCHEN UNIT 
Fits any standard fixture employing a 4" or 6" diameter 
dome holder. Installed in o moment. Ideal fo- use in 
kitchens, halls, etc. Lustrous washable baked-on whit* enamel 
finish with chrome trim. Employs three 24" 20 watt flnorescent 
lamp bulbs. Designed for operation from 110 volts 50 cycles 
AC. Shpg wt. 9 lbs 
1(25584- Less bulbs. Lots of 3, each $6.23. 5 
YOUR COST SPECIAL, SINGLY  6.72 
Less bulbs. YOUR COST SPECIAL 5435 1(25581 -Similar to above but two- lamp. 

Ja'fgelle 
1941 SOUND CATALOG 

SEND FOR YOUR COPY 
JUST OFF THE PRESS! Exclusively PA! The biggest 
and most complete Public Address Equipment Cata-
log ever published! Chock full of news and informa-
tion about the most modern line of equipment on 
the market! Lists-

AMPLIFIERS 
INTER-COMMUNICATORS 
SPECIAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS 
FACTORY AND OFFICE CALL SYSTEMS 
MICROPHONES 
P.A. AND HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS 
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR BAFFLES 
PHONO PICKUPS 
PHONO MOTORS 
RECORD CHANGERS 
PORTABLE CASES 
WIRE AND CABLES 
CABLE CONNECTORS 
AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER ITEMS. 

YOUR BIG FREE COPY IS WAITING FOR YOU! 
Poste the coupon at the right on a penny postal-
fill in your name and address and mail today! 

r - 
• 

G.E. MAZDA 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS 

0-iginal and still the best make of fluorescent 
lamps. Wh:te lamps provide c quality of light 
approximately that of the incandescent lamp. 
Daylight lamps that of ordinary day- light. 
Average lite better than 2500 hours 

DAY-
LIGHT GE. Dimon. YOUR Lots 
Stock* No L x D Watts COST of EACH 
K25534 T-S 9x1/." 6 $ 1.00 5 50.80 
K25497 T-II 1141" IS .85 6 .68 
K2SS36 T-12 24x 11/4 " 20 1.10 5 .88 
1(25538 T-t 36x1" 30 1.10 5 .88 
1(25540 T-12 48x1t/2" 40 1.60 4 1.28 
K25532 T- 7 60x21/8" 100 3.50 2 2.80 

WHITE GE. Dimen. YOUR Lots 
Stock# No L z C1 Watts COST of EACH 
1(25533 T-3 9:%" 6 $1.00 5 $0.80 
1(25496 1-4 18x1" IS .85 6 .68 
K25535 T- I2 2451t/2" 20 1.10 5 .88 
K25537 T-3 36x1" 30 1.10 5 .88 
1(25539 T- I2 48x1 1/y" 40 1.60 4 1.28 
1(25531 T- 17 601,21/8" 100 330 2 2.80 

•11 

Lafayette Radio 
100 Sixth Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 
Please f end me my FREE copy of the new 1941 Lafayette 
P.A. Catalog No, 8.4(F). 

NAME 

ADDRESS . 

CITY   STATE   

You can paste this coupon on a penny postal cord). 

.... 

e 
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AUTO RADIO AERIALS  

Top Cowl Antenna 
Completely disappearing type; for 
use on 1940-41 Chrysler, DeSoto, 
Dodge, Plymouth, Nash, Zephyr. 
Also all 1940 Hudson, Pontiac, 
Cadillac, LoSalle, Olds, Stude-
baker Champion. 3-Section, 21/2 " 

1(20443-YOUR COST.. .7111•7 
closed; 66" extended. SPX 11.9 

Semi-Disappearing Type 
For use on 1941 Chevrolet, Buick, 
Olds, Cadillac, Chrysler, DeSoto, 
Dodge, Hudson, Nash, Plymouth, 
etc. 3-section: 24" to 66". 
1(20439-
YOUR COST $2.94 

1 

1 

Under Hood Antenna 
For use on many cars where side 
hood bracket is required. Three sec-
tion- 24" to 66-. 
K20438-YOUR COST. $1.93 

in New 1941 DeLuxe Heavy Duty 
Auto Radio Aerials 

NOW A TYPE FOR EVERY CAR! 

The most outstanding auto aerial line for the 1941 season. JFD now 
offers a specially designed aerial for every different snake and type 
of cor. Made of triple chrome plated Admiralty brass, this new line is 
rustproof, durable, noiseless and extremely attractive 55% increase in 
signal capacity and mechanical strength because of the use of tubing 
25% greater in diameter and 50% heavier than the average auto an-
tenna on the market today. Low- loss heavy duty shielded lead-in ( 3 or 
4- ft, as required) with each unit Will fit any set; no other adapter 
required. Clear instructions furnished, easy to follow. Average shipping 
weight of JFD antennas 3 lbs. 

Fender Antenna 
For use on Chevrolet, Buick, Olds-
mobile, Cadillac, Pontiac and other 
"torpedo" shaped cors. 3-section. 
K20435-24" to 66". $ 1 .97 
YOUR COST  

1(20436-28" to 84". $2.I5 
YOUR COST  
K20437-32" to 99". 
YOUR COST $2.3/ 

Top Underhood Antenna 
Designed for all 1940-1941 Chrysler, 
DeSoto, Dodge, Plymouth, etc.Three 
section: 74" to 66". 11118i n 3  
1(20434-YOUR COST. .a• 

Side Cowl Antenna 
For use on all cars having a 
straight side cowl, with the excep-
tion of the 1941 Chevrolet. All have 
three sections. 

YOUR COST  
1(20428 -24" to 66". 41 .75 

YOUR COST  
K20429-28" to 84". 15/ .907 

YOUR COST  
K2 0 4 3 0 - 32" to 99". $2 ./5 

Special Side Cowl Antenna 
Especially designed for 1940.1941 
Chrysler, DeSoto, Dodge, Plymouth 
and all other cars having o torpedo 
shaped body. Only the JFD line 
includes these special antennas, 
which are easily attached and en-
hance the appearance of the above 
cors. All are three- section antennas. 

1(20431-24" to 66". 
YOUR COST $ 1.80 

1(2043 2 28 to 84 
YOUR COST $ 2.05 

YOUR COST  
1(2 043 3 - 32" to 99". S2 .23 

10% DISCOUNT IN LOTS OF 6 

Side Cowl Antenna 
For use on 1940-1941 Chevrolet, 
Packard, Ford, Hudson, Nash, 
Buick, Cadillac, Mercury, Stude-
baker, Zephyr, etc. All 3 section. 

YOUR COST  
K20440-24" to 66'. Si .917 

YOUR COST.   
K20441-28" ta 84". $2 .15 

YOUR COST. 
1(20442-32" 99" $2 .33 

Fender Antenna 
Disappearing type, for use on all 
General Moto-s 1941 makes and 
models. Three section; extends only 
21/4" when closed; 66" open. 
K20427-
YOUR COST  $3.39 

Hinge Bracket Antenna 
For use on all cars having extenclea 
hinges. Three section: 24" closed 
66" extended. 
K20426-YOUR COST. 

S1.9 

Universal All Angle 

Swivel Antenna 

For all Streamlined 

1940-1941 Cars 

You can have a vertical an-
tenna with this new swivel 
device which permits a 16 
degree adjustment to com-
pensate for any body con-
tour. Used as either a side 
cowl or fender mount, the 
angle of adjustment is ob-
tained simply loosening the 
lock nut. Excellent rigid con-
struction; has bracket of 
bright chromium with black 
plastic base. Mounts with 
two bolts through car body. 
Three sections, telescoping 
from 26" to 68". Supplied 
complete with loss shielded 

lead. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
K20444-YOUR COST SPECIAL... sI.44 

ICA DeLuxe Signal Gainer 

An adjustable iroped 
once matching device, 
connects between car 
antenna and receiver. 
Provides best signal- to-
mise ratio. Pointer knob 
and dial assure exact 
setting for each station; may be left in best 
operating position or tuned for best results for 
each station. Compact, attractive, easy to in-
s-all. No tampering with car radio at all. 
With shielded low loss lead-in cable and con-
nectors. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
1(8361-YOUR COST.... ...... $1.15 

ICA Standard Signal Gainer 

For those desiring a factory 
pre-set impedance matching 
device, similar to that listed 
above. Properly set at the fac-
tory for best overall results. 
Supplied complete with 
Standard and Pin Adapters. 
Con be installed in a few mo-
ments by anyone. Complete 
instructions furnished. Shpg. 

wt. I lb. 
1(8360-YOUR COST EACH  44` 

ICA Universal Aerial 

Booster Coil 

Designed to operate efficiently on 
any type receiver. An excellent value 

1(8358-EACH   
fcir the serviceman. 10for $2.16 24c 

ICA Booster Coil For 

MOTOROLA Sets   

Similar to above but equipped with 
special fittings for use on Motorola 
seis. 10 for $2.16. 
1(8359- EACH 24* 

Double Rubberall Aerial 

4... 

Trombone type deluxe auto antenna. Steel rods 
sealed in rubber. With new mushroom type 
,ubber insulators and mounting brackets. No 
dulling necessary. Instructions furnished. Shpg. 
wt. 5 lbs. 
1(22035-YOUR COST  $1.65 

Universal 3-Way Aerial 
All-Brass-Triple Chrome 

Here's an exceptionally 
fine buy in an aerial 

14 that can be used for 
'..1. 11› three types of installo-

T  tions: hinge, underhood 
and alligator and ALL 

/ the necessary brackets 
and hardware are su - 

"I'reen plied for the some low 

Adds a luxurious ap-
pearance to any car. 
Plated in sparkling 
chromium. Sturdy , rat-
tleproof construction; 
quick and easy to in-
stall. Extends to 68 
inches. Three- section 
with decorative end 

„Ley  roiwecelo.,,Suipapj-irnd with shielded 

1(20425-;hpg wt, 3 lb 
YOUR COST * Si 23 
SPECIAL   
Lots of 6: Each  $1.14 

f I IN( iE 
EWA( 

Chrome Brass 

Hinge Aerials 

Constructed of brass, heavily chrome 
plated to resist weather and humidity. 
Strong cost bracket with large bolt and 
lock nut. Absolutely rust- proof. Supplied 
in either 2-section or 3-section models, 
each with 3-foot weather-proof lead-in 
cable. Maximum extended length, either 
model, SO inches. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
K21987-2-Section. * 
YOUR COST 89 
1(22046-3-Section, 
YOUR COST 5115 

8- Ft.-3- Piece 
Bumperod 

A telescopic unit con-
sisting of three sections 
which extend to a maxi-
mum of 8 feet ( making 
it ideal for five-meter 
work). Made of sturdy 
steel with overall cad-

•••sici mium plating. Will fit 
on any front or rear 
bumper. Supplied with 
shielded lead-in wire. 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
1(22032- Sir .29 
Your Cost. •a• 

K2111i0-De Luxe Model. Made of Admiralty 
Brass, with triple chromium plating. Upper sec-
tion of stainless steel. 5 
YOUR COST  210 

cg 

H 

JFD Plug Connectors 

1(21810-(A) Pin plug for Mo 
torola lead-in. 
YOUR COST  6e 
K21800-01) For use with Mo' 
anota, with adapter for stand-
ard lead-in. 
YOUR COST  15C 
1(21809-(C) For use with 1939 
Buick lead-in. 
YOUR COST 9* 
K21 799-(D) For 1939 Buick, 
adapter for standard lead-in. 
YOUR 
COST 15c 

K21797-( F) Bayonet female fit-
ting one end, receptacle for tip 
plug on other end  
YOUR COST  

1(21798_(E) Bayonet male fit-
ting one end, receptacle for tip 
plug on other end. 
YOUR COST 20* 

20* 
e 

(7=1,00gen. 

Super Special Values 
Quality Auto Aerials 

At Real Economy Prices 

Servicemen, dealers and all wise buyers 
are urged to take advantage of these 
amazingly low prices an good quality auto 
aerial equipment. ALL QUANTITIES LIM-
ITED. 

Side Cowl Antenna ( A) 
Made of triple chrome plated brass tubing. 
Brass inserts to insure accurate fitting. 
Baklite insulators. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. each. 
2 SECTIONS: Extends from 23" to 19". 

With 36" rubber covered lead-in. 
1(21939-
EACH 89 

Il I Lots of 6: Each  79e 

3 SECTIONS: As &love, extends from 
20" to 60" 
K21940-' 

Lots of é •111111160  96e 
3 SECTIONS: . • ,upplied with 

1(21941- YOUR CC., ‘,. • .1  $ 1•9 
shielded low loss 

Lots of 6: Each  $1.7 

$1.0 

Serviceman's Special 
Three Section 

Auto Antenna 
Servicemen, and others who rec-
ognize o real bargain, here's one 
that is hardly equalled in our 
long years of super-values. A 
chrome- plated, three- section' 
NOISE- PROOFED side cowl or 
door hinge antenna al the lowest 
price ever. Lower two sections of 
chrome-plated brass, upper sec-
tion plated flexible steel. Extends 
19 to 50 inches. Side- cowl type 
has two molded bakelite insula-
tors; hinge pin type has black 
ceramic insulators; bath have 30-
inch lacquered lead. 
1(22020- Side Cowl. 
1(22021- Hinge Pin. 
Either Type Above, IN LOTS OF 6. 
SPECIAL PRICE * 
EACH  72 
YOUR COST, SINGLY 79e 

JFD Lo-Loss Shielded Cables 
All ',cavity locquered 

''''SeillpieClirecs- and covered by shield-
ed loom and processed 
braiding. All for an-
tenna. 

1(21805- 2- ft. mole connec•or and antenna-
ground lead. 
YOUR COST 

1(21806- 2- ft. male and female connector. 
YOUR 
COST   

K22027- 4- ft. mole connector and 
ground lead. 
YOUR COST  

1(22028- Same, but 6-ft. long  

1(22029-Same but 8-ft. lonj 72c 

1(21808- 3- ft male and swivel screw. For side 
cowl aerials. 
YOUR COST 

1(21803- Motorola lead and standard Motorola 
coupler and swivel screw. 19" long. Foi- side 
cowl aerials. 
YOUR COST 44 
1(21801- For Standard Motorola; lead plu 
plug-in and antenna coupler. 30 inches long. 
YOUR 
COST 

 26 

26 
antenna-

3 8  
49e 

 50* 

72 
Underhood Antennas 

Same fine construction as the above 
cowl types, but for underhood mount-
ing. No drilling required. Completely 
noise- proof and rust- proof. With 
single bracket (except K21947 which 
has two brackets). All complete with 
lo-loss shield. 2 SECTIONS: 23" to 

1(21945- EACH   

Lots of 6: Each  87c 
3 SECTIONS: 20" to 60''. Si .3 
1(21946-EACH  
Lots of 6: Each $1 .2 5 

3 SECTIONS: 31 1/2" to 96". Supplied 
with two brackets. 
1(21947- EACH $ 1 e 89 
Lots of 6: Each $1.63 

92* t
Ii  Fine triple chrome plated, Admiralty brass antennas, absolutely rust-proof. All 
have live rubber insulator, Supplied with 
heavy duty, flexible lead-in cable. Shpg. 
wt. each 3 lbs. 

SECTION: Non-telescopic; 39" in 
length. 
K21948- EACH 
2 SECTIONS: Extends from 25" to 50". 

Hinge Antennas 

45* 

1(2 1949- 
EACH  65c 

3 SECTIONS: Extends from 20" to 
62". 
K2 1950 - EACH   

3 SECTIONS: Extends from 23!/2" to 
72' 
1(21927- EACH 

$1.12 

 $1.27 

Radio and Auto Fuses 

Type 3AG 
Keep a tin of the various 
size fuses in your service kit 
or car and be prepared fog 
all emergencies. Size: 11/4" 
long, 1/4" diameter. Tins 
contain five fuses all of 
same size. Please specify size desired. 

103 189 - Tin of five ( any one size.) Size 
(Specify). 

1 2 or 3 amperes .. 5 'or  14e 
5, 25 or 30 amperes 5 for  10e 

10 or IS amperes 5 for 104 
20 amperes  5 tor  71/2c 

rs - AMP 
FUSES a 

ntinnit 
. A . 

10% ADDITIONAL DISCOUNT 
will be allowed from the prices shown below on all purchases of 6 or more 

Mallory Vibrators. Orders may be in any assortment. Order six-and save! 

No. Type List Each No. Type List Each No. Type LLIZ, Each 
1(6104 205 86.50 23.82 K6126 270B 85.9.5 83.50 K7290 728A 84.95 $2.91 
1(6106 210 7.50 4.41 K6127 271 5.95 3.50 K6107 742 4.95 2.91 
1(6112 22013 4.00 2.35 1(6130 2730 5.50 3.23 K7289 743 4.95 2.91 
1(6113 221 3.95 2.32 K6167 273D 5.50 3.23 1(7291 744 3.95 2.32 
1(6114 222 5.50 3.23 K6132 277S 5.95 3.50 K6063 825 4.50 2.65 
1(6165 224 7.00 4.12 K7284 285XS 7.00 4.12 K6I08 826 3.95 2.32 
1(6116 230 7.50 4.41 K6133 286S 5.50 3.23 K6065 F826 4.75 2.79 
K6119 235 5.95 3.50 K6135 292 3.45 2.03 K6109 G826 3.95 2.32 
1(6096 245 4.95 2.91 K6136 294 2.95 1.73 K7292 839 3.45 2.03 
1(727' 245A 4.95 2.91 K6087 294SW 2.95 1.73 K6083 850 2.95 1.73 
K60913 2450 4.95 2.91 K6137 296 2.95 1.73 K6084 852 2.95 1.73 
1(7279 245SW 4.95 2.91 K6070 299 3.95 2.31 K6085 853 2.95 1.73 
K7280 W245A 4.95 2.91 K6136 3020 6.50 3.82 K6086 854 2.95 1.73 
K6097 246 4.95 2.91 K6122 500P 230 1.47 K6076 860 2.95 1.73 
K728I 246A 4.95 2.91 K6170 501P 2.50 1.47 K7293 863 2.95 1.73 
1(7283 W246 4.95 2.91 .K6093 505P 2.50 1.47 K6110 866 2.95 1.73 
K6169 247 4.95 2.91 K7;85 5061' 3.95 2.31 K7294 868 2.95 1.73 
K6098 248 4.95 2.91 K6071 507P 2.50 1.47 K7295 869 2.95 1.73 
K6171 249 4.95 2.91 K7286 508P 250 1.47 1(7296 901M 2.50 1.47 
1(6120 G249 5.95 3.50 K7287 509P 2.50 1.47 K6069 902M 2.50 1.47 
1(6123 253 3.95 2.32 K6072 510P 3.00 1.76 K6077 903M 2.50 1.47 
K6124 253T 3.95 2.32 K6073 514 4.95 2.91 K6078 951P 5.25 3.09 
K6125 2533' 2.95 1.73 K6074 716 4.95 2.91 K6079 5,52W 4.95 2.91 
117282 264 4.95 2.91 K7288 722A 4.95 2.91 K6080 953W 4.95 2.91 

K6062 725 5.50 3.23 K6081 954 4.95 2.91 

FREE! Latest 1941 Edition Mallory Vibrator Guide. 
With every purchase of a Mallory Vibrator we will send you a copy of the newest 

handy Mallory Vibrator Guide. Packed with valuable information, service hints and kinks 

-every service man should have one. Ask for your copy ( No. 1(1 9993) when you order-

you'll be glad you did. 

F.  Model 

Admiral 
L7, X6, X641, X74I, Z4, 
Z5, 6P, bPU, 7J 
69, 77, 78, 88, 770 
6A. 6D, 76, 66, 660 

Arvin 
5, 6, 7, 17, 17A, 18, 226, 
27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 37  
9A, 19, 510, 520, 610, 620, 
'710, 720, 810, 820, 821 
10A, 15 (2nd). 16, 20A, 
.10B, 25 (2nd), 30A, B  

Atwater-Kent 
126, 136, 237Q, 416, 446, 
467Q. 556  
666, 776  

Belmont 
4086, 415A, B, 489A, B, 
6046, 6116, 804, 823A 
5056. 566, 567A, 661, 666A, 
B, 667, 677 
580 (Rev.) 670, 680, 8906 

Bosch 
45A, 45C, 140, 1406. 150 
(2nd), 160  
139, 149, 5246, 536, 634A, 
636, 637   
7'46, 737, 738, 838 

Buick 
544245, 544246, 1291344, 
1291345 
960507, 980508, 980509, 
980525. 980526. 980529 
980455, 980459  
980566, 980567   
1304873, 1304874   
980534, 980535, 980620, 
1308221, 1314523, 980650 

Cadillac 
5X, 6K13, 1425470-71.. 
06W, 072, 2722. 
7240371, 7240427 

Chevrolet 

Use For Model 

Ford 
FT6, FT9, N-FND  500P 

245C F1440, F1442, F1540  505P 
850 6M390 (Zenith)  853 
850 F1640  508P 

F1740, F1840....... 5091' 

294 

850 

292 

Galvin-See Moto' ola 

General Electric 
B40, B52, 041   271* 
061   224 
FB52, FB53, FB56, FB57. W246 
FB72, FB73, FB76, FB77 . W246 
D72, M58, M60. N60, 294 

294 FA60, FA61, FA80, N51 . 248 
296 DA506, ,21rA4052 ... . 286S 16, 

G  854 

246 

Grunow 
5AB, 614, 618  294 
4NB, 7NB, 410, 411, 711 245 

294 
299 

Graham-See Philco 

Hudson-Terraplane 
271 CB6, DB37, DB38, SA37, 249 

SA38 .  294 
253Y DB40, SA40, 5639. DB39 854 
294 

273C 

2730 
222 
514 
514 

716 

248 
210 
868 

600153, 600249, 600565, 
600566 . 222 
601038, 601176-7, 601525, 
681574, 601662, 601814... 273C 
985100, 985200  294 
985253, 985255, 985283, 
985284, 985286  852 
985424, 985426   &52 
985252, 985254, 985285. 852 
985300, 985301  27313 
985536 . 839 
985537, 985538 . 869 
985694, 985697   839 
985695, 985696   869 

Chrysler-See Philco 

Crosby 
A155, 4A1, 5A3, 6B1  247 
A158, A168, 6258, A267  
6268, 6358, 587, 667, 
5587     850 
6156. A167, 6177, A266  853 
6157  294 
6166, A255, 6365, 6366, 
6455, 6555  273C 
II7SPU, 557  W246 
415, 435, 546, 636, 6615   246 

Deice 
626, 627, 629, 634, 635 273C 
630, 631, 8316, 632-3 294 
54644, 54663, 54664, 54665, 
R666-7-8-9, 54673 852 
54675, 54676, R677, 54678 860 
54685, 54686. R687, 54688 868 
546010, 546011, R6012 2456 

DeSoto-See Philco 

Detrola 
66, 1100, 1100A 
6M, 654, 111, 112, 166 
14-129, 144, 145B, 180 

220B 
294 
245 

Dodge- See Philco 

Emerson 
68179, E128, 1.154 1155 
667, 96.5 
5A   

Fada 
126. 127, 128 INK) 
266, 266SD, 2665G, 267, 
267SD, 267SF 
101. 102, 104, 104B 

Firestone 
R133, 541332. 54, 64 294 
R163, R178, R1431. R1781 294SW 

294 
296 

277S 

245A 

294 
221 

Hupmobile-- See 
Philco 

Karadio 
57, 57B, 63, 65, 66, 88. 150, 
160,180   296 

Lafayette 
AM20, 654, A60  296 
B62 . . .. 286S 
JAI, M94, D37  294 
B92 ... 248 
J50, M44 ... 285XS 
L30, 68  253 

LaSalle 
6R, 68 . 
5X, 6KB, 1425470,1425471, 
39 Master. 

L'Tatro 
11465, 1465, J665, 6A 
M4616,04626,1'4626 (2nd), 
Q56,36, 545636, 95036 (2nd) 285XS 

Majestic 
66, 116, 116A, 118 220B 

Mallory Vibrapacks 
VP55I, VP552  725 
VP553, VP554, YP555, 
VP557   826 
VP-F558  2826 

Mission Bell 
17, 18, 638, 6386, 3818 294 
10A, 11, 12, 14, 16, 256 292 

Montgomery-Ward 
5Y, 25Y1, 62-199 2868 
6U, 62-118, 62-166  253 
62-202, 62-236, 62-242   294 
62-264, 62-280, 62-345 246 
62-363, 62-463, 62-465  246 

Motorola 
8-70, 8-80, 9-69, 19B, 24K, 
34, 35, 45, 50, 60, 65, 70, 
80, 90. 29B, 3701, 37D2, 
39B  901M 
8-30, 8-40, 8-50, 8-80, 9-29, 
9-44, 9-49, 15F, I7D, 180, 
25N, 26C6, 26C7, 270, 
2706, 27D6-41, 280, 2986, 
30P, 34-K6, 34K7, 35F, 36C 902M 
9-24, 9-24A, 250, 251 903M 
57, 62, 75, 79, 100, 110 253T 
446, 66, 77A, Super 6 27013 
77 230 
44   235 

Oldsmobile 
393884, 393885, 405045, 
405046, 405047, 405057, 
405062-3, 982006-7-8 
982043, 982045, 982084 
982044, 982083, 982085 
982160,982215   
982161.982216   

Packard 

PA333915 (3341, 3371), 
PA35I099 ( R3271)   
PA351100 (R327IC) .   
PA351101 (83291) 
PA351102 (R329IC) 
P1835   

2730 
852 
852 
863 
868 

Use For Model Use 

Philco 
All Models To 1936 and 
816   500P 
817, 818, 819   50IP 
1937, 1938 Models  505P 
82IP, 821PV  506P 
11T1IX Tb  O  5071' 
920, 921, 922  508P 
CI708, ARL 6542. AR3, 
A R.5, AR6, AR7, AR8, 
AR9, 932, 933, 01808, 
C1809, F1840, P1835, 
S1825, S1826, ARIO, AR40, 
AR45, AR50, AR.55, 65475 509P 
38-35, 38-40  
37-34, 37-624, 38-39 9$1P 

Pontiac 
544245-6, 544268, 544290-1, 
544297 
544298, 983506-7 
980455, 980459 
983527, 983569-70 
983617, 7232553 
98152b, 983534 
983705, 983667 
983680, 983775 
983679, 983776 
983777   

..... 

RCA 

273C 
273C 
222 
852 
852 
852 
249 
863 
868 
742 

CV8. 6BK6, 6BT6, 
8BK6 W245A 
5M, 6M, 6M2, 8M3, 8M4, 
67M1, 67M2, 67M3  249 
8M, 8M1, 8M2, 9611, 9M2 85 
8413T6, 94BT6, 94BT61. 722A 
85BT6   728A 
M101, M104. M108 . 286 
M34, MI05, M116   271 
M123  224 

Sears-Roebuck 
4405A, 4418, 4419, 4421, 
44286. 4430, 4433, 4434 246 
566, 666, 1869, 1949, 4405, 
4407, 4428 294 

Sparton 
33, 336, 33B, 33C, 333. 
676, 677, 886  

294 638-6, 688-6  

248 Stewart-Warner 
R143, RI60, R178 294S 
54117, 8118, 54131, RI33 2' 

271 R19113, R192D 2 
11318. 54319 8.5 

29 
294 
245 

Stromberg-Carlson 
33, 336, 33X  210 
115   245A 

Truetone 
0708, D718, L7, X6, 15, 
6P   2450 
D745, 13748, D978, 6K 248 
0709, 0717, 60 
0734, 0743. 0744 294 

Wells-Gardner 
C6, COA, C6B, 5C6, 1506 952W 
C5. 607, 6C9, 6,1 24 
6E, 36C7  24 
6C1, 61, 6N, 611.  29 
062, 0626  2 
06W, 06X, 072, 072A   21 
6S, 61j, 2651, 26171  2 
5Y. 25YI   2 

Westinghouse 
WR25, WR26  
B7186, B718X, B819A W245. 
WR500, WR501   253 1 

Zenith 
413106, 413131, 48132   246 
4B231, 4B313, 4E1314  24 
413317, 48355, 4V31  24 
41'59, 6B107, 6B129   24 
6B164, 6B321, 61'27... 249 
4F133, 5F134, 5F168  W246 
5J217, 5J247, 5J255  8.5) 
6J230, 62257   85 
6J322, 6J357 
6M90S, 6M9ID, 6M918 294 
6M92, 6M192, 6MI93 . 294 
5MI91, 6M9OD  294 
6M390 .... se 
650110, 6518E, 660TD. 253 
5M90, 663, 664, 666   114 
5M29I, 5M294, 6M292, 
6M293, 6M295   853 
6MN495, 7MN596 
6MN496 . 

Zephyr 
2086, 20P6, 21116, 2109, 
22136, 2209   24.517. 

505P 3M7, 3M8 ...... 294 
•-Means that a cup adapter is 
necassary. 
Cup Adapter: When ponchos 
with any Mallory VI. 2 
1(6148-Each 

854 
854 
854 
854 

509P 



I 
Synchronous Vibrators Above 
YOUR COST SPECIAL ( Lots of 6, Each $ 1.751 . . . 

5-prong. 1W by 3.4" high. With-
out condensers. For Arvin, Balch, 
Detrola, Grunow, Firestone, and 
many other popular models. 

-0 0- 1 

laiteiVIBRATOR5 

reylZ)  „   
''   

0... • é _eri”leat e 
-=.... ....."-- - "e"'" r-i• or.  

NON-SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATORS 
A 4-prong base non-synchronous 4-prong non-aynchronous unit for 
vibrator that fits a tremendous Pisuoo No. 38-5036, all models up 
number of sets. Size: >¡" diem.; to 1936 except model 816. 2' 
3W high. 
1(14635 -EACH 159c diem.; lee high. K14632 —EACH 159e 
Lots of 6, Each 86c Lots of 6, Each 86c 

4-prong. 2' by 
311's" high. Ex-
act replacement 
for Philco /41-
3170. For 1936-
7-8 seta, except 
model 816. 

K14636 

4-prong.11,6"by 4-prong.13eby 
41,‘" high. Ex- 3W high. Ex-
act replacement act replacement 
for Philco #41- for Philco /41-
3186.FitsPhilco 3398. Fits 1939 
auto radio mod- model sets, in-
el 816, etc. eluding 920, etc. 

K6026 K6028 

4-prong.1%"by 
314" high. Spe-
cial pin arrange-
ment. Exact re-
placement for 
Delco and Gen-
eral Motors seta. 

K6027 

4-prong.1 3.e"by 
3W high. Ex-
act replacement 
for Firestone, 
Stewart-Warner, 
Zenith, etc. 
auto radios. 

K6029 

6-prong. 13.¡ 
by 3 %- high. 
Standard 6-
prong unit for 
Arvin, Ford, 
Zenith, Bosch 
and other makes 
of auto radios. 
K6030 

Non-Synchronous Vibrators Above (Except K14635,1(146321 o 
YOUR COST SPECIAL (Lots of 6, Each 90c1   92 

SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATORS 
6-prong. 2" by 4W high. With 
condensers. For Delco, General 
Motors, Crosley and Colonial. 
K6032 K6033 
Either Type Above 
YOUR COST EACH (Lots of 6, Each $1.95)$2.20   

5"prong. 2" by 4W high. With 
condensers. For Delco, General 
Motors and Grunow sets. 

o-- 1  
o 

K6031 
Either Type Above, 
YOUR COST EACH (Lots of 6, Each $1.75) 

5-prong. 1W by 3H'I" high. For 
most household sets (Admiral, 
Simplex, Western Auto, etc.). 
Without condensers. 

K6034 

*1.95 
5-prong. 2" by 
31fehigh.With-
out condensers. 
For Delco and 
General Motors 
auto radio re-
ceivers. 

K6035 

6-prong revers- 6-prong.lh"by 
ible, 1W by 34"high.With-
3W high. For out condensers. 
General Elec- For Croaley, 
tric, R.C.A., G.E., Silver-
Delco, Mont- tone, Zenith, 
gomery-Ward, Philco, etc. 
etc. Farm and auto. 

K6036 K6037 

Si 

i'etedt Auto Radio Suppressors 

High quality suppressors housed in black and 
mooed case,. All popular types shown. 
No. Type Description 
KEW A Standard Spark Plug 
K0246 A Special for Ford V8 
K$278 8 Compact Spark Plug 
K$247 8 Compact S.P. for Ford V8 
KSZS3 C Cable Type for Buick 
MIS D Elbow Coble Type 
K5279 E Standard Distributor 
K8.293 F Distributor Type for 

Ford 1936 and earlier 
K5277 F Distributor Type for 

Ford 1937-38-39-40 
K5256 D Elbow Type for 1938 Plymouth 
10 Far  81c YOUR COST 9e 
SO For  $3.85 EACH   

Wire Wound Units (G) 
Most efficient type. Do not impair motor effi-
ciency. Low d.c. resistance; high inductance. 
Acts as r.f. choke. Extra rugged. 
K5296-Spark Plug Typet 
K5297- Distributor Type j 
10 (Any Assortment) For $2.40 

27C Each 

Master Distributor Unit 
Hermetically sealed; impervi-
ous to moisture and heat. 
Eliminates need for other sup-

pressors. D.C. resistance, 10,000 ohms. 
1(5284-(S for $ 1.25) 
YOUR COST EACH  270 

Generator Condensers 
Standard auto radio con-
densers designed to elim-
inate generator noise. Fully 
shielded. Long lead. Com-
pletely dirt and oil proof. 

Stock No. Mid. Each 10 For 
K14220 .75 12c $1.10 
K14215 .5 18c 1.70 
K14216 1.0 20c 1.80 
K14198-Similat to above, but Dual: has two .5 
• mid sections and two leads. 
YOUR COST   34e 

FORD V8 
Condensers 

Ta lcr made for Ford V8's. 
K14219-Typt A. For V8's up to 1936. 
K14199-Type S. For 1937 to 1940 models  
Either Type, 110 for $ 1,59) 
YOUR COST EACH  17e 

MOTOROLA 65 
- and 70 Condenser 

High voltage condenser. Consists of two .0008 
rmd 1000 volt units in a single housing. Four 

. leads. Sprague make. 
K14207-YOLiR COST EACH 
5 Fo-  $1.17 

 26e 

"A" Line R.F. Filter 
M  For eliminating interference comino 

through the 'A" supply. This is 
tested by disconnecting antenna 
and noting whether interference 
persists. Fully shielded. 
K14205- • 
YOUR COST 73e 

Copper Shielding 

This is as fine quality copper shielding as is 
available. Used in radios, amplifiers, test cir-
cuits, etc., for shielding of interference creating 
ciscuits. Aya lable both in bare and tinned form 
for a wide ,,ariety of uses. 

BARE TINNED 
sack Per Outer Stock Pet 
Me. Ft. Diam. No. Ft. 

K16234 1 i/2c I/4" K16237 2c 
K16235 2c 1/2 " K16238 21/2 c 
K16236 21/2 c 1/2 " K16239 3c 

Vibrator Condensers 
Oil impregnated. Rated at 1600 
volts. Small square metal cans are 
I 1/16x7/80/4". Size of K3246 is 

7/8x9/320/8" 
Stock No. Mid. Stock No. Mid. 
K3240* .007 K3241* .01 
K3242 .02 K3243 .007 
K3244 .01 1(3245 .02 
1(3246` .007 C 
ANY TYPE ABOVE, YOUR COST EACH.. 
In Lots of 10 ( Any Assortment) $1.71 
"Indicates two leads; others have one. 

Noise 
Filter 

Cuts out all ignition interference; no need for 
spark plug suppressors with this filter installed 
in antenna lead of set. Shielded lead and instruc-
tions supplied. 
K14202-(Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.). EACH... $1.05 

11$0111.1 Dome Light Filter 

Completely eliminates the noise in dome light 
wiring. Has condenser-choke combination. 
K14208-(10 for $1.95) 
YOUR COST EACH 2e 

...eierat9 
Wheel Static 
Eliminator 

Eliminates front wheel noise, 
 .01 usually an unsuspected nuis-

ance Easy to install in each 
hub cap. All rust proof. 
K5294-(10 for 37c) 
YOUR COST EACH 

Shielded 7 MM. Wire 

• , 
/ 

Lacquered braided wire with a heavy rubber 
wall and outer covering of tinned copper shield-
ing. Wt. 7 lbs. per 100 ft. 
K16211 -Per Foot  
K16213-100 Ft. Spool  84.50 

7 MM. Ignition Wire 

Standard 7 mm. black lacquered braided wire. 
Moisture proof. Wt. 7 lbs. 100 ft. 
1(20851-Per Foot 3Y2 
K20852-100 Feet  $3.. 

No. 
11(8221 
1(9353 
K9354 
1(9363 
K93l5 
1(8200 
K8225 
1(9343 
1(9381 
K9311 
1(8201 
K8226 
1(9343 
K9356 
1(9364 
K9316 
1(8202 
1(8227 
K9344 
1(9357 
K9365 
1(9317 
K8203 
1(8228 
K9347 
K9359 
K9366 
K9318 
K8204 
K8229 
K9348 
K9360 
1(9367 
K9319 
K8205 
K8230 
1(9352 

1(9361 
1(9362 
K9368 

Panel plate kits comprise the dial plate, dial scale 
calibrated in kilocycles) and set of matched knobs 

only. All Star panel plates are die-cast or stamped 
from heavy metal and ore beautifully finished to match 
the luxuriousness of the modern automobile. 

Car Model and Year 
Buick 1936 (A11) 
Buick, 40, 60, 1937 
Buick 80, 90, 1937 
Buick 1938 (All) 
Buick 1939 (All) 
Buick 1940 (All) 
Buick 1941 
Cadillac-Lasalle '36, '37 
Cadillac-Lasalle 1938 
Cadillac-Lasalle 1939 
Cadillac-Lasalle 1940 
Cadillac-Lasalle 1941 
Chevrolet 1935-1936 
Chevrolet 1937 
Chevrolet 1938 
Chevrolet 1939 
Chevrolet 1940 (All) 
Chevrolet 1941 
Chrysler Airstream 6, '36 
Chrysler Royal 1937 
Chrysler 1938 
Chrysler 1939 
Chrysler 1940 
Chrysler 1941 
De Soto De Luxe 1936 
DeSoto 1937 
DeSoto 1938 
DeSoto 1939 
DeSoto 1940 
DeSoto 1941 
Dodge 1936 
Dodge 1937 
Dodge 1938 
Dodge 1939 
Dodge 1940 
Dodge 1941 
Ford 1936 (All models— 
Standard & DeLuxe) 
Ford Standard 1937 
Ford DeLuxe 1937 
Ford 1938 (All Models) 

STAR 
Remote Control 
• Fits All Cors 
• For Any Gear Ratio 
• No Cord or Cable 

Fits all cars and all radios. 
No drilling or filing of any 
kind neces«nry. May be used 
with 4se or counter-
clockwise Has di-
rect drive: no cord, no cable. 
Adjustable to any gear ratio; 
6 interchangeable gears sup-
plied for 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 and 
20 to I ratios. In addition to 
gears all end fittings, lock nuts, 
pilot light socket, etc., are 
furnished. Order plate from 
listing of Star Panel Plates 
above. Illustration shows the 
control assembly and plate kit 
mounted. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
1(9339- Mechanism Onti. 
YOUR 
COST 
EACH 

No. Car Model and Year 
K9320 Ford Standard 1939 
1(9309 Ford DeLuxe 1939 
1(8206 Ford Standard 1940 
1(8207 Ford DeLuxe 1940 
8(8231 Ford 1941 
K9876 Hudson 1936 
1(9877 Hudson 1937 
1(9369 Hudson 1938 
8(9310 Hudson 122, 1939 
1(9328 Hud. DeL. 112-118, 1939 
1(8208 Hudson 1940 
1(8232 Hudson 1941 
1(9330 Hud.-Terraplane 1937 
1(9384 Lafayette (Nash) 1937 
K9373 Lincoln Zephyr 1936 
1(9878 Lincoln Zephyr 1937 
1(9392 Lincoln Zephyr 1938 
1(9321 Lincoln Zephyr 1939 
K8210 Lincoln Zephyr 1940 
1(8233 Lincoln Zephyr 1941 
149312 Mercury (Ford) 1939 
1(9884 Mercury (Ford) 1940 
1(8231 Mercury (Ford) 1941 
K9384 Nash Lafayette 1937 
1(9393 Nash Lafayette 1938 
K9322 Nash Lafayette 1939 
K8211 Nash-Lafayette 1940 
K8234 Nash 1941 
149375 Oldsmobile 1936 
K9385 Oldsmobile 1937 
1(9323 Oldsmobile 1939 
1(8212 Oldsmobile 1940 
K8235 Oldsmobile 1941 
1(9376 Packard 120, 1936 
K9386 Packard 120, 1937 
K9387 Packard 115, 1937 
K9395 Packard 6 & 8, 1938 
K9313 Packard (All) 1939 
K8213 Packard 1940 (All) 
1(8236 Packard 1941 
1(9873 Plymouth Stand. 1936 

Tone Controls 
T- I: 3-stage variation. 
Assembled in place of 
volume control shaft. 
K9334- tie g 
EACH... e. • AL 412P 
ST- I: As above, with 
"on-off" switch insul-
ated leads, fuse re-
tainer and pilot light 

1(9336-YOURsoa*.. $ 1.76 
T-2: Same as T-1, but variable k 
(100,000 ohms) 
1(9335-YOUR COST.. .1.18 
ST-2: As above, with switch, leads, 

1(9337-YOUR COST..$1•7 6  
etc. 

"On-Off" 
Power Switch 

Switch with long 
leads, fuse retain-
er, pilot light 
lead, socket 

1(9332- 59e 
2-Stage ( Local-DX) 
Sensitivity Switch 

S.P.S.T. switch. As-
semble in place of 
plate on the tuning 
unit. Solder lugs S2. 
K9333- 29. 
EACH  

No. 
K9377 
K9874 
K9388 
K9396 
K9324 
K9325 
K8214 
It8215 
8(8237 

8(8238 

1(9343 
K9389 
K9397 
K9326 
K8216 
1(8239 
1(9390 
K9391 
1(9398 
K9893 
1(9327 
K9308 
11(9894 
1(9895 

K8240 
K9380 
1(9330 
K9399 
1(9331 
1(9383 

Car Model and Year 

Plymouth DeL. 1936 
Plymouth Stand. 1937 
Plymouth DeL. 1937 
Plymouth DeL. 1938 
Plymouth Stand. 1939 
Plymouth DeL. 1939 
Plymouth Stand. 1940 
Plymouth DeL. 1940 
Plymouth 1941 (P11) 
Standard & DeLuxe 
Plymouth Spec. DeL. 194 
(P12) 
Pontiac 1935. 1936 
Pontiac 1937 
Pontiac 1938 
Pontiac 1939 
Pontiac 1940 
Pontiac 1941 
Stud. Diet. late 193 
Stud. Pres. late 1937 
Studebaker 1938 
Stud. Champion 1939 
Stud. Commander 1939 
Stud. President 1939 
Stud. Champion 1940 
Stud. Commander and 

President 1940 
Studebaker 1941 
Terraplane 1936 
Terraplane 1937 
Terraplane 1938 
Willys '37, '38, '39, '40 
Universal Under Das 
Mounting Kit 

All Plate Kits 
List $2.25 
Your Cost Each 
LESS REMOTE Si 
CONTROL.. 

Se/reiceonasili Special 

Auto Suppressors 

High quality units in 
Bakelite cases. Brass 
fitting. LOW prices. 
1(5272-Univ. Spark Plug 
K5292-Distributor 

7* each 

b e each 

In Lots of 25 

Wire Wound Suppressors 
Moisture proof, sealed, heat resistin 
insulation. Fits all makes of spar 
plugs and cars. Low D.C. resistance, 
yet high resistance to ignition noises. 
Amazingly low-priced. Limited quan 

lilies on all types. 
K5301-Spark Plug 
1(5302-Distributor 
K5303-Slip-on Type" 

ANY ABOVE, EACH 
\\10 For 

*Fits older cars. 

J. F. D. AUTO RADIO CABLE 

OeêMd 
2 , 4 5 

7 0 ID to It 12 
Match your old fittings from illustrations 
above: order by Stock Number. 
.150 .130 Type Each 
K8414 1(8312 0 
K8415 K8313 I 
K8421 1(8319 7 
K8416 K8314 2 
K8418 1(8316 4 
K8422 1(8320 e 
K8411 1(8323 II 
K8417 1(8315 3 
K8419 K8317 5 
K8420 K8318 
K8423 K8321 
1(8424 11(8322 10 

K8330 12 1(8329 

6} 

5* 

=02 
Cable and Housing 

Finest quality cable for auto radio remote 
controls. Cable ends swedged-cannot un-
ravel. Write for special prices on long 
lengths. Wt. I lb. per foot. 

.130" 
No. 

K8299 
1(8300 
1(8301 
1(8303 

1(8304 
K8305 
K8306 
K8308 
We can supply cables complete with any 
two fittings shown, at an additional 50e. 
Order by stock numbers. 
Special Cable for Majestic, Clarion, At. 
water Kent and Arvin Set. 
9- foot Bowden cable with 8-foot sheath. Ex-
act duplicate. 
X16078-YOUR COST 

Cable Only 
.150" 
No. Length 

Kf:113 18" 
118434 74" 
K8302 30" 
1(8435 36" 

Cable and Steel Housing 
1(8437 18" 
1(8438 24" 
K8307 30" 
K8439 36" . 

Each 
24c 
29c 
36c 
42e 

37e 
50c 
62c 
73c 

 *1.35 

P16 1.17 

Special Fittings 
Machined from brass. Order by stock num-
ber checked against type number under 
illustration 

For . 130" cables. 

No. TY,» No. 
1(8084 PIO K8089 
K8085 PI 1 1(8090 

K8086 PI2 K8091 

K8087 PI3 K8092 

K8088 PI1 

ANY TYPE, EACH 

Type 

PI5 

PI6 

PI7 

PI8 

 29e 

awm Gear Fittings 
For . 150" cables. 

GI 

No. 
K8425 
1(8426 
K8427 
K8428 
1(8331 

t:=IDEM 

G2 P9 

G3 P4 

Type 
G 11 
G21 
G3 
P4 

P9   

Each 

24e  

35c 

Housing Ends 

F 018C A 

Made of brass. For . 150" cables  

1(8430 e  Sc Each 
1(8293 F   5c Each 
K8431 C  5c Each 
1(8429 A  6e Each 
1(8292 D.  Sc Each 
"-For . 130" cables. 

FITTINGS 

PS P6 

200 
  $1.78 

CO2L CB25 

CBI CS MO 

Special Fittings 
Order by stock number from illustrations 
above. All are for . 150" cables except 
M0130 which is for . 130" cable. Type C5 is 
special casing chuck for Motorola; types 
M0130 and M0150 bell ends for Motorola 
cables. 

Stock Your Cost 
No. Type Each 

K8294 P5 

K8297 CB2-S 
K8298 CBI 

CB2-L / 15 K8295 P6 
K8296 

K8282 CS  1Pc 
K8283 MO(.130") 
K8284 MO(.150"}j 

Fuse Retainer 

294 

Two piece connector of heavy metal with 
fibre inside insulation. 2I/2" long. Powerful 
spring contact. 
1(12372-EACH 
12 For   50c 
 5e 

"Jumbo" Fuse Retainer 
21/2" long by 1/2 " diameter. Replacement 
for Philco and Motorola. With bushings, 
springs, etc. C 
1(8349-YOUR COST EACH IO 
10 For   89c 

LITTELFUSE Auto Fuses 

1/4x1/4"•   

Lower resistance than 
standard fuses. I in...I__ 

K12320- 5 amps. 1 Your Cost 
102321-10 amps. ( 
102322-15 amps. t 
K12323-20 amps. 30 

Antenna Connector 
Two-piece metal contain-
er, fibre inside insulation. 
12 for 30c. 

1(16714-YOUR COST 4e 
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UNIVERSAL PIPME 
0 0e4 70% Jiur-o44ési 
On these Heavy Duty 
Power Transformers 

Here are plenty of EXTRA PROFITS for 
servicemen. Genuine RCA transformers, 
universal both physically and electrically. 
Brackets with " H" type slots permit mount-
ing in every position; horizontal, upright 
flush, etc. Shell included. Windings are 
tapped for any combination of tubes. For Class "r Sets 

Primary for 115 volts, les a.c. Sec-
ondaries: 165-310-310-165 volts at 115 ma; 7.5 
vo lts c l. at 3 amps; 5 volts tapped at 1.25/ volts topped at 
1.25/2.5 volts at 5 amps; 2. 6 x 3s/8 

5 

I/1.5 volts at 7.25 amps. ‘-9/1"; centers 

I-11/16 to 2t/2" ........ 7 -71, 
. Shpg. wt. I 

41146CC 

K5630-YOUR COST EACH . 
Lo ts of 5, EACH. ............. .. ....... 89c 

For 7 to 10 Tube Radios 
primary for 115 volts, 50-60 cycles a.c. Sec-
ondaries : 750 volts c.t. at BO ma; 5 volts c.t. 
at 3 amps; 5 volts tapped at 2.5/1.25/ 1.25 
volts at 5 amps; 2.5 volts tapped at I/1.5v. 
at 7.25 arras. Size: 4-1/16" x 3,/8"; centers 
I-1/16 to 2". Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. &Nile 
K5631-YOUR COST EACH..''" 'VIP 
Lots of 5, EACH ....................... 85c 

Midget 4-Tube Transformer 
Open frame type with universal windings permitting use in a great 
number of 2.5 and 6.3 volt small sets. Primary for IS volts, 50-60 cycles; 
secondaries 600 volts c.t. at 40 ma; 5 Jolts tapped at 2.5/2.5 volts at 
2 amps and 6.3 volts tapped at 3.5/1.25/1.25 volts at 2 amps ( for the 
63 volts) and 5 amps for the cl. 7.5 volt section. 31/2x2I/2"; centers 

YOUR COST EACH ....................................... 54* K5632- Midget 4-Tube Universal Transformer. 0/2" to 21/2"• 

In Lots of 5, EACH. .............................. .. . ...... ... 55c 

ge Station Allocator 

Now wise servicemen everywhere are usinl 
this new RCA Station Allocator to get 
their share of the business of re-setting ten 
million push button sets to the new fre-
quencies. With the push of a button, an, 
one of 8 predetermined frequencies, with 

or w ithout modu lation, is instantly avail-_ able. Operates florn 110v. A.G. or self-

contained batteries ( not supplied). Tuning is accomplished with ad¡ustable magnetite core 
inductors wound on polystyrene forms and fixed condensers using polystyrene dielectric-

Perfect for accurate work. Simply set the frequencies of the most popular stations in your district and you'll earn enough in a short while to more than pay for the instrument. Con 
also be used for setting up alignment frequencies for both r-f and i-f purposes. May be. 
operated with or without 400-cycle modulation and both high and low outputs are available 
on separate pin-¡ocks. 5- ft. couoling wire included. Uses 1-1R5 ono 1-6H6. In sturdy welded 
steel case. 87/0553,/s" crystalline gray finish, chrome trim, w ith sturdy car rying handle. 
K21691- RCA Station Allocator, with tubes, less batteries. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. fltfir 7.50 
YOUR COST ............. .. . . .. _ ... . .............. . ........ . . . - . . 41. 
SERTICEMANS SPECIAL DEAL. Witit the purct;ase of 22.5 assorted RCA tubes the nev 

RCA Station Allocator will be supplied FREE! Details on request. e 

IBMISFORMERS  

j 

New! VERTROD 

Hi Efficiency Aerial 
For F.M.-A.M. Sets 
This new VERTROD assures great 
efficiency on both F.M. and A.M. 
frequencies. Consists of light. 
rigid rustproof elements of solid 
non- corrosive rod, machined with 
precision and extending to 9 feet. 
Rod fits into o patented, hermet-
ically sealed transformer which 
feeds directly into the transmis-
sion line. This is brought into the 
set transformer, the combination 
becoming a completely balanced 
noise trop, assuring noise free 
signals passing on to the receiver. 
Supplied complete with 371/2  ft. 

downlead. Only 4 inch 
mounting space required. 
Antenna extends from 3 to 
9 feet. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

706 K20445- $ 
YOUR COST  . 
COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA - de-
signed for perfect, noise free reception 
on 10, 20, 40 meter bands, with 600 to 
10 meters overall coverage 
K20446-
YOUR COST  $7.06 

TACO Doublet 

F.M.-A.M. Antenna 

Especially designed for FM-AM opera-
ation in locations with moderate FM 
signal strength or whe-e a less expen-
sive FM antenna than the rigid di- pole 
is required. Comple/ely factory as-
sembled. Contains two 30- ft. coils of 
antenna wire; 60 ft. twisted pair trans-
mission wire; two antenna insulators; 1 
screw eye; two nail- it knobs; antenna 
transformer with separate leads for the 
AM and FM inputs of the receiver and 
complete instructions for use. Shpg. wt. 
4 lbs. 
K1 6482-YOUR COST '2.94 
NATIONAL ACN Dial 

The dial you've been hearing about. 
Perfect for your E.C. oscillator or UHF 
receiver. Five range scale for hand 
calibration with 0-100 linear scale as a 
guide. Z extra scales furnished. Trans-
parent lucite etched hairline pointer, 
dial of some material. 5 to 1 vernier 
dial. Dial trame 5x71/4 ". For t/4" shaft. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
K14474-YOUR COST $2.70 

Rotary 

Circuit 
Switch 

A useful S.P.D.T. switch on one end and 
a S.P.S.T. on the other. Phosphdf bronze 
self-wiping contacts. Mounts in 3/8" 
hole; has 1/4" diam. shaft, %" long. 
Limited quantity. C 
K12860-YOUR COST 8 
10 For  72c 

25 Assorted Insulators 

Package of 25 assorted pieces of fibre 
and bakelite in all shapes and sizes. 
Includes insulators, socket locators, 
washers, terminal strips, etc. C 
K15266- PER PACK, EACH 5 

Pawei u&#ie qiue4 
Excellent Reception WITHOUT 

(1) Use of An Outside Antenna 

(2) Annoying A.C. Line Interference 
This almost magical little RCA power line filter solves your 
antenna problems if you find it impractical to install an out-
side antenna or, if when using such an antenna, bun set 
picks up annoying line hum, electric motor noises, etc. Simply 
plug the power line filter into your electric outlet and plug 
your radio into the outlet on the filter. Then connections to 
the aerial and !ground terminals on your radio take but o 
second and the improvement in selectivity and sensitivity and 
absence of interference is immediate. Not just a "gadget" 
but a really scientific coupling, unit engineered by the famous 
RCA laboratories. 9/481 3/40% 
k1712-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
YOUR COST ONLY  79e 

Code 

Practice 

Outfit 

This Defense Code Master all-electric code practice oscillator 
is ideal for individual and group instruction. Will handle up 
to 20 headphones or five Quam speakers. Just plug in to any 
110 volt a.c. or d.c. socket. Pitch volume variable. Mounted on 
black crackle chassis, 9/4x3x1l/2". Uses two 25L6GT rubes. 
Built-in phone tip and key jocks. 
K13995-Code Oscillator, with tubes, 
less speaker or phones. Wt. 3 lbs. SPECIAL... 
K13994-As above, but with Quom 51/2 - 5 
Permanic Speaker. YOUR COST  4.95 
K13892-" Empire- 2000 ohm complete headset  97c 
K13896-" Empire" single phone and headband  66e 
K14009-Signal Amateur wireless key. Cast black case. Coin 

il r t ti. Nickel lated   

7/0444-baut 

Reco4c1 Plaite4 

4nd gave! 

Turn= $31395 
Crystal Pickup 

It's fun to build your own all-electric record player with this essential 
parts kit-and you'll save money doing it! It can be mounted in a 
console cabinet with your present radio. Even if you're all thumbs with 
tools you can put this toge her like on expert, it's that simple. Kit 
consists of: ( 1) Constant speed ( 78 rpm) rim drive motor with 9- inch 
flocked turntable, for 110 vols, 60 cycles a.c, only, self-starting type; 
(2) Offset head latest type crystal pick-up with excellent response 
characteristics. Arm is E0/2 irches long. Unit plays al • 10-inch and l2 
inch records. 
K690-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. SALE PRICE SPECIAL  53.95 
Midget AH-Electric Portable Phono 

World-Famous 

Record Player Unit 
This splendid Garrard type " E" 
will satisfy those desiring the 
finest in a record playing unit 
for mounting in a radio con-
sole or in a separate cabinet ( see Lafayette Cataloc No. 82). Basically, 
this unit consists of a powerful, speed-controlled motor operating on 
110 volts, 60 cycles mounted on a simple unit plate, I2- inch turntable, 
bakelite tangent type pick-up arm with high fidelity crystal pick-up and 
the Garrard patented automatic start and stop switch. It requires a 
space of only 14%" wide by 13" long, with 31/8" below and 21/2 " above 
the unit plate. All necessary hardware, long shielded pick-up lead, 
simple instructions and mounting template supplied. Shag. wt. 14 lbs. 
K21000-Garrard Type " E" Record Player Unit. $ 
YOUR COST, SPECIAL  9 49 8  
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Here's o dandy 1;ttle all- electric 4e- -, 
(AC only) portable r>honograph that 
you are sure to "go for". Just about 
the size of a parable typewriter 
case, and about as light as a feather, 
it nevertheless has plenty of " sock" 
and a tone that is truly amazing both 
as to volume and quality. Features a 
crystal pick-up in tangent tone arm: 
volume control and on-off switch; rim-

. drive synchronous motor with 8" turn-
table; " Beam-Power" amplifier and 
good response speaker. Plays 10" and 

12" records. In sturdy, washable simulated pigskin eatherette case. 
103/4x14%x4%". With 5 ft. cord and plug, and all tubes. 110 v. 60 cy. 
A.C. only. 
K21858-(Shog. wt. 9 lbs.) YOUR COST  1810.95 

Phono Record Racks 
The handy rocks listed here just " fill the 
bill" for convenience and protection for 
your most used records. The wood frame 
rack pictured at left holds fifty ( 50) ten. 
inch or twelve- inch records and will not 
scratch or permit warpage. Set up it 
measures only 133/4 " long by 13" deep 
and 8I/2" high. Each groove is numbered 
and a convenient index card is furnished 
for listing records kept re the rock. Shpg. 
wt. 3 lbs. 98c 
K21884-YOUR COST SPECIAL... 

Pictured at left is o sttrdy frame wire 
record rack to hold fifty 10" or 12" rec-
ords. Wires are fabric covered to eliminate 
scratching and will withstand long, hard 
usage. Supplied with separate imprinted 
K21885-
YOUR COST, SPECIAL  75e 

Portable Radio Batteries and Kits 

PORTABLE BATTERIES 
Stock 
No. 

K19852 
K19854 
K19851 
KI9850 
K20607 
K20608 
1(20609 
1(20610 
K19842 
K20611 
K20612 
K20613 
K19843 

K20614 
K 19855 
K 19857 
K20627 
K20616 
K20617 
K19859 
K 19864 
K19869 
K20615 

COMBINATION PACKS FOR PORTABLES 
K 19871 
K19872 
K20625 
K19873 
1(19874 
K20624 
K19875 
K20626 
K19877 
KI9878 
K20618 
K 19879 

Burma 
No, 
FX 
2F 
4FL 
4F 
8F 
8F 
8FL 
G3 
F4P1 
F4PIX 
214 
2F4L 
G5 

Your 
Cost 
80.10 

.28 

.42 

.35 

.52 

.67 

.67 

.32 
38 
.38 
.70 
.70 
52 

Sise 
Lx 1V El 

Diem. 434 
2 c13/8x 4% 
3 7/851%.5 5% 
2 3.'14%.5 45 
31%82%1 4% 
3ISfsg2(sx 5% 
31 x174x101% 

Use, hver- Shpg. 
Lite eady Wt. Lhe 

1 
1 

642 
634 
637 
635 
645 

4 541t,(51)34 683 
6 2 3/1152%5 4 639 

As above with 3-hole socket . 
6 3 %ell's: 5% 638 
6 3%.1 %51001, U6 
7% 3 %.5204.5 

PORTABLE "B" BATTERIES 
1330 $1.05 
A30 1.05 
A3OM 1.05 
XX45 1.60 
7.30 1.12 
M30 1.05 
W2OPI . 88 
W34 1.37 
W40 1.55 
A60 2.10 

742 
743 
741 
745 
746 
. . 

718 
747 

45 2 '4.54 %.151¡s 624 762 
45 3 3452 4'54% 821 
45 4 Yoe %at% 
67% I 1/55261.5.31% 
45 3 !I.:2 %54 
45 534x3 sf.x17,‘ 640 
30 1%51 7454% 
51 3 xl 1454% 
tiO 3 xl 415388 
90 4 %.5.3 454% 

467 
738 
482 

5DA60 $2.36 
4TA80 2.45 
3FA641 2.24 
4}'A60 2.27 
8FA80 2.44 
6TA60 2.45 
40A42 1.82 
40A41 1.80 
F4A41 1.65 
F41160 2.48 
G4B50 2.14 
2141360 2.77 

2 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
3 

3 
2 
3 

2 
4 

4 

1%6 96 5%52 11106% . . 5 
1%6 96 8 %52 zji54. ,:i . .. 5 
1% & 9tt 41%510%5.2% 5 
1% & 90 7 x3 %x4% (Zenith DB) 6 
1%6 96 11 ,51656 %xi % AB667 6 
1%6 90 91%52 )454% 6 
1%602 9 12 54% (Phile° P416-4FL) 5 
1%667% 9 3453 418521% 5 
6 6 61% 9%54 1852% 4 
6690 10 5,552 2455 7 
6 dt 75 4 54x1254 x2% AB670 7 
6690 10%54 %54% 9 

COMBINATION PACK FOR FARM RADIOS 
1(20619 17GD60 03.55 1346 911   . 748 25 

RCA " Mystery"  Oscillator 

Designed and built by RCA this efficient 
coupling unit enables you to play your 
record player through your radio wi-hout 
any wired connection whatsoever. Perfect 
for use with either of the record playing 
units listed above where it is desired or 
necessary to mount the record player in 
a cabinet away from your radio. Actually 
a miniature transmitter, it " b:Yrnd.s.asts" 
without loss of fidelity to your radio which 
reproduces your records with all the vol-
ume and fidelity inherent in your radio. 
Uses a I2A7 tube and built-in volume con-

trol. In sturdy metal container 4x3x7" long. Operates on 110 volts a.c. 
or d.c. 

YOUR COST, SPECIAL 52.25 K10599-RCA oscillator, with tube. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

Economy Phonograph Record Albums 

If you've been holding off buying those much 
needed albums for your records here is the 
buy you've been waiting for. Never before 
have we offÉred a quality record album with 
TWELVE pockets at such an amazingly low 
price. Sturdily made, finished in brown. The 
inside front cover has a printed contents table. 
Order in quantities of six or more and take 
advantage of our low bulk price. But order 
fast. Quantities are extremely limited. 
K211306-Ten- inch Size. 12 Pockets, 33. 
SPECIAL PRICE, EACH  
In Lots of 6, EACH  rie 
K71887-Twelve•Inch Size, 12 Pockets, 
SPECIAL PRICE, EACH  
In Lots of 6, EACH  

40 
39e 

NEW! PERNO Floating Point Fidelitone Needle 
This new PERMO Fidelitone floating point needle filters record scratch 
providing true tone quality. Good for 6 months playing. 
K227-YOUR COST, SPECIAL 50c EACH 

USA-LITE Complete Kits 
You SAVE by buying a complete Kit! 
It's less expensive to package three 
batteries at one time than the other 
way round and that saving's yours 
when you order o complete kit at a 
time. Most A and 8 batteries are de-
signed in pairs to have equal life 
and expire simultaneously. In order-
ing batteries on which you are uncer-
tain concerning model numbers, etc., 
send information concerning type and 
size, also make and model of set and 
an exact replacement will be sent. 
Batteries listed on same line can be 
used interchangeably. 

Stock No, Contents Per Kit 
K201 73 1-634 & 2-624 52.1 5 
K20174 1-635 & 2.624 2.49 
K20175 I.646 8 2-640 2.49 
K20196 2-683 & 2.640 2.45 
Shpg. wt. each Kit about 7 lbs. 

USA-LITE A-B PACKS 
K19835 AB667 $2.05 
1(19836 AB670 2.03 

 dy MINI-MAX 
Batteries 

These very compact batteries are 
used in many of : he new "personal" 
portable receivers. New construction 
gives twice the life of other batteries 
of similar size. 
Type 467-671/2  volt "B- (no taps). 
Dimensions: 3%x2 11/16x1-5/16". 
Shpg. wt. I lb. 
1(20183- EACH 

Type 482 - 45 volt - Ir. 3'/2n1 %x 
5-7/16-. WI. 3 lbs. 
1(20154-EACH 5 1.03 

Type 741-1 1/2  vol- -A-. Eight cells. 
3- 13/16a- 21/3255-11/3r. 
Shpg. wt. 31/2  lbs. 
K20138- EACH..  660 

 $1-57 

Bargain Power rformers 
Just the thing for use in small radio receivers, 
converters, lest units, etc. Fully shielded. Long 
colored leads. Mount in 13/4 x21/8" hole or on 
top of chossis. Mounting centers 21/4 . The two 
listed directly below are designed for use 
with type 2W3 rectifier ( half wave). Shpg. wt. 
on all transformers below, 3 lbs. 
K1403-Pri.-I10 V. 60 cycles: Sec.-21/2  V. for 
rect ,fier filament, 6 V. at 11/2  CIMP., 200 V. 
at 40 Ma, Size: 3x21/2x21/4". (Type A/ 
K1421-Same as above, but with octal socket 
in ' co shell for rectifier tube. Size: 3x21/8x21/4". 
(Type 8) 
EITHER ABOVE, EACH 

1(1404-Same mounting dimensions as above, 
but heavier for use with 82 rectifier. Secondary 
200 V. at 50 Ma. Other specifications as above. 
Size: 3x23/4821/2 "• (TYP0 A) 
YOUR COST, SPECIAL  3e 
K1425-Same mounting dimensions as above. 
For use with a 6X5 rectifier. Pri: 110 V. 60 
cycles; Sec. 475 V. c.t. at 40 Ma, 6.3 V. recti-
fier at 2 amps. Size: 3x21/2x71/2". 
(Type A) 
YOUR COST, SPECIAL 

 34. 

 39C 
ABBOTT 21/2M. Transceiver 

- 

Functions as a completely self-contained 112 
megacycle radiophone transmitter and re-
ceiver. Has inductive antenna coupling, vari-
able from the front of panel permitting maxi-
mum transfer of power in the transmit position 
and additional tuning refinements in the re-
ceiver position. Operation is simplicity itself: 
a -urn of the switch converts from receiver 
to transmitter. Any novice can operate it per-
fectly. Uses only 40" copper wire or bus bar 
antenna. 11" long, 11" high, 41/2" wide, in 
grey wrinkle finish carrying case with heavy 
leather handle, makes it ideal for use in a car, 
plane, boat or carried for portable work. 
Range from 2 to 30 miles depending on ter-
rain. Batteries used: 3-45 V. "Ers (Burgess 
M-30) and 4-1 1/2 V. " A"s ( Burgess 4FA), easily 
accessible from the removable back. Tubes 
used: I-6J5GT, I-6G6G. Shpg. wt. II lbs. Less 
tubes and batteries. 
K21151-Abbott DK3 Trans- 5/7,35 
cerner. YOUR COST  
Complete kit of tubes and batteries for DK3. 
YOUR COST  $5.60 

Radex Pocket Tracer 

A handy ingenious portable unit useful for 
trouble tracing in all al. and r.f. circuits. 
Consists of a multi-vibrator generating o sig-
nal covering most frequencies. Useful for 
checking radio circuits, amplifier line circuits, 
intercommunicator and telephone circuits and 
hundreds of others. Signal is traced ;rom an-
tenna to point of fault. Easily isolates in-
operative stage. 51/2" long, 3/8" diam. Corn-

K10474-YOUR COST  
plete with battery. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5/ .96 

Monarck Utility Grinder 
An indispensable 
power tool for radio 
men, home craftsmen, 
hobbyists - truly the 
tool for 6011 crafts-
men. High speed mo-
tor, guaranteed, has 
rubber hand grip on 
non - breakable steel 
case, ai liens high 
speed bearings, posi-
tive acting switch. 
Operates on 110 volts 
a.c, or d.c. Motor 
rated approximately 16,000 r.p.m. Box with 
wrench and 3/32" and Y8" collets and three 
extra tools. Numerous additional accesiories 

1(14734-YOUR COST, SPECIAL.. 0 5441 
available. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
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GENUINE COWHIDE 

CARRYALL CASES 

Ode $349 
VERIFIED 

56.00 

VALUE 

Yes, you can belie,e ycije eves! These fine cases are made of thick heavy cowhide-solid leather 
through ord through. How corne ti,ey are priced so low? Simply because the manufacturer is loaded 
up with government orders. No longer able to devote any of his facilities to making more of them, 
or even to storing them, he offered the stock he had on hand to us-at a big reduction of course. 
In keepinç with our established policy, the saving we made we are passing on to you! 

These cases are carefully stitched and re-inforced--good far years of service. They are just the 
"right" size-roomy enough to hold your "9x12" and all its accessories-yet small enough to carry 
conveniently. A sturdy shoulder strap is firmly attached to the case with metal re-inforcement and 
fully adjustable. A patented zipper extension tongue permits folding the top all the way back so 
that the entire contents of the case ccn be seen. Internally the case is fitted with several pockets 
for inserting your camera, exposure meter, plate holders, filters, etc. These are flexible and can be 
pt.shed to the side if desired. The filter pocket has a separate snap button and is placed close 
to the top of the case where it is easy to get at. These cases are so attractive' and so proctical that 
you will want one the minute you see them. Rich Cordovan Brown in color with contrasting brass 
finished z;pper and hardware. Aoproximate overall dimensions: 10" long, 31/2- wide and 8" high. 
Sturdily built yet light in weight. Packed for shipment 3 lbs. 

PH9938-Ve•ified $ 6.00 Value. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL . 

P.S If you are lookina for Cl tripod to fit this cose see PH8556 below. 

LAFAYETTE ALUMINUM TRIPODS 
The sturdiest, strongest and light-
est portable tripods of their type 
ever offered. Outsold other tripods 
at their regu'or price by far, be-
cause of ouolity alone! Now at 
less than bal.' their original price 
they are amazing values! Doubly 
amazing in new of the new re-
ttrictions pieced by the govern-
ment on aluminum. 
They incorporate many exclusive 
Features: fr.ctior type clutches 
that lock wigs a twist of the wrist; 
reversible screw-in feet with a 
choice of sharply pointed ends or 
softly padded tips; extension han-
dle on the camera mounting stud 
and o new ' Anodized" finish that 
hardens ano protects the surface. 
Both the hecvy duty head and the 
sturdy legs ore made of aluminum 
alloy perfectly machined and 
beautifully gnished. 

Separate 
"Pan" St "Tilt" 

Locks AO $229 

Two Section Model 

Lafayette All-Alurninum 2-section 
model. Extends from 33" to 62". 
Incorporates ail features. Shpg. 
wt. 5 lbs. 
P148567-YOUR COST. 
Specially designed Carrying Case 
'for above model. Shpg. wt. I lb. 
P149925-YOUR COST . $1.89 

Three Section Model 
Similar to above, but 3-sections. 
Mare compact when closed. Ex-
tends from 251/z" to 68". 
Shag. wt. S lbs 
P148566-YOUR COST. $ 6 ..98  

Carrying Case 
Specially designed Carrying Case 
foe above model. Shpg. wt. I lb 
p149924-YOUR COST $1.89 

Mode To Sell For 

$5.00 

‘44 P 4ice 

Golly 

$5.49 

PANWELL TILT-TOP AND PANNING HEAD 
0,iginolly made to sell for $5.00 
and well worth it! Now Lafayette's 
tremendous purchasing power 
brings it to you for only $2.29! 
This is a discount of well over 
50% from the regular list price. 
Designed to be used with both 
movie ono still cameras it is pre-
cision buil: throughout. Accurately 
machined die-cast parts. All metal 
heavily chrome plated. Separate 
locks for oon and tilt. These en-
able you to use each action 

NEGATIVE FILES 
Excellent ¿aloe! Sturdy cases that 
will accommodate from 31:0 to 600 
negatives each according to size. 
No. I for 5 frame strips of 35 mm.; 
No. 2 for 127 or AB film (3 frame 
strips or h 1/2 -size); No. 3 for 116 
and 120 film (2 21/4 "x31/4 " or 3 
21/4"521/4'‘ frames). Complete with 
100 gloss.ne sheaths and two in-
c.), cards. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. each. 
P149409-No. I Size I $1 .59 
PH9410-No. 2 Size 
PI49411-No, 3 Size EACH 
Extra packets of 100 glassine 
sl.eaths and index cards. Wt. 8 or. 
PH9412-For No. I Size) se 
PH9413-For No. 2 Size 
PH9414-For No. 3 Size I EA. 

Panning movement is locked with 
a lever at the base. Tilting move-
ment is locked by twisting handle. 
sits all American type tripod 
studs and American type camera 
,ockets as used on both European 
end American made cameras. 
Adopter bushings are available 
'or European type sockets and 
sluds. Both panning and tilting 
-novements are smooth in opero 
tion-idea! for movie cameras. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. $.9.29 
PH8627- YOUR COST ad 

M11111"„ 

NEGATIVE PRESERVER 
'Why wait till that prize negative 
is scratched? At these new low 
prices you'll save money as well 
as negatives. Not just ordinary en-
velopes but specially designed 
preservers made of glassine and 
with a special harmless adhesive. 
Wt. 6 oz. per 100. 
PI49429-21/4 x23/4 " 100 For 39c 
200 For 69c 500 for $1.49 
PH9430-2Y.0,33/4" 100 For 39c 
200 For 69c SOO for $1.49 
PH9431-33/4x43/4 " 100 For 49c 
203 For 89c 500 for $1.89 
PH9432-41/8)(51/4 - 100 For 54e 
200 For 98c 500 for $2.19 
PH 9433-51/4 x71/8" 100 For 69c 
200 Fo, $1.19 SOO for $2.69 

w4.5e 

$3.49 

5 per__,_eie___._fr_.,e 7 e i.. r 
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Not just " cut prices- but truly 
sensational values! These are real 
American-Made tripods. Sturdy 
and compact with precision- built 
heads that are reversible havino. 
a European standard stud on one 
side and an American standard 
stud on the other. Legs are of 
heavy gauge brass tubing and are 
fitted with retractable pins to lock 
each section in position. Two 4-
section models are available as 
well as a special 9-section model 
which is illustrated at right above. 
The 9-section model has an Ameri-
can stud but not a reversible 
head. 
4-Section Tripod-a remarkably 
fine tripod with a reversible head. 
Black enameled upper leg sec-
tions. Closed IS',!,', extends to 
48l/2". Shpg. wt. 3 I bs. 
P148552-
YOUR COST SPECIAL 

AGFA 
DEFENDER 4, 

EASTMAN KODAK 

$1.95 

LAFAYETTE BRASS TRIPODS Table Tripod With Pan Head 

/ 
Chrome-Plated 4-Section Tripod 

-this model is exactly the some 
as Ph13552 but the upper leg sec-
tions are finished in bright po!-
'shed. chrome instead of black 
enamel. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

PH85I5-- $ 2.69 
YOUR COST SPECIAL. 
Carrying Case for 4-Sec. Tripods 
--Fits both PH8552 ond PH8SS5. 
P149921-Shpg. wt. 1 lb  98c 
9-Section Pocket Tripod - an 
ultra-zompact tripod that is as 
easy to carry as a pack of film. 
Heave machined head. Head and 
upper leg sections polished 
chrome-plated brass; other eight 
secticns polished brass. Closed 
9' e.tended 46". Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
P148556- 
YOU!. COST SPECIAL . $ 5.98  
PH9927-Corrying Case  98c 
Rubber Tips.-Fit any above. 
PF49;17--S ,,s ,f 1 • 10c 

Bi9 Sae-liners! 

AGFA 35 PAM FILM 
18 Lyp,,s,e cartridge Superpon Supreme ( foi Ar >zus 

Cameras only)   $0.34 
20 Exposure cartridge Fine Grain Plenachrome, 
20 Exposure cartridge any Panchromatic type. 
20 Exposure cartridge Infra- Red   
36 Exposure cartridge Fine Grain Plena:hrome. 
36 Exposure cartridge any Panchromatic type.... 
36 Exposure cartridge Infra- Red   
271/2  Feet bulk film any Panchromatic type 
55-Feet bulk film any Panchromatic type... 
MEMO cartridge Fine Grain Plenachrome   
MEMO_ cartridge any Panchromatic type   

Eastman, Agfa & Defender Cut Film 
Save money at these low prices-save more by buying 3 packages 
at the some time (3 dozen films). Guaranteed FRESH STOCK. 

ORTHO PANCHROMATIC 
Per Dozen 3 Dozen Per Dozen 3 Dozen 

(I Package) (3 Packages) SIZE II Package) (3 Packages) 
$0.31 $0.90 21/4 531/4 ' $0.34 $0.99 
.31 .90 21/2 ,31/2 " .34 .99 
.33 . 6.5x9 cm. .36 1.04 
.45 1.32 314 ur11/4 ' .S2 1.53 
.55 1.62 9xI2 crr. .63 1.85 
.58 1.71 4x5" .64 1.89 
.94 2.79 5x7" 1.04 3.09  

AGFA & Eastman Contact Papers 
Popular contact papers, available in four degrees of contrast: No. I 
for controsty negatives; No. 2 for average negatives; No. 3 and No. 4 
for flat negatives. Specify " Glossy" or "Velvet- finish. 
Size Weight 2 Dozen For Per Gross 
21/2531/2''  Single   $0.15 $0.53 
21/4 x41/2 " Single... .19 .68 
31/2x41/2" Single  .19 .83 
31/4551/2" Single   .19 .95 
4x5" Single ........ .... ... .23 1.05 

Per Dozen Half Gvass 
Sx7" Single   .19 .14 
TWO"  Single  .41 -  

Eastman, Agfa & Defencer 
Here's your opportunity to buy the most 
paper at real low pices. All sizes and 
selection of finishes. Advise brand cnd 
Size Weight 
5x7" Single. 
Sri" Double 
800"  Single. . 

81x14" x1l°- Double.  Single .. 
IIx14"  Double 

.40 

.44 

.49 

.59 

.59 

.89 
1.34 
2.57 
.311 
.40 

Enlarging Papers 
popular brands of projection 
weights available. Complete 
surface desired. 

Per Dozen Half Gross 
$0.26 $1.23 

.33 1.54 

.54 2.77 

.69 3.47 
1.05 
1.31 

Never before such a combination 
value! An ell- metal table tripod 
with detachable legs for easy 
portabi;ity and rubber tipped feet 
r-omplefe with o universal pan-
n,ng heed adjustable in practi-
cally all directions. Fits in your 
coot packet. The panning Ileaa 
has ,eparate panning and tiling 
actions }et locks in place securely 
at any position with a bare half 
brn of the locking lever. This vol. 
Loble accessory can now be yours 
rt c ridiculously low price-an 
cthes example of Lafayette's abil-
ity ro offer more-far more-for 
very muah less. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
PH 8578-
YOUR ZOST SPECIAL 

Panning Head only -without tri-
pod Wr'i any standard tr pod. 
Wt. 2 Os. 
PH0628 - EACH  69c 

98C 

Table Tripod With Tilt-Top 
Another super yoke! The some 
tripod as listed at the left but 
this time with a new locking tilt-
top in place of tie pan head. 
The tripod measeres 8" high 
and with the tilt tap is l0" over-
all. This new tilt top and tripod is 
just the thing for use with your 
miniature camera for still-life,t 
copying, nature study, etc. Locks 
in position at any angle with a 
slight twist. As described at left, 
the tripod is equipped with re-
movable legs, rubber tipped feet, 
etc. It is nicely fin.shed in bright 
cadmium for protection against 
rust. Disassembled it is easily car-
ried in the pocket. Shpg. wt. 21/2  
I bs. 
P1-18576-YOUR COST.... 79C 

Tilt-Top only - less tripod. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
PH8616 - • • .49c 

l'eatedi /lace 
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DURING THIS SALE 

ONLY! 

DUREX EXPOSURE 
Here is the sort of barga,r, 
comes once in o lifetime! Matior 
al.y advertised and universally 
occepled the Durex is one of the 
leading extinction-type esposure 
meters on the market today! The 
advertised List Price is $2.25. Our 
Price during this sale à only 
$1.29. At this price even the own-
er of a simple box camera can al-
fo,d ta buy and use on exposure 
roller! The Durex meter is highry 
CICC I -ate and very easy to use. 

SAVES 
ON 
FILM 
COST! 

BU LK FILM WINDER 
35mm. Film in bulk costs less. It 
is eosily wound into your old cor-
Sedge in broad daylight with this 
winder. Loads any Leica t!'pe cor-
tridge-will not load cassettes 
as used in Canton and sorr e Lek° 
cameras. Winder holds standard 
27i/s. SO or 100 ft. lengths. 
Molded bakelite construction. 
Metal parts plated and polished. 
Dustproof. Cannot scratch film. 
You, savings on film will pay for 
this winder in a short t me. At 
Lafayette's new Sale Price you 
make o double saving. 
LISO PRICE $3.45. Shpg. wt. I lip. 
PH9249- 
YOUR COST SPECIAL $ 2 49 

METER AND CASE 
,s the style of meter that has 

teen used successfully by many 
amateurs and professionals for a 
number of years. Weston and 
Schemer systems of film speed rat-
ings ore employed and provision 
is made for use of the meter under 
any type of outdoor or indoor 
lighting conditions. The meter is 
mode of a tough durable molded 
plastic and comes complete with 
a cos., i pg. wt. 6 oz. $1. 29 
P14272. - SPECIAL 

Get a 

Ringside 

Seat 

tot 

$159 

SPORTS GLASSES 
Can't get seats down front? Why. 
worry-just take along a pair of 
these sports glasses and you'll 
never know the difference. They 
bring the action right up close 
even ,f your sitting with your head 
almost touching the clouds. You 
don't have to hold them - just 
wear them like sun glasses. Sharp, 
clear and easily adjusted to suit 
your eyes. All-American made. 
Carefully ground lenses. Molded 
plastic frame Ind tubes. Shpg. 
wt. I lb. 
PH10005-SPECIAL... $1.59 
Handy leather Carrying Case fo 
above. Wt. 6 on. 
PH9919 EACH.. 49c 
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$698 

ACRO SLIDE SLIDE PROJECTOR 

\Save $4.471 This ACRO Projector is being nationally °dyer-
' tisecl now in leading publications at $9.95 for the projector 

plus an additional $ 1.50 for the double slide carrier. 
Lafayette brings you both for only $638! Another example of 
why it pays to buy all your equipment at Lafayette! 

, The AGRO Projector incorporates such outstanding fea-
tures as: optically ground and polished double condensing 
lenses; lour ench f:3.5 projection lens; 100-watt pre- focused 
projection lamp; convection type cooling system; heat resist-
ing molded bakelite cabinet; ten foot extension cord with 

i swach. Will project brilliantly any standard 35mm or if 
vest pocket size transparency. The slide carrier will accom-
modate both glass mounted and the new cardboard ready. 
mounted slides. The ACRO projects a brilliant image with 
good definition. It is an ideal unit for home, classroom and 
similar use. Operation is simple and quick. Overall dimen-
sions are approximately 91h" long, 31/z" wide ( without slide 
carrier in position) and 51/4" high. Shpg, wt. 6 lbs. Complete 

with 100 watt lamp. 

YOUR COST SPECIAL.. .. .. .............. PH2269-

1 VI « 

\---- Slide Glass 'Cristal clear, fine and strong. 

tandard 2"x2". 
1149391-36 toi ..... . • . .. 39C 
S  

100 for .... . .... . .. .... .. 79c 

1 Shpg. wt. .. lb ... ". per .  

Slide kiosks 
' Double masks for 2"x2" slides 
• with opening for 35mm film. SO-

1 PH93115-50 for .....-. 32' ver finish. 

Shpg. wt. 8 or. per 100. .. 
Red Scotch Tope 

PH921 51-3/8"x66 ft. ....... SOc 

$6.98 

Metal Slide Mounts 
1
 Made by the makers of Dufay-
1 color these m ounts are extreme-
!ly simple to use. Made to sell for 

52.00 but yours at this special 
price of 59c. Uses aluminum 
frames for resisting long and hard \wear, and is very easy to put 
together. Kit comes complete 
with extra clear glass and tape 
to make 12 complete everlasting 
\ slides. Container acts as file. 

SPECIAL ............ ... 59C PH8689-Box of 12 

._ 

- -• 

- 4> . \à•e ià r __.-

ALL-METAL SLIDE FILE 

\
Will hold over 300 Kodaslides or 150 of the standard 2" x 2" glass 

, slides! Each slide compartment is numbered and on index is mounted 
inude of the cover so that any slide can be located instantly. Slides 

" are fully protected against rattling and bieaking and are easily ! inserted into the slots provided for them without fear of damaging 
them. The case is made entirely of steel and is finished in attractive 
1 blue-gray ripple lacquer. A handle and two clasp fasteners are pro-
; vided. This is one of the finest values in a slide file we have ever 

! offered. Dimensions: IS" x 73/4 " x 21/s" high. 

I YOUR COST SPECIAL. .................................... $1.69 , re19420--Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. List Price $2.75. 

(") I creen pale . 

0 BEADED TRIPOD SCREENS 
Value plus! A superfine quality 30 x 40 inch crystal 
beaded screen mounted on a tripod frame con-
structed of strong metal tubing. Set up easily and 
quickly it folds into compact unit when closed for 
storing. Adjustable height. Screen rolls like o win-
dow shade into a tubular cose. Metal parts finished 
in black crackle. Rubber tipped tripod feet. Shpg. 

P142756--YOUR  w t. 18 lbs. COST..•. .............. $7•89 
PH2757-Similor to above, but 36 x 48" screen 

size. Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. $10.89 

NOTE: ALL BEADED SCREENS GUARANTEED 
YOUR COST ........ . ... . . • ... 

AGAINST CHIPPING, CRACKING, YELLOWING. 

CRYSTAL BEADED SCREEN 0 

This crystal beaded screen makes your pictures 
brighter and sharper than ever before. It has a 
complete lack of halation from iront or sides and 
has four times the rellectobility of on ordinary 
screen. Table type and rolls up like a w indow 
shade m aking it easy to store. Sturdy post upright 

,   support. Screen size 30" by 40" amply large for 
good pictures. Snipping weight 8 lbs. 

PH2753-List Price $6.130. YOUR COST SPECIAL............... $339 

3 0 DE LUXE BEADED SCREENS De Luxe home movie screen employing the high-
ly efficient crystal beaded reflecting surface 
which increases the brilliance of your projected 
pictures without increasing the wattage of your 
projection lamp. Measures 30" x 40" and is 
housed in o compact, light weight carrying case 
with snap lock fasteners and sturdy carrying han-
dle. Case covered in handsome black leather-
ette. Screen unrolls like a window shade and is 
supported by sturdy metal rod contained in case. 
No tension on screen providing a ripple free 

projection surface. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 

PH2750--List price $12.95. 
YOUR COST ..................... ...... 
EXTRA LARGE DELUXE BEADED 11A0DEL: Sim-
ilar to PH2750 but 36 x 48" screen size and larger 
case. Ideally suited for 16mm projection and for 
slide projection. Wt. 8 lbs. $1008 9 
P142751-List St6.95. YOUR COST _ 

these! Some of the manufac-
turers we now said it just could-
n't be done-" no one can make 
a case like that at that price." 
Others wanted to use cheaper 
material - things like fibre for 
the body and paper for the 
covering. But finally we found 
our man-one who takes pride 
in doing the seemingly impos-
sible. He went to work and 
produced the case we wanted. 
A strong, sturdy case made of 
plywood covered with tough, 
durable Fabrikoid. Heavy 1/4 " 
plywood where the strain is 
greatest. 3/16" at top and bot-
tom and for the dividers. Thick 
cowhide leather corner protec-
tors. Sturdy oxidized hinges and 
snap catches. A formed and 
ring • mounted handle. Inside, 
the case is fitted with a special 
nickle-plated humidifying pod. 
An index card is also mounted 
inside the cover of the case. A 
unique split cover gives ready 
access to the reels in the case. 
Each cose has more than ample 
room for its rated capacity of 
reels in their humidors. In addi-
tion, a separate compartment 
is provided for spare reel. 

, I fi 
• • 
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Pheectoneetai Valued! 

First 
Time 

at 
These 

Prices! 

LUGGAGE STYLE REEL STORAGE CASES 
We combed the market for Five sizes of cases are avail-

able including two for 8mm film 
and three for 16mm film. In the 
capacity rating given in the list-
ing below it is assumed that 
each reel is in its own humidor. 
In addition to the moistening 
Pads usually mounted inside of 
humidors a special pad is 
mounted inside these cases. 
When storing black-and- white 
film these pads should be kept 
moistened with water or some 
standard humidifying liquid. 
DO NOT MOISTEN THESE 
PADS WHEN STORING KODA-
CHROME COLOR FILM. It is 
advisable to use another cese 
for your color film. So order a 
case for your Kodachrome-its 
easy at these low prices to own 
as many as you need. But get 
your order in early. The quan-
tity we have on hand is limited 
and with rising material costs 
prices may rise accordingly. 

Ilentei Size 
Cap. List EA. 
12 rls. $4.00 $2.49 
24 rls. 5.50 3.39 

Size 
8 rls. 6.25 3.69 
16 rls. 7.50 4.59 
24 rls. 10.50 6.69 

No. 
PH9895 
PH9896 

PH9897 
PH9898 
PH989 9 

STEEL FILM CHESTS REELS 8t HUMIDORS 
Sturdily built and finished in Since these reels and humidors 
steel-gray crack'e. Lock and are made of aluminum we are 
key. Built-in index. Heavy not certain os to just how long 
gauge steel accurately formed we ore going to be able to 
and welded. Partitions hold offer them at all. The reels are 
reels in position directly under equipped with o patented 
index strip. Priced sensationally sprocket feature under Eastman 
low -. mighty cheap insurarki- rZdak license. Will fit all 11,Poz 
for your valuable films. Since of reel arms. Gouge on reel 
they ore made of metal they indicates length of film. Humi-
cannot warp or split, dors have pods and close fitting 

covers. 
P142463-200- ft. 8 ram Reel. 
PH2465-8 rinm Humidor for 
above. EITHER ABOVE egr 
YOUR COST, EA. ...... 

6 for $ 1.69 
PH2467-400-ft. 8 mm Reel 
PH2468--Humsdor for PH2467. 
PH2464-400-ft. 16 mm Reel. 
PH2466-I6 mm Humidor for 
PH2464. ANY ABOVE e9c 
YOUR COST, EA. . e 

6 for $2.21 
PH2469--1600-ft. 16 ram Steel 
Reel. Two for . $2.41$1 eck 
YOUR COST. EACH.. a'•.78.7 

8 MM. CHESTS 

PH9900 - 6- Reel Capacity. 

YOUR COST EACH . $ 1 .59 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

P149101 - 17- Reel Capacity. 

YOUR COST EACH . $ 2.19 
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

16 MM. CHESTS 

PH9902 - 6-Reel Capacity. 

YOUR COST EACH . $ 1 .98  
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

P149903 - 12-Reel Capacity. 

YOUR COST EACH.. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 

PRESENT 
LENS 

MORS 

._J 

EXTENAR WIDE-ANGLE CINE LENS ATTACHMENT 
Doubles the size cf the f•,:bi 
covered by your standard movie 
lens! Screws on top of the lens 
with which your camera is now 
equipped. Does not change the 
speed of your lens! Only the 
focal length is changed to le 
instead of the usual 13mm. 
With this attachment you are 

now able to include much more 
in your scenes', such as tall 
buildings, mom of a room in-
doors, theatre stages, etc. Since 
you do not lose speed you can 
shoot under the some light con-

ti,, to.: et-Its 

- 

le 

UP TO 40% OFF! 

work by experts of wide and 
long experience in the optical 
field, to develop this lens at-
tachment because of the diffi-
cult problems involved. But the 
results obtained increase the 
scope of the 8mm camera tre-
mendously. One model will fit 
all of the following lenses: Bell 
& Howell f:2.5 and the Wollen-
salt f3.5, f:2.5, f:2.7 and f:I.9 
which are used on most 8mm 
cameras, such as Keystone Re-
vere, etc. Shipped POSTPAID. 

YOUR COST $ 2 4•8 9 
PH19931- 

ped«cedi 

1---------------------1 ,. CASTLE FIL 

_ 

tritree+elph,,-.,• 

3 4. 

PROFESSIONAL1Y MADE MOVIES FOR HOME SHOWING 
Sensational new features just NATIVE AFRICA, 
released by Castle Films that Revealing shots of native life! 
ore thrilling and educational! Tribal dancing! Native girls! 
You will want all three because Scenes never before filmed! The 
of the interest they will add to most startling wild animal cam-
your programs. era work. Elephant and Lion in 

All are available in both near duel! 
8mm and 16mm silent. 350 ft. 1+143331-8mm 50 ft. $1.58 
16mm sound-on-film editions YOUR COST  
of each are also available. PH4334X-Iimm 180 ft.$5.50 
BRITISH-GREEK VICTORIES! YOUR COST  
Here is a picture that will have PH4335X--I6mm 100ft$2.48 
historic significance-be sure to YOUR COST  
get it so that your children can P1445071-16rfrn360ft $8.75 
see history being made. In the YOUR COST  
years to come this film will be- PH4503X - SOUND-ON • FILM 
come more and more valuable. edition. 16mm 350' $1 7.50 
These are the first authentic pic- YOUR COST.. 41. 
tures of British and Greek vic-
tories on land- in the air-and 
on the sea. Albania! Tobruk! 
Bengasi! The Mediterranean! 
Shipped Postpaid. 
P1143301--8mm 50 ft$1 .58 
YOUR COST  
PH4331X-8mm 180ft $5.50 
YOUR COST  
P1-143321-16mm 100' $2 .48 
YOUR COST  
PH4500X-16mm 360' $8.75 
YOUR COST  
P1445011 - SOUND-ON- FILM 
edition. 16mm 350' $17.50 
YOUR COST  

Pecidictiees 

KEYSTONE EDITOR TITLE BOARD 
A complete outfit that makes 
editing as easy and as much 
fun as shooting your home 
movies. Helps you to turn out 
c real professional looking 
movie. It provides a magnified, 
sharply focused brilliant image 
in the viewer which is mounted 
an a swivel so that it can be 
swung out of the way when 
splicing. Can be used with 
both 8mm and 16mm film. The 
complete outfit including two 
geared rewinders is mounted on 
a polished hardwood base. It 
comes complete with film ce-
ment and a water bottle. REELS 
NOT FURNISHED. Designed for 
use on either 110-120 volts d.c. 
or 60 cycles a.c. Overall dimen-
sions ore: 21%" long, 5m/2" wide 
and 8- high. Shipping weight is 
8 lbs. 
P112442-Keystone Editing 
fit. List Price $8.50. $r rim 
YOUR COST SPECI I- e-e 7 

COMPLETE SET 

CUSTOM-MADE CINE COMBINATION SET 
Consists of a selected set of 
Lafayette optical glass filters 
(I each-red, medium yellow, 
green and haze), a Lafayette 
duraluminum lens shade- filter 

• holder and a genuine leather 
filter case. All items are of the 
finest possible quality making 
this a truly notable value! This 
set will fit all Wollensak 8mm 
and I6mm cine lenses; all Bell 
8i . Howell 8mm except Taylor-
Hobson; All Keystone f:3.5 and 
1:2.7 both 8mm and 16mm; 
Univex f:3.5, f:2.7 and f:1.9. Will 
also fit all Revere and others. 

GEVAERT 8mm Film 
For maximum speed use Pan-
chro Super Reversal. For ex-
tremely fine grain use Penchi° 
Micrograin. For a good ortho-
chromatic outdoor emulsion use 
Ortho. AL are standard double 
-8 to fit most cameras-pre-
scored for easy separation. 25 
ft. long. Processed FREE. Wt. 
I lb. While they last! 
PH2897-Ponchro Super Revers-
al. Weston I8-D 16-T. $1 .39 
YOUR COST  
PH2898- Panchro Microgio 
Weston I2- D 8-T. $1 .24 
YOUR COST  
P142899-Ortho. 
Weston 16-D 6-T. $1.19 
YOUR COST  

Iris Fading Control 
The simplest and still one of 
the best methods of achieving 
those " fade-in" and "fade-out" 
effects. Machined duraluminum. 
Fits practically all 8mm and 
I6mm cameras. Can be at-
tached in a moment. Shag. wt. 
4 oz. 
P142461-
SPECIAL EACH 

FILM CEMENT 
An exceptionally high grade of 
film cement for splicing movie 
films. Fresh stock. Specially 
priced for a short time only. 
PH2460-1 oz. bottle. Wt. 8 oz. 
Each 18e Two for 33e 
PH2462-1/2 oz. bottle. 
Each 9e Two for 154 

 49c 

Over 

55% 

Off 
List! 

FASCINATING YOSEMITE 
Photographed in winter, sum• 
mer, spring and fall. A year in 
the making. A breathtakingly 
beautiful picture! America's 
picture paradise cornes to life. 
P1443361-8mm 50 ft. $ 1 .58 
YOUR COST  
PH4337X-8mm 180ft $5.50 
YOUR COST   
PH4338X-I6mm1130ft $248 
YOUR COST  
PH4504X-16mm 360' $8.75 
YOUR COST  
PH45051 - SOUND- ON- FILM 
edition. 16mm 350 ft $17.50 

TITLE BOARD 
WITH 

100 CHANO EA Ill LC 
CELLULOID LETTERS 

We sold hundreds of these 
boards at the former price of 
$2.98. Now we cut the price to 
$1.69! A sensatioral smash value 
if there ever was onel It is an 
excellent quality board and one 
of the most popular types we 
have ever sold. 9 x 12 inches in 
size the face is covered with 
sturdy black felt in a series of 
grooves into which are slipped 
the pure white 1/2" celluloid 
letters. Each letter has two 
wings assuring perfect align-
ment and a tight grip. 100 
characters are ircluded in the 
set together with an appro-
priately divided compartment 
box. This outfit can be used with 
both 8mm and 16mm movie 
cameras. Complete instructions 
regarding distance from the 
camera, etc., ore included. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
PH241 2--List $3.75. $1 LIN 
YOUR COST SPECIAL a6 7 

PH9470-Complete set as de-
scribed at left w.th 4 filters. 
Shipping weight 1 lb.$4.89 
YOUR COST SPECIAL 

TWO-FILTER SET 
The combination set can also 
be had with two filters: the 
medium yellow and the haze 
filters. The same case is fur-
nished. 
PH 10649- 
2-filter set $3.89 

Either above at sarr e prices for 
Taylor- Hobson lenses. SPECIFY 
FOR TAYLOR-HOBSON ON 
ORDER. 

Only s2.44! 

IRWIN Movie Cameras 
Now there is no excuse whatso-
ever for not owning a movie 
camera! We have cut the price 
to the bone! These are mega-
zip, loading 16mm cameras 
with anastigmat lenses. Sturdy 
motor. Shag. wt. 6 lbs. each. 
P142051- Irwin Imperial 16mrn 
Movie Camera with f4.5 lens. 
List $22.50  
SPECIAL  
P142052--Same with fil.5 lens. 
List $30.00. EACH .... 5.13.95 
MAGAZINE FILM FOR IRWIN 

CAMERAS 
ORINO PAN 

Lqth, PH EA. PH EA. 
30 ft. 2810 $ 1.44 2812 51,98 
40 ft. 2811 $ 1.69 2813 S2.59 

$9.95 

KEYSTONE Splicers 
Latest Deluxe Models for both 
8mm and 16mm silent or sound 
film at a tremendous price re-
duction. Makes a patch splice 
-no scraping - no water. In-
sures a clean and strong splice. 
Mounted on a heavy wood 
base. Metal parts heavily 
plated. Includes bottle film ce-
ment. Excellent for repairing 
sprocket holes. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
1442429-De Luxe Splicer for 
16mm silent or sound film. List 
$3.75. 
PH2430-De Luxe Splicer for 
8mm film. List Price $3.75. 
EITHER MODEL ABOVE, 

•44 
YOUR COST $2 
EACH  



BARGÀà7\.IIUNTERS 
FAMOUS-MAKE 

Double-Condenser 

ENLARGERS 

$1295 each 

Nationally advertised at $2P.95 this Model No. 1941 enlarger 
is a truly ,ersational value a: Lafayette's special Spr'ng Sale 
price of $ 12.951 This famous-make enlarger incorporates such 
unusual de lute features os a built-in all-steel light- tight drawer 
for pcper up to I x 14- in size. A full gross of double weight 
paper this size can be accommodated. A pair of opticall.; correct 
41/2- condenser lenses in conjunction with a light equalizer assures 
perfect over-all illumination. Tie enlarging lens is a sharp 31/2" 
f:6.3 anastigmat especially corrected for use in an enlarger. Ac-
curate focusing assured by slow-motion, spiral device designed to 
maintain lens alignment. A combined easel and easily adjusted 
masking frame makes for straight print margins. The lamp-house 
is scientifically designed for cool operation. The sturdy upright 
post is calibrated to indicate enlargement ratios and simplifies 
exposure calculation. All negatives up to 21/4" x 31/4" in size can 
be accommodated. Equivalent areas of larger negatives can also 
be enlarged. In short, it is c de luxe unit- a smash value at 
Lafayette's low Spring Sale price! 

Because of the drastic price cut we ore not permitted to state 
the manufacturers name but it does appear ors each unit shipped. 
It comes tc you packed in its original factory carton complete with 
instruction!;. Frankly we hove on'y a limited supply at tkis Spring 
Sale price and we are riot ju;t using -sales talk" when we urge 
you to get your order in early. It must of necessity be a case 
of first come-first served. Act now! 

PH2541 - Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. 

SPECIAL SPRING SALE PRICE  $12.95 
N ,? 

4.1 

E-Z ON cover 

List $1.00 
APRON Special Pilo-Fihn 

gl 49c 
RUBBERIZED APRON 
Yes, we mest admit we felt pretty 
ord for ,:his one-personally we 

mean. Eyesy morning before we ora 
-  to work it has been the some tcry 

- brush, brush, brush in order to 
remove that white powder whieh 
remains or our vest and trousers 
wherever the developer and hypo 
spattered the night before. The 
Missus has been trying to get us 
to use an apron but they were such 
sissy things. Now this new E-Z ON 
Apron comes along and boy it's a 
real man's apron! No strings-rist 
slip it around your waist and it 
stays there held by a gentle spring 
hidden inside the apron. Its maie-
looking, two, no fancy trimming. 
The material is rubberized and locks 
like that used in expensive raen. 
coots. Ligitweight but won't leek. 
Can be washed, the manufactu:er 
says-
P119939- SPECIAL 

II 

 49c 

x 

If HARD RUBBER TRAYS 

YS 

Lowest price ever! These hard rub-
ber trays ere noted for the fcct 
that they are non-porous, non-corro-
sive ana chip- proof. They are easy 
to clean anc can be used inter-
changeably for developing, fixing 
and washing. They have reinforced 
rims and bottoms and ribs inside 
the bottom so that it is easy to cet 
under the print with your fingers or 

• tongs. Sloping sloes are o further 
aid to easy print and negat ve 

- manipulation. Wt. I lb. 
PH8235--4" r 6" Troy 
SPECIAL EACH   
• for. .. 39c 6 for 69c 

ph 331/3% OW 

LAFAYETTE 
TIUMMING BOARDS 

An exceptonel opportunity to buy 
top quality trimming boards at 
unusually low prices! Tough, tem-
pered steer blades have an adjust-
able spring tension device so ttat 
blades ore self-sharpening. Sturdy 
re-Infcrced tables are marked eut 
;n 1/4 - squares. Rule has 1/16" cali-
brations. Stspg. wts-6"-5 lbs.; 10 '•7 
lbs.; 12-8 lbs.; IS"- 16 lbs. 

PH8405--4- size. $1.49 
YOUR COST EACH   
PH8406-10" size. $2.29 
YOUR COST EACH  

PH8407-J2" size. 02.89 
YOUR COST EACH   
P118401- IS" size. $5.89 
YOUR COST EACH   

Special 

49c 

ENLARGER COVER 

Dust is the subiect of !nary on ama-
teur's nightmare! Those microscopic 
specks that you can hardly see on 
the negative turn up as big white 
spots on the enlarged print. You 
can prevent this by covering your 
enlarger with a hiltless, dustproof 
cover. One of the best we know of 
is this Plio-Film cover. Plio-F.Im is 
absolutely dust proof, stain resis-
tant and moisture proof. It is non-
inflammable and 100% transparent. 
Th s cover is extra seemed and 
fitted with a silk draw-cord and a 
hanging loop. Volume purchasing 
enables us to offer this cover at a 
tremendous discount. Sells regularly 
for $ 1.00, now available for only 
49c- exactly 51% off the list price 

301/2" long, 23" wide. Shag. wt. 
8 or. 

1119918-
SPECIAL  49c 

NEW 
LOW 

PRICES! 

STIRRING ROD MODEL ( A) 
A fine value in a combination stir-
ring rod and an accurate thermo-
meter. Range from 20 to 180 degrees 
F. Flattened end for crushing chemi-
cals to aid in dissolving them. Shpg 
wt. 8 or. 
PH8698-SPECIAL EACH 39C 

OPEN TANK & TRAY MODEL Oil 
The gloss tube in this mode: is 
protected by a curved stainless stee: 
back wh:ch also carries the calibra-
tion marks. These calibrations ore 
etched into the metal itself. Range 
30 to 120 degrees F. Shpg. wt. 8 or. 
PH8697-
SPECIAL EACH 29e  

Super 
Values! 

9CN1/4,'N 

WOOD CLIPS 

3c 

ECONOMY OUTFIT STANDARD OUTFIT 

8 1/2c 
each 

fiefs of 21 

For films or prints. N'on-scratching. 
Powerful wire spring. Flat spring 
hook. Wt. 11/2 or. 
P848677-EACH  
12 for 29e 21 for 53e 

REXO FILM CLIPS 
Cannot rust. Wide jaws hold film 
securely. Prongs fit into recessed 
holes. Shpg. wt. 4 or. 
P848680- EACH  9 C 
6 for .............. . . 45c 

STAINLESS STEEL TONGS 
Absolutely acid, chemical and rust 
proof. Exceptionally light in we ght. 
Easily handled • and gr p securely. 
Shpg. wt. 6 or. 
P118685-YOUR COST EACH. 
Per Parr   17c 

LAFAYME 
ADJUSTABLE 

ROLL FILM TANK 
Actually there is no reason why 
we should cut the price on this 
tank. It is an outstanding value 
at its regular price-a mighty fine 
tank in every respect. But, we 
feel that this is an excellent op-
portunity to get you to try a 
Lafayette product so that you can 
see for yourself what we mean 
when we say they are " tops in 
quality." After you find out how 
good this product is we hope that, 
like many others, you'll become a 
Lafayette booster too. So during 
this Spring Sole only we ore for-
getting about our profit! 

All-bakelite. Fully adjustable 
from 35mm to No. 116 size. Un-
affected by chemicals, stain- proof 
and non - warping. Absolutely 
light-tight. Supplied with bake 
lite agitator rod. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
P149267- $1•29 
SPECIAL SALE PRICE. 
P119271- Extra Reel only. Use the 
second while the first film is wash-
ing. Also for replacement pur 
poses. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. EACH 79c 
1148694 - Lafayette Glass Tank 
Thermometer. Range from 45' tc 
90° Fahrenheit. Fits all tanks 
Shoo. wt. 4 oz. EACH  79c 

CARRY YOUR 
DARKROOM 
WITH YOU 

jakelb 
Perf-O-Lob 

Only 
gsà% List $80Y 

Werfis 
_tter 

$2 29 
C•mpi•tm 

(‘Zittl. 

jg 

4 I, 

LAFAYETTE 
ROLL FILM 

DEVELOPING KIT 
You can save still more by buying 
the complete kit. Using the Lafay-
ette adjustable roll film develop-
ing tank, described at the left, 
as the nucleus, this kit contains 
everything you need to success-
fully develop any roll film from 
the small 35mm size right up to 
the large No. 116 or 616 size. In-
cluded in the kit, in addition to 
the tank and agitator, ore the 
following items: a con of Lafay-
ette Mialgrain Developer-this 
is a super-fine grain developer 
excellent for all types of fi:m. 
The can contains enough chemi-
cals to make up a full quart of 
liquid developer. A can of Lafay-
ette Acid-Hypo sufficient to 
make up a half-gallon of fixing 
both for either paper or film. Two 
sure-grip son-resting film clips 
for use in hanging up your film 
to dry are also included. And lost, 
but not least, is a complete 
manual titled "Darkroom Hand-
book" which covers in detail all 
types of developing and printing 
processes, lenses, theory, etc. 
Shpg. wt. S lbs. 

PH2609- $2•29 
SPECIAL  

LAFAYETTE PORT-0-i.AB DARKROOM OUTFIT 
What a boon to the amateur wto 
doesn't hove all the room t e 
needs for his dark room equipmeit 
and must store things away after 
each session! It is also an ideal 
outfit for the vacationist and t 
el,. A glance at the list of cu 
tents at the right will prove thot 
this kit contains everything neces• 
sory for developing and printing. 
And, as usual, Lafayette offers the 
whole outfit at a great reduction 
in price. The entire kit is neatly 
packed in a sturdy, canvas ccv-
ered, wood reanforced carrying 
case finished in airplane luggage 
style. It is equipped with too 
spring locks and key. Dimensicns 
overall: !eh" long, 11" high, i" 
deep. Shpg. wt. 18 lbs. 
PH2612 - Lafayette Port-O•Leb 
De Luxe Darkroom Outfit. 
YOUR 
COST  $ 8•89 

A very reasonably priced outfit far 
both developing and printing that 
is especially designed for tho.e 
desiring to start with just the ne-
cessary essentols. Each item has 
been carefully selected and is af 
excellent quality. The outfit is 
complete enough to enable you 
to do good work right at the stcrt 
without resorting to any mokesh ft 
methods. It provides an excellent 
foundaton for the beginner to 
which other items may be added 
as his skill increases in order So 
do more advanced work. It is i3r1 
excellent gift for the youngster 
or grownup just beginning to get 
interested in photography. 

Ouon. Item. List 

3 4x6" Hard Rubber Trays. 43c 
I 31/051/2 " Print Frame 43e 
r Thermometer   3Dc 
I Ruby Bulb   25e 
4 Tubes Developer  20e 
I 4 oz. Graauote 20e 

20- 21/2x41/4" Contact Paper. 20e 
I 1/2  : b. Box Acid Fixer 1 5e 
1 Glass Stirring Rod  Sc 
I "Darkroom Handbook"  25c 

Total List Value   $2.60 
Neatly Boxed. Shpg. wt  5 lbs. 

/112606- YOUR COST $1 .69 
COMPLETE  

The Lafayette Port•O-Lab Outfit 
includes the following items. 
Note the completeness of the kit 
and the notably high quality. 

Q.su4axnf. Hard Rubber ."Trays  .....5 

Item List Price 

1 Lafayette Tank  $118 •rne aPrint Frame .60 

I 8 or. Gloss Graduate.... .25 
I Cotolin Stirring Rod .20 
I Tank Thermometer   .50 
2 Sure-Grip Film Clips  .20 
2 Stainless Steel Tongs..   .50 
2 lOs14"Ferrotype Plates   .40 
4" Squeegee Roller.... .30 
I 4 oz Bottle of Polish  .30 
2 32 or, Bottles  .50 
I Qt. Size Minigroin Dey. .60 

24 31/4xS1/2 " Conviro Paper  .25 
6 Lafayette MO Tubes Dev. .25 
1 Lafayette 1/2  Gal. Fixer  .25 
1 Practo Sofelight   1.65 
I Carrying Case   2.00 
I Instruction Manual   .25 

Total List Value. . 511.60 

lellaicied 
çood edit! 

-* DARKROOM 

OUTFITS 

Priced only a little higher than 
our Economy cutfit the Standard 
Printing and Developing Outfit 
provides a much wider range of 
working facilities than does the 
former. It includes a larger grod-
uate as well as "sure grip" film 
clips and a larger quantity of 
essential chemicals. The contact 
printing paper is larger, too, en-
abling you to print larger size 
negatives or to cut it up into 
a larger number of smaller size 
prints. Another feature is the in-
clusion of two sto nless steel print 
tongs and a " Darkroom Hand-
book." 
Oman, Item List 
I 31/4x51/2" Print Frame 75e 
I Special Thermometer ..  75c 
3 4x6" Hard Rubber Trays.  40e 
I 1-1b, Acid Fixer  25e 
5 Tubes Developer  25e 
I Ruby Bulb  25c 

20 31/4x51/2" Contact Paper..  25e 
I 8 or. Gloss Graduate,,,  30e 
I Gloss Stirring Rod   Se 
2 " Sure Grip" Clips 20e 
2 Stainless Steel Prirt Tongs 50e 
I Beginners " Darkroom 

Handbook"  25c 

Total List Value   $4-40 
PH2607-Shpg. wt. 61/2 lbs. 
COMPLETE KIT $249 
YOUR COST   

-%e-edi,e-e DARKROOM KIT 
Our De Luxe Darkroom Outfit snown 

I 31/4x51/2 " Metal Print Frame 
I Tray Thermometer 
2 Stainless Steel Print Tongs 
3 Sy7' Porcelain Enamel ¡'ay: 

De Luke Safelight with two 
safelight filters 

2 Ferrotype Plates 
I 4" Print Rolle , 
6 Tubes M Q Developer 

1142614-Shpg. wt. 10l bs 
Total List Price Valut-$7.30. YDUR 

above-complete-highest quality. 

1 8 oz. Graduate 
1 &as; Stiving Rod 
I 4 oz. bottle Ferrotype Polish 

(non- inflammable) 
20 31/4x51/2" Contact Paper 
1 1h gol. size Acid Fixer 
2 "Sure Grip" Clips 
I Beginners " Darkroom Hand-

book" 

COST $4•89 

LAFAYETTE ALL-METAL 
A breath- taking bargain ,f there 
ever was one! But we had to 
forego our profit in order to bring 
it down to this price. Never-the-
less we were deterrmned to make 
this Spring Sale a smosning suc-
cess and we know it con only be 
done by giving you such out-
standing values! We want those 
of you with whom we have not as 
tel had the pleasure of doing 
business to try a Lafayette product 
aed Lafayette service eust once. 
After that we know that you'll 
become a steady custoner. 

This Lafayette all- metal easel 
has many outstanding features. 
The entire frame is in one piece 
stamped out of o single sheet of 
salid metal. It will always lie flat 
0.1Ci produce sharply edged bor-
ders. The two-inch wide masking 
bands are held in position by 
powerful spring tension clamps 
that assure perfect aligrment and 
absolutely square margins. Full 
length etched metal scales for the 
two masking bands are calibrated 
ir 1/8ths of an inch. All sizes of 
Feints up to a full II" is 14" size 
can be accommodated. Narrow 
"salon style" Vs" bordes ore pro-
vcied at the top and along one 
side thus assuring maximum use 
o' paper . area. 

REAL BUYS! 

19c 
DU PONT SPONGES 
These cellulose sponges have on 
excellent reputation because of 
their softness and absorption abil-
ities. Use them for drying nego-
tunes, prints, etc. Also fine for 
general household use. 
F'HI1783-No. 4 
Shoo wt. 4 or. EACH .. 
P118784-No. 6 
Shpg. wt. 6 or. EACH .. 

19c 
37C 

LAFAYETTE 
BLOTTER BOOK 

A regular 6Sc value for only 48c! 
A swell chance to get that extra 
book you hove often wonted at a 
real saving. Book will take prints 
up to 9"x12" in size. 18 pages 
provide for 18 prints rhls size or 
the equivalent in smaller sizes. 
Additional waxed paper pages 
cover the face of the print. Neat 
plastic binding allows pages to 
open flat. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
PH8691- 
SPECIAL  4 8C 

enlei494:«9 

PapeZ 

sea4,9c.i•ti 
(SECONDS) 

44 .L'aw As 

16c Per dz. 
(for 5x7" SW) 

GLOSSY 8. SEMI-MATTE ENTtXRGING PAPER 
-fete is your opportunity to stock up on enlarging paper at o tre-
-nendous saving! Both single weight and double weight in Sx7" and 
3x10" sizes. Fresh Stoct. Seconds-slightly imperfect. Speed- somewhat 
elower than Cykora and Kodabromide. Shpg. wts. 5' a" SW-6 or,' 
bu?" DW-8 oz.: 8"xl0" SW-8 or.; 8"x10" DW-10 oz. White war. 
2 sheets to a package. 

SINGLE WEIGHT 

48c 

ONLY 

$2 49 

Verified 

$7.50 
Value 

EASEL 
The base of the easel is made 
entirely of metal and is heavy 
enough to remain in position 
wherever it is placed. It is mode 
up of two pieces so that the upper 
surface is raised from the lower 
resulting in greater efficiency and 
sturdiness. The entire easel is fin-
ished in oven baked black photc 
enamel which will not chip or 
crock. Fittings are heavily cad-
• mium plated providing excellent 
protection against rust ond add-
ing considerably to the attrac-
tiveness of the easel. Overall 
dimensions ore: 20" long, 17" 
wide, 11/4" high, 

So much for a description o, 
the easel itself and now just a 
word about this sole. Of neces-
sity we must limit the quantity 
available at this price and as 
soon as the sale is over, or this 
quantity is sold, then the former 
price must again go into effect. 
You will agree with us that we 
are justified therefor in urging 
you to get your order to us 
promptly in order to avoid dis' 
appointment. It is going to be o 
cose of first come-first servea. 
P149308-Lafayette Easel. Supe. 
wt. 2 lbs. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL $ 2 •49 

1  

I s 

fam igit--10 

VICEROY PRINTER 
A sensational value in a quality 
printer. Al metal construction 
assures absolute rigidity cod 
sturdiness. Will accommodate al' 
negatives from 35rnm to 4"x5". 
Positive paper olignment is as-
sured by metal guides set for or. 
curate 3/16" margins. Masking 
bands are adjustable and easily 
accessible. Sponge rubber coated 
and double hinged platen assures 
uniform pressure over the entire 
negative area. Hinged top for 
easy cleaning and bulb replace-
ment. An outstanding feature of 
this printer is the method of expo-
sure control employed. This meth-
od permits keeping the bulb lit 
at all times thus enabiing its use 
as a safelight. An appropriate 
color filter is mounted in one side 
of the printer for this au-pose. 

Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $ 3•98  
1148666- SPECIAL  

Surface Grad• 
Glossy Soft 
Glossy Medium 
Glossy Hard 
Semi- Matt Soft 
Semi-Mott Medium 
Semi- Matt Hard 

Per Pkg. of II  

Two Pkgs. for 30e 

5 ic 7 
PH7456 
1147457 
PH7458 
PH7459 
PH7460 
PH7461 

16e 

LAFAYETTE 
GLOSS-RITE KIT 

FERROTYPE PLATES 

K,t includes everything necessary 
to produce perfectly ferrotyped 
glossy prints. Two 10x.4" enamel-
ed ferrotype plates; an all- metal 
frame 4" rubber print roller; 4 oz. 
bottle Lafayette Ferrotype Polish; 
complete instructions. The kit is 
easy to use, reed a splendid value. 
The polish is eaa-ieflosumable. 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
P142613- SPECIAL... 77' 

Lafayette Ferrotype Polish 
Guaranteed to be the finest ferro-
type and chromium polish. Nee-
ieflernissable. 
PH8678-8 oz. bottle  39e 
PHS682-4 or. bottie 24e 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz.-2 lb,, 4 oz.-I lb 

8" r Ift" 
PH7462 
PH7463 
PH 7464 
P147465 
PH7466 
PH7467 

29e 

56e 

DOUBLE 
5" s I" 
PH7468 
PH 7469 
PH7470 
PH7471 
PH7472 
PH 7473 

21e 

40e 

WEIGHT 
t'' s W 
P147474 
PH 7475 
P147476 
PH7477 
P147478 
PH 7479 

39e 

76e 

Ali are extra heavy except PH8501 
which is lightweight. Shpg. wt. 2 
lbs. each except PH8501 - I lb. 
and PHSSO4 which is 3 lbs. 

Black Enameled Plates 

No. Size EACH 3 For-
P118501 10x14 - 15e $0.41 
PH8500 10x14- 24e .61 
PH8502 I2x17'• 39e 1.1 1 
PH8503 14r2G' 49e 1,35 
Ptifs504 18x24" 79c 2.19 

Chromium Finished Plates 
Very high polish-triple plated. 

No. Size EACH 3 For. 
P1-18514 10x14" $0.49 $1.39 

P 13x24" 1.93 5.69 
PH8515 14x20" 1.09 3.09 
H8516 1 Q) 
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1.14ne•  

s•-lere is a real "double feature". Your choice of 
either the Midget Marvel 35mm or the Gevirette 
miniature cameras complete with ease at the 
some row price of $8.891 (Not sold without case.) 
3oth hove fine corrected and sharp f :4.5 anostigrnot 
enses mounted in a Vario shutter with speeds from 
: /25 to 1/100 second plus time and bulb positions. 
Extremely compact. All•metal precision construe-

rnver d bodies enclosed optical view 

PH1715--Idleigot Marvel lIkem P911716 -- idivirette Camara tr«nnci, e'''ther --j..„-der btacket. etc. wiwpg warm 
Camera. complete with case: 11271 with case; fd.5 lens in ' ange ' 1-i 08 r lb exp.). Gardreitte 

Vario shutter 
COSt 4 orastigrnat lens in Vario 

snutfer: speeds I/25 to 1/100 sec-

-incl. gee fer color 111.a. 
YOUR COST $8.89 

B. ....... • 
SPECIAL. ......... 

s.89 employs No. 127 ( AB) film ond takes 16 pictures. 
Cases are of fine top-grain cowhide and ore 
employs mm m o 

"evereody" type, permitting use of camera while 

'fft- in case. Shpg. wt. eoch 3 lbs. 

I lb. YOUR COSY .......... SIM 

Ow& 46% 014 ALI! 
ACRO with f.3.5 Lens 

A smash value! The camera that has everything! A Everything you Could caste tor you will find in this fine 

built-in accurate range finder. A built-in easily read camera - a shtl.p fast lens - on accurate range finder --
exposure meter. A fast 1:3•S anostigmat lens. A "hair and an easily read exposure meter. It was a good value at 

trigger" shutter release with shutter speeds from I/25th to its original list price of S18.50 but now it is a truly sense-
1/200th second! Calibrated telescopic helix focusing mount tionol value at Lafayette's low price of $9.98! The small 
orovides accurote focusing from 3 feet to infinity. Uses quantity we hove on hand at this price won't lost long - 

Eastman Ne. 127, Agfa A8 or any standard vest pocket roll so get your order in now - today! Shpg• wt. 4 lbs. 

fiim. You get 16 pictures IS/8" by Ile on each roll. These 114•41601 --pictures ore large enough ior your album and so sharc. YOUR COSI SPECIAL, WHILE THEY LAST....$938 
that fine enlargements con easily be made. P149673--Cowhide Evereody Case. Wt. lb. ...... $3.49 

The famous name of VoigtIonder is n41532 -- Voigtlander-Besso with 
almost as old as photography itself Volgtar 4:4.5 onetstiqmat lees lo 
and *e Besse models are amongst delayed action ?router II sk:eik  
the finest CarnerOS mode today. Speeds from I second to 1/150th s7". 
Equipped with needle-sharp Voigtar and plus "Time" and " Bulb". Lens 
anastigmat lenses they take excel- diam. 36.8mm. List S29.50. Loioyette's 

lent pictures even in the hands of o discount is over 32.1.1 Slog tit 
beginner. A removable most permits YOUR COST SPECIAL.. 7.7./ 
making either 8 21/4"x3,14 or 16 1441333 - Voigtlander-Bessa with 
Isis"x2,/4" pictures to a roll. Standard Yoliater 443 onestigenet lees le 
No. 120 or B2 film is used. All models delayed action Crimper shutter. 
hove built-in seli-tirners so that you Speeds from I second to 1/25Crth sec-
can get into the picture yourself. The ond plus "lime" and "Bulb". Lens 
strutter con be released either from diem. 36.8mm. List s3s.co. Lafayette's 
the usual lever on the shutter or from discount is over 37°/.1 $21.95 
a specially designed trigger under YOUR COST SPEC1AL.• 
the 'oaseboord. Both eye-level and P141534 - Voigtlander-Bessa with 
waist -level finderS are incorporated. Yolgtar fi3.5 anestigneit leas le 
The eye-level finder is of the folding Compuir-Rapid shutter. Speeds I to 

aotical type end is fitted with o pro- 1/400th second plus "Time and 
tective cover. The camera body is ' Bulb'. Lens diameter 36.8mrn• 1..ist 
covered with fine leather and oil S52.50.29°4 di 00000 tl $26.95 
metal parts om either heavily plated YOUR COST SPECIAL •. ... 
-o enameled. Construction is excep- - pet62,-Cowhide carrying case for 
.ionally ripid. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ony obove. Shpg. wt• 2 lbs.• • ..51.95 

eima 12 lei iiede 241! 
ALD AXETTE Il 

A few months ago we offered these Employing any standard No. r20 
co ' for the fiat time at these B2 film the'? make 12 pictures 

meraS low prices and in o when using automatic transport) k corn- 21/4" x 21/4" in size per roll. Amply 
large for contact prints to place in 

et easily enlarged. 
'th f :2.9 sensationa 

short time sold out our s 
pletely. Within the lost couple of 

small shipment and now have lust PH1736- Baldarette 
weeks we were able to obtain another Your 0 
12 of *is shipment left. They will go Trioplon Anastigmat lens in regular 
fast so get your order in today sure. Compur shutter. List $84.00. Shpg• wt. 

built-in coupled sp id military YOUR COST SPECIAL.. $69.95 They real precision cameras with b lbs. 
type dew feeler. automatic pore 1441737-Same os obove but with 
lox compensating view finder, outo- C.ompur- 'd shutter. List S90.00. 

motic film transport, body shutter Shpg• wt. b lbs. 535 
release ond a fast, sharp iti2.9 TrIm YOUR COST SPectAL. • 
plea Anestigmet Irtirt corrected fer Pt49653-Sole leather sheath-type 
color photogrephy• r.arry cose for either model..•..$1.11 

Jae 
, FALCON 

Magri-View 
Camera 

$189 

•,r.t the corner° far the occuslonal - snopshooter". 
"ne. large ,iew finder provides a bri ant mag 

lli ni-

lieo image that assures a perfectly composed pic-
ture every time. A folding hood over the finder 
shades it from extraneous light and protects *e 

finder duting transportation. o simple 

Operation of the 

camera is extremely simple--s that o child 
on operate it. Universefocus meniscus lens. Takes 
-2 pictures on a roll cf standard No• 82 ( l20) film 

0 c 

OC ,ach picture 2l/4" x 2,/,. tity of thes. in size. We have oniy o 
limited .suane cameras on hand at this 

price so get your order in 5 1.8 9 

today. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

1..lst pr ice $3.98.  P141604--YOUR COST SPECIAL . 

gwas-kfazie 
seii-eusteie 

WORTH $3.00 

The precon movement at these seif-timers is mode by 

tne some watchmakers who make famous 
* e world standard 

Swiss watches. They cari. be used with any 
,zoble release and provie sufficient time delay to 

enable you to easily get into the picturwe n 

yourself. 

Each self-timer comes comp'rete with  o molded 
plostic corrying cose. Wi nding hande l'in fitted with a 

red dot or flog so that you can see from o distance if 

.imer has 

completed its operation, Shpg. vrt. 51.69 

3 •, rs 

P149316-YOUR COST SPECIAL 
DURING IH IS SALE ..... .• 

SPECIAL 

3" Cable-

Releases 

300 oll-metai; 2000 stondord at o as stock lasts 

this price. 

All-metal fit Compur, Kdak, Ilex shutters. 

"Dthers only Compur. As long ship all-metal ( unless otherwise speci-

1 then standard. 19C  EACH. 
P1411840-- SPECIAL,  

O 

it con 

a 

For very obvious reasons the manutauturer ...use and mounting snoe so mot 

osked us not to reveol his nome but *e ma' 

easily be ottoched to practically ny Catnerat 

ment you see this fine instrument you will Lafayette brings thtS ttne instrument to you a 
recognize the maker by the superior workman- the remediable soviets of $2.52 from it? 
ship. It is o true precision maitery-type list price of 55.50. Proof ogatn of Lafayette s 
rouge (jotter with a high degree of accu- ability to offer more-lor more- for a great 

racy. Fully American mode, Measures dis- deal less' 

tac from 2 ft. in. to infinity with over 

n es 1449337-Famous moke military-type Range 

24 scale graduations . Completely shock. Finder complete with genuine leather cose 

proof. New no-glare eye-pteCe. Unusually and mounting shoe. Shpg. wt. I lb. 

It carnes large field. Brilliant super-imposed image list p,ke. ss,so, 

.1aheelk 
Duraluminum Lens Shades. Filter !-Iolders and Combinations 

Lafayette filter mounts sunshades and combina-
tions are precision made of strong yet light dur. 
aluminum. Accurately machined to close toler-
ances they hold the filters securely and abso-
iutely parallel to the lens. Pressure on the filter 
is carefully equalized to eliminate the possibility 
uf strain and consequent distortion. Threads are 
long and sturdy enough to stand constant usage 
for a long period of time. Viewing angle of the 
shade has been carefully determined to assure 
maximum protection horn stray light without 
cutting into the picture area: inside of shade is 
flocked with dead block material thot cannot 
-effect undesired fight back into the lens 

SLIP-ON MOUNT 

PH10353 
P1410354 
P149574 
P149575 
PH9574 
PH95711 
PH9579* 
PH15,0* 
PH9581* 
PH9582* 
PH9583* 
PH95114. 
PH10365** 
PI-19585** 
PH10367** 
PH11573.• 
/4195136•• 
PH10370*•• 

75c 

SLIP-ON 
SHADE 

PH10403 
PH10404 
PH10405 
PH10406 
PH10407 
PH) 040e 
PI410409* 
PH10410* 
PH10411* 
PH104)2* 
PH i0413 

95C PH10414* 
era. FH10415**195c 

PH 10414  ea 
PH10417** I 
PH10418** 
PH 10419*• 

$1.69 P1410420**4 $1.49 

75c 

SIZE 

•'•' -Pm 
20 rom. 
21 mm. 
23 mm. 
24 me, 
25.5 mm. 
27 mm. 

213.5 ram. 
29.1 mm. 

mm. 
12 mm. 
33 mm. 
36 mm. 
37 men. 
38 mm. 
39 mr,,, 
42 mm, 
"s1 mm. 
• 

Several styles are ou-ailable as pictured below. 
The combination mood's act as both shade and 
filterholder. Type numbers refer to size of filter 
accommodated. Type A takes 25mm. filters and 
aortrart lenses. Type II takes 32mm. Type C 
✓akes 39mm. Typo D takes 5Imm. 

As regularly supplkd, all units take o 
zioss filters as listed below. We can, ho 
supply the starred terns to take laminat 
Wratten filters: •WiU take Wratten Series V. 
▪ Will fake Wrotten Series VI. •••Will take Wrot• 
len Series VII. These models are available at the 
entre nnces Out your order must specify "ter 
Wrotten filters." Shoo wt. each model-6 17. 

SLIP-ON COMBINATION SET SCREW TYPE 
TYPE SHADE & MOUNT COMBINATION 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

D 

PH10598 
PH10599 
PI410600 
PI410601 
PH10602 

PH10603 
PH10604* 
PH10605* 
PH10606* 
14410607* 
PH1060go 
PH10609* 
Pt1102.)4(** 
PH10 Ilse I sot 

PH10612** } -c 49 
PH10613** l ea, 
PH10614**  
PH10615*** $2.98 

PH10568 
Si an PH10569 
I. re PH10570 

PH9587 
Pt49588 
P149589 

1.98 PH9591* 

PH9590* 
S  

Pf19592* 
PH9593* 
PH9594* 
P119595* 
PH9596** 
PH9597*. 
PH10582** 
PH9598.• 
1949599.. 
PH10585*** 

ea. 

Special Custom Mode Combination Sunshode-Filterholders 

We carry in stock a large number of special custom-made Combination 
Sunshade-Filterholders for Argus, Canton, Leica, National Gress, Rolliecord, 
Rollieflex, Super lhanta, etc., cameras. WE ALSO MAKE THEM TO ORDER 
70 YOUR SPECIFICATIONS- PRICES ARE LOW- QUOTATION ON REQUEST. 

ciAkelle 
Finest Optical Glass Filters- Precision 

Mode with the same care and precision as the finest 
lenses Lafayette Optical Glass Filters are iinques-
tionably the finest dyed-in-the-mass filters made 
today. Ground and polished to the closest tolerances 
the faces ore absolutely parallel. Because of this 
there is no loss of sharpness or definition. Exhaustive 
tests control both density and color so that every 
Lafayette filter will perform exactly as it should. 
The color of a Lafayette filter cannot fade or 

change in any way. It is not affected by dampness. 
cold or heat. The color goes through and through 
and is a oart of the glass itself having been out 
there when the gloss was mode, 

25 MM. OPTICAL GLASS FILTERS 
1449504-Light Yellow I 
P149505--Medium Yellow I youit 
P149512-light Green 
P149506-Medium Green } 
PH9529-Orange 
P149507-Red 
P149397-Hoze Filter 

32 MM. OPTICAL GLASS FILTERS 
PH95T5-light Yellow ) 
PH9516-Medium Yellow 1 
P149517-Light Green 1, YOUR COST 
PHs/SU-Medium Green 
P119549-Orange 
PH9511-Red 
PH939111-Haze Filter 

39 MM. OPTICAL GLASS FILTERS 
P149508--Light Yellow 1 
P149509--Medium Yellow 1 
P149514-Light Green I YOUR COST EACH 
P149510-Medium Green 
PH9568--Orange 

COST 

8 4 C 

98C 

EACH 

EACH 

$1.19 
PH9511-Red 
PH9391,-Haze Filter 

51 MM. OPTICAL GLASS FILTERS 
P1410255'-Light Yellow 
P1410256-Medium Yellow 1 
P1410257-Light Green 
P8410258-Medium Green } 
P1410259-Orange 1 
PH10260-Red 
PI410261-Hoze filter 

FREE! Filter Maimed With every order for two or 
more filten. 

YOUR Cosy 

EACH 

"49 ( 

Supplementary Lenses for 
Precision ground and polished meniscus 
enses which, when used in front of the 
camera lens, shorten focal length. Per-
mit working closer to the subject and 
getting larger negative images. Expos-
ure remains unchanged. + I diopter lens 
'usually used for portraiture. Working 
distance at infinity - 381/2 ' at 5 ft. 
setting -23" 

e°. 

Controlled Color 

2.49 
S2.98 

The colors are spectroscopically correct and are 
selected to conform with established standards. 
Approximate Wratten equivalents are: Light Yellow 
- KI, Medium Yellow - K2, Light Green - XI, Me-
dium Green - X2, Orange - GIS, and Red - A25. 
These are the most useful filter colors. A complete 
table of filter factors is furnished with each filter 
and in addition each filter is individually packed 
.n o sturdy slide cover box to protect it during ship-
ment. Filters are accurately ground to the exact 
diameter to assure a perfect fit in any standard 
mount. We recommend the use of the Lafayette 

'isted above. Shag. wt.. all sizes. 1 , 7. 

fi 

Portraiture and Copying 
diopeter lens is for copying. Infinity 

-I9"• at 5-ft. - I41/4". +3 diopeter is 
for close«, copying. At infinity 13"- at 
5 ft. - 101/2 ". 
With instructions. Shog. wt. 4 on. 
Size + Id. - 2d. 4-3d. EA. 
25mm. PI410140 PH10143 PH10146 59e 
32mm PH10141 PH10144 PI1410147 79e 
19mm PH10142 PH10145 PH10148 98c 

CLOSEOUT SPECIAL! 



IMPORTANT 
RUSH ORDER SEE OTHER SIDE FR TERMS 
MAIL TO OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE AND SHIPPING INFORMATION 

ORDERED BY 

STREET ADDRESS 

TOWN OR CITY 

PRINT CLEARLY IN INK— TO AVOID ERROR 

RFD P. 0. BOX 

STATE 

Please give here shipping point if different from above; or other additional shipping instructions. 

SHIP TO 

To insure prompt delivery and avoid error by the Post Office, please make certair 

that our full name appears on the envelope. 

ORDER RADIO SETS SHIPPED BY EXPRESS ONLY 

SHIP VIA Parcel Post Ei Express n Freight EI Boat E] Best Wa 

jaléelfe Pad° Gpordion 
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.. In:. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
100 SIXTH AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILL 
901 VI JACKSON BLVD 1 ATLANTA, GA. 

265 PEACHTREE ST 

FILL IN AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

INCLUDE SUFFICIENT MONEY 

FOR POSTAGE. WE REFUND 

UNUSED AMOUNTS 

MONEY ORDER 

CASH  

DATE 

CHECK 

PLEASE SEND CASH BY REGISTERED MAIL ONLY 

DO NOT USE 

Standard equipment who rebuilt or modified 
to meet asstorn•rs' speci I requ'r•m•n s, and 
equipmert specially built or ordered for 
customers, not subject to exchange, credit 
or refund. 

H Y E 

o 

o 
O 

MERCHANDISE ORDERED 
FROM CATALOG NO   

IMP TAN T. To avoid delay in shipment and to 
' • get prompt response, please use • 

separate s cet for all inquiries and correspond•nce having 
no immedi te connection with this order. 

HAVE YOU BOUGHT FROM US BEFORE? 

YESE NO CI 

Shipped s 
Quantity 
Required 

PAGE 

NO. 

OUR STOCK 

NO. 
DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTALS 

DO NOT 

USE 

Shall we make partial ship-
ment if we are temporarily Li YES 
short of any items. 

Buyer's 
Signature 

NO ITEMS FILLED T-FILLED COU CHECKED PACKED ZONE POSTAGE 

BOXES CRATES CARTONS TOTA L MAR KED VA LUE INSURANCE 

C-23 
BILLED RECHECKED FOR FILING WEIGHT RATE C.O. D. FEE 

DATE 

SH IPPED 

MO. DAY YR. 

VIA 

SEC T 
NO. 

EIBMIEMEELE3B83 

{11 

ai CO 
[I] 
[I] [UM 
[ll ED 

P3E3e3 C. O. D.E8E3W 

Amount 
for 

Goods 

Additional 
for Postage 
or Prepaid 
El-sweat 

TOTAL 

NO BY DATE 

F2056 PRINTED IN U. S. A. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. opyriehienl 1940 L. R. C. Corp. 



jafgeife Radio Corporalion 
otmstIy WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., Inc. 

Mail Your Orders to Warehouses at: 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
100 Sixth Ave. Phone: WAlker 5-8883 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
901 W. Jackson Blvd. Phone: HAYmarket 0422 

ATLANTA, GA. 
265 Peachtree St. Phone: WALnut 5140 

24 Central Ave. 

Local Sales ami Display Rooms at: 

NEWARK, N. J. 
Phone: MArket 2-1661 

BRONX, N. Y. 
542 E. Fordham Road Phone: RAymond 9-8813 

JAMAICA, L. I. 
90-08 166th St. ( Merrick Rd.) Phone: REpublic 9-4242 

110 Federal St. 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Phone: HUBbard 0474 

HOW TO ORDER 
Use our convenient order blank (additional blanks sent on re-
quest). Please write in ink, legibly, and not more than ONE 
item to a line. Make sure you write the exact stock number and 
that the price is the one quoted for the item you want. Specify 
how we shall make shipment by checking the preferred square 
"Parcel Post", "Express", etc. We shall follow your instruc-
tions, hut will change them wherever we are sure that such a 
change is to your better interest. Please keep all correspondence 
or remarks relative to your order on a separate sheet of paper. 
Make sure you include sufficient postage; all overpayments 
promptly refunded (if overpayment is under Ise, we will credit 
your account). 

NOTE: In many instances, especially in the tabulated lists of 
merchandise, it is impossible to show shipping weights. In 
practically all cases, it is a simple matter to estimate the weight 
of each article. Please be sure to include sufficient postage. We 
will credit you with any overpayments. 

DOMESTIC ORDERS 
We buy for cash and sell for cash; this explains our low price 
policy. We do not carry credit accounts, and we pass on to our 
customers all savings affected by the elimination of costly book 
keeping. We will ship C.O.D. if desired, providing a deposit of 
at least 20% accompanies your order. C.O.D. parcels may be 
shipped ONLY to places in the 48 states of the U.S. and to U.S. 
territories. On small orders, remittance in full saves you 
extra collection costs. 

FOREIGN ORDERS 
On all foreign orders we require payment in the United States 
by irrevocable and confirmed letter of credit against docu-
ments, or 50% deposit with order, balance sight draft against 
B/L. All quotations are F.O.B. our warehouse, with slight ad-
ditional charge for export packing. Orders up to $25.00 payable 
in full, in advance, including postage. All remittances payable 
in U.S. funds. 

2% TRANSPORTATION 
ALLOWANCE 

On mall orders of $25.00 or more, we allow you to deduct 2% 
from the total as transportation allowance, with the following 
exceptions: All Lafayette and National Co. products; all items 
sold under Fair Trade regulations; all items marked "shipped 
Postpaid" 

RETURNING 
MERCHANDISE 

If you find it necessary to return any merchandise for adjust-
ments, please write in advance stating the following: reason for 
return-when and where purchased-number of sales slip (if 
purchased over the counter). If your shipment is received 
damaged, obtain a report from the postmaster or express 
agent and mail it to us. Use a separate sheet of paper for all 
adjustment matter; do not add remarks to a new order for parts. 
Do not include money in the package you return. When 
returning merchandise, pack carefully, insure, and write your 
name and address on all packages and letters before re-
turning to us. 

FINAL PRICES 
Prices shown in this catalog are net, and except where marked 
POSTPAID, do not include postage. All discounts have been 
deducted, including 2% discounts for cash. Prices are subject 
to change without notice; we give customers the benefit of 
all reductions taking place after the catalog is published. 

POSTPAID ITEMS 
Items marked "Shipped Postpaid" do not require postage. 
Please note that Postpaid items refer only to shipments made 
within the 48 states of the U.S. only (does not include U.S. 
possessions). 

SENDING MONEY 

PARCEL POST RATES FOR ALL ZONES 
Parcels up to 8 ounces may be shipped anywhere 
in the United States for se. Parcel post ship-
ments to any zone must not exceed 70 pounds. 
The limit of size on all parcel post packages is 
100 inches in length and girth combined, at 

ZONES 

Weight 
In 

Pounds 

First 
Up to 
50 Mi. 

Second 
50 to 

150 Mi. 

Third 
150 to 
300 Mi. 

Fourth 
300 to 
600 Mi. 

Fifth 
600 to 
1000 Mi. 

Sixth 
1000 to 
1400 Mi. 

Seventh 
1400 to 
1800 Mi. 

Eighth 
()ver 

1800 Mi. 

1 $.08 $.08 $.09 $0.10 $0.11 $0.12 $0.14 $0.15 
2 .10 .10 .11 .14 .17 .19 .23 .26 
3 .11 .11 .13 .17 .22 .26 .32 .37 
4 .12 .12 .15 .21 .27 .33 .41 .48 
5 .13 .13 .17 .24 .33 .40 .50 .59 
6 .14 .14 .19 .28 .38 .47 .69 .70 
7 .15 .15 .21 .31 .43 .54 .68 .81 
8 .16 .16 .23 .35 .49 .61 .77 .92 
9. .17 .17 .25 .38 .54 .68 .86 1.03 
10 .18 .18 .27 .42 .59 .75 .95 1.14 
11 .19 .19 .29 .45 .64 .82 1.04 1.25 
12 .21 .21 .31 .49 .70 .89 1.13 1.36 
13 .22 .22 .33 .52 .75 .96 1.22 1.47 
14 .23 .23 .35 .56 .80 1.03 1.31 1.58 
15 .24 .24 .37 .59 .86 1.10 1.40 1.69 
16 .25 .25 .39 .63 .91 1.17 1.49 1.80 
17 .26 .26 .41 .66 .96 1.24 1.58 1.91 
18 .27 .27 .43 .70 1.02 1.31 1.67 2.02 
19 .28 .28 .45 .73 1.07 1.38 1.76 2.13 
20 .29 .29 .47 .77 1.12 1.45 1.85 2.24 

For Each 
Addedlb. 
.Add 

le le 2e 
_ 

31A0 50 70 9e 110 

widest point. Example: a package 35 in. long, 
10 in. wide and 5 in. high measures 65 in. in 
length and girth combined (length 35 in, plus 
twice 10 in. width, plus twice 5 in. height, equals 
65 in.). 

EXPRESS CHARGES 
Express charges are also determined by thei signee from shipper. The following chart en-
weight of the shipment and distaiice of the con- 1 ables you to estimate charges. 

Maximum Dis-
tance in miles 50 Mi. 150 Mi. 300 Mi. 500 Mi. 750 Mi. 1000 Mi. 1500 Mi. 2000 Mi. 

cost up to 5 lb. $0 . 25 $0.25 $0.25 $0.30 $0.35 $0. 45 $0 . 50 $0. 72 
10 lbs. .30 .30 .31 .40 .50 .65 .70 1.34 
15 lbs. .30 .34 .41 .51 .67 .73 1.00 1.96 
20 lbs. .30 .42 .51 .64 .85 .94 1.30 2.57 

" 25 lbs. .35 .50 .61 .78 1.04 1.15 1.60 3.19 
" 35 lbs. .45 .66 .82 1.05 1.41 1.57 2.20 4.42 

45 lbs. .55 .82 1.02 1.34 1.79 1.99 2.80 5.66 
55 lbs. .65 .98 1.23 1.59 2.16 2.40 3.40 6.89 
75 lbs. .85 1.30 1.63 2.13 2.91 3.24 4.60 9.36 
95 lbs. .99 1.60 2.04 2.67 3.66 4.08 5.80 11.83 

For Ea. 100 lbs. .99_ 1.60 2.04 2.70 3.74 4.18 6.00 12.34 

INSURANCE 
Parcel post insurance rates are: 5e for parcels 
up to $5.00; 10c for parcels from $5.00 to $25.00; 
15e for parcels from $25.00 to $50.00; 2se for 
parcels from $50 to $100.00. sAfter $100.00 the 
charge for each additional $50.00 is 50 extra. 
All parcels that we ship are insured. 
Express insurance rates are: for shipments under 
850.00, no extra insurance charge; for ship-
ments valued from 851.00 to $ 150.00 charge is 
we. For each additional $100.00 value or por-
tion thereof, charge is Ise. 

EXPRESS e% FREIGHT 
SHIPMENTS 

C. O. D SHIPMENTS 
Transportation charges on C.O.D. parcels are 
slightly higher than those sent prepaid. C.O.D. 
charges in addition to the regular postage costs 
outlined above are as follows (including insur-
ance): When value of parcel is up to $5.00 the 
extra charge is 12; $5.00 to $25.00 the extra 
charge is 17e; $25.00 to $60.00 the extra charge 
is 22e; $50.00 to $100.00 the extra charge is 320; 
8100.00 to $150.00 the extra charge is 40e; 
$150.00 to $200.00 the extra charge is 450. For 
each $50.00 value above $200.00 the charge is 
5( more (including insurance). The Post Office 
also charges an extra small money order fee on 
each C.O.D. parcel. Save these fees by re-
mitting in full. 

The safest and best way to send money is by: American Express; 
Post Office or Telegraph Money Order; bank drafts; firm checks; 
stamps. Do not send cash. If absolutely necessary to remit 
cash, send by registered mail only. Do not hesitate to include 
sufficient postage; over-payments are promptly refunded. 

Express and freight shipments are sent trans-
portation charges collect. If your station has no 
agent, please send sufficient money to cover 
transportation. Charges are the same either 
way. All over-payments are promptly refunded. 

NOTE• Equipment built or ordered 
• especially to meet customers 

requirements not subject to exchange, credit or 
refund. All orders for special merchandise must 
be accompanied by a deposit. 
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